
What sort of 
journeys do 
you make 
using active 
travel 
modes? 
Please tick 
all that 
apply.

What sort of 
journeys do 
you make using 
active travel 
modes? Please 
tick all that 
apply. (Other 
(please 
specify))

How often do you 
use the following 
active modes to 
make journeys?

How often do you make the following 
journeys using active modes:

I would walk more or use a 
mobility aid for journeys I 
currently make by car 
if….Please tick all that apply.

I would walk more or use a mobility 
aid for journeys I currently make by 
car if….Please tick all that apply. 
(Other (please specify))

I would cycle more if…Please tick all 
that apply.

I would cycle more if…Please tick all that apply. ( Other 
(please specify))

How important to you are the following priorities f or investment in active travel: The study identifies  13 key 
corridors for additional active 
travel investment – which three 
corridors would you be most likely 
to use for active travel, if they were 
improved?

Are there any other routes you feel are particularl y important for us to consider now or in the future ? We have a duty to ensure that our work promotes 
equality and does not discriminate or 
disproportionately affect or impact people or 
groups with protected characteristics under the 
Equality Act 2010.Please comment if you feel any of  
the proposals would either positively or negatively  
affect or impact on any such person/s or group/s.

We would like to thank you for completing our surve y. If you have any further comments on the project or the proposed options, please add these in the sp ace 
available below.

Please tell us the first part 
of your postcode i.e CB1. 
This will help us to identify 
priorities and concerns by 
location. Please note that it 
is not mandatory to answer 
this question.

Please indicate 
your age range 
(Choose any 
one option)

Do you consider 
yourself to have a 
disability or health 
condition that affects 
the way you travel?

What is your sex? (this question is taken from the Census 
2021)Select either “Female” or “Male”.This question  is 
important for equality monitoring. Please select ei ther "Female" 
or "Male".If you are considering how to answer, use  the sex 
recorded on your birth certificate or Gender Recogn ition 
Certificate.If you are aged 16 or over, there is a later voluntary 
question on gender identity. This asks if the gende r you identify 
with is different from your sex registered at birth . If it is 
different, you can then record your gender identity .

Is the gender you identify with the same as your se x registered at birth?  (this question is 
taken from the Census 2021)We ask this question of people who are aged 16 years old 
and over.This question is voluntary, so you can lea ve it blank if you prefer.Select only 
one response.It's up to you how you answer this que stion.Select "Yes" if:•             you 
identify as female and your sex registered at birth  was female•             you identify as 
male and your sex registered at birth was maleSelec t "No" if:•             your gender 
identity is different to the sex recorded on your b irth certificate when you were born, for 
example if you're transgender or non-binaryIf you a nswered "No", please give the term 
you use to describe your gender. This is also volun tary, so you can leave it blank if you 
prefer.

Is the gender you identify with the same as your se x registered at birth?  (this question is taken fro m 
the Census 2021)We ask this question of people who are aged 16 years old and over.This question is 
voluntary, so you can leave it blank if you prefer. Select only one response.It's up to you how you 
answer this question.Select "Yes" if:•             you identify as female and your sex registered at b irth 
was female•             you identify as male and yo ur sex registered at birth was maleSelect "No" if:•        
      your gender identity is different to the sex recorded on your birth certificate when you were bo rn, 
for example if you're transgender or non-binaryIf y ou answered "No", please give the term you use to 
describe your gender. This is also voluntary, so yo u can leave it blank if you prefer. (Other (please 
specify))

What is your ethnic group? I am 
responding:

If you are responding 
on behalf of a group 
or business, please 
state its name (we will 
publish this in our 
public reports)

If you are responding as 
an elected representative, 
please state your position 
(we will publish this in our 
public reports)

Jul 05 21 
11:01:41 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

Long Road - widen footpath/cycleway CB2 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:03:26 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St

One area which is making it harder to cycle safely with children is the increasing amounts of electric vehicle that are now using pavements and cycle lanes across Cambridge. 
There are increasing numbers of what appear to be motorbikes with electric motors that are using pedestrian/cycle routes that make it very unsafe for children. It would be very 
helpful to ensure that this is either outlawed, or if it currently isn't allowed that better communication / signage is displayed to ensure that the current rules are enforced.

CB1 35-44 No Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:05:26 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , I had access to a 
bicycle, e-cycle, or adapted cycle

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Trumpington Rd

No None None PE15 25-34 No Female Prefer not to say Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:10:07 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Cycling: Daily Within my local area: Daily, Across the city: 
Daily, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Histon to Histon Rd, Huntingdon Rd 
North, Trumpington Rd

CB23 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:12:11 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 2-
3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Impington to 
Milton, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

waterbeach all directions [postcode] 55-64 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:14:49 am

Commuting 
to work

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Weekly

Other: Weekly Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I could 
make connections to other forms 
of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing 
safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes 
to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Trumpington Rd Whittlesford to Duxford - M11 crossing as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:16:40 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

Cb4 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:16:45 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

I am a confident, experienced cyclist. 
However, I have 2 young children and 
not all routes from my home to places 
we wish to visit are suitable for them 
to cycle safely. So we often use the 
car as a family out of necessity. We 
feel bad about this. 

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

My kids were safer on the journey. Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd The route shown on the map as a dotted green route from Fulbourn into Cambridge city. I participated in a detailed consultation about this route and have heard nothing since. This should be a priority route. Please ensure that the needs of people with restricted 
mobility are considered when designing cycle ways. 

This survey is much less granular, open and detailed than others I have seen about improving active travel/cycle routes in Cambridge. It's hard to see how you'll get much useful 
data from it, unless the objective is just to give respondents a narrow set of 'choices' to approve. 

CB21 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:20:57 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly

Within my local area: Daily, To my local 
high street/town centre: Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

I am not a Cambridge resident so none of the options listed in 7 would apply.  I would be keen to see more rural villages joined up to either existing cycle ways, areas of employment/education. Active travel creates a level playing field for all.   I think 
this would be a very positive move in creating equitable 
environments.

Rather than quick wins I would prefer a well thought through approach which clearly demonstrates improvements to the environment and people's health (both physical and 
mental) as a result of low traffic neighbourhoods.

PE27 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:21:39 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor 
unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

Haslingfield - Grantchester/Cambridge SW The risk of cycle theft in the city is a major disincentive to traveling there by cycle if doing so will involve leaving cycles for any period of time. Better parking facilities help, but 
more central secure (I.e. supervised) cycle parking facilities are needed. The station cycle park has demonstrated that CCTV coverage alone is insufficient to deter thieves.

Given that you include horse riding in you definition of active travel I feel obliged to also ask for more secure horse parking in the city.

CB22 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:26:33 am

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 2-3 
times a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: 2-3 
times a week, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd

CB25 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:26:38 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

Trumpington High Street and Hauxton Road The cycle route from the Trumpington P&R towards the city, across the Waitrose junction,  tossing Maris Lance and along Trumpington High Street is very highly used and 
particularly dangerous. It is not listed is your 12 key priority routes (unless it is part of the “Trumpington Road” route, but Trumpington Road begins at Long Road and runs towards 
the city centre so this label could be misleading).  I have witnessed (and had) many near misses at the Waitrose junction and Maris Lane, and the cycle infrastructure along 
Trumpington High Street is inadequate. It did form part of the Melbourne Green Route with some indicative design work being presented but appears now to have been punted 
into touch as it is no longer mentioned as part of any of the various southern green routes, instead being promised a “separate future consultation” which has not yet materialised.  
This is critical and should be top priority.  I am very happy to discuss my concerns with an appropriate person.

CB2 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:26:41 am

Exercise Walking: Daily Within my local area: Daily I was closer to places i need to get to. Interesting that you do not refer to potholes in the context of 
cycling.  The East of Cambridge have been overlooked and 
not only does my village (little Wilbraham) as well as Great 
Wilbraham have no direct connection to any cycle routes 
but the roads with connect us to cycle routes elsewhere are 
both extremely dangerous to cycle with the main one being 
a rat run between the A14 and the A11 with drivers 
commonly exceeding the speed limit and overtaking with 
poor visibility.  No cycle access to local secondary school 
(Bottisham) either

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Connecting the communities to the East of the city.  We have to use cars due to lack of connection and barely any public transport. Please stop giving emphasis on decision making to local residents of Cambridge  who do have public transport and have easy access to facilities (due presumably to the fact that 
that they can vote in that area).  Find out more why people do not cycle.  Remove motorbikes use from cycle paths/safe areas.   As mentioned above,  the East has been 
overlooked.  
Pointless doing survey, as to current use, when so many people are still working from home and we are still discouraged from using public transport (such as there may be).    
Also results get distorted in the summer as many cyclists resort to cars when weather deteriorates.  Survey should establish where respondents live as most, if not all, of what you 
propose I would be unlikely to use regardless of whether I cycle.

CB21 (which covers a big 
area)

65-74 No as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:26:44 am

Leisure Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: 2-3 times a week, To my local 
high street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I could 
make connections to other forms 
of transport, I am not able to 
travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

Cherry Hinton Road junction with hills road People with health and disability issues More electric charging columns and forecourts making it more sure to buy EV cars and vans and a increase in EV buses and council vehicles Cb4 55-64 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:31:48 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

all cycle paths had flat, even, wide well  maintained 
surfaces, some lighting, and trees/shrubs/verges etc. were 
well kept

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

the best way to spend the money in my opinion is to ensure that all existing cycleways are wide with flat, undulation and pothole free surfaces. With Chisholm trail nearly complete adding to the existing cycleway network I think there are sufficient trails that 
minimise contact with other traffic. What is of concern is that some of the trails are of lower quality surface wise, especially as you leave the city centre and get out into the wider suburbs

CB9 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:32:42 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily

Cambridge had some decent scenery 
(no hills even).

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel 
to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat important

Histon to Histon Rd Along the Cam CB4 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:35:41 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

To the city centre: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

The junctions on my route were safer, 
There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

Currently the cycle route along the A505 from Whittlesford to Royston is not entirely safe for either pedestrians or cyclists - most notably travellers need to cross M11 slip roads. It would encourage residents and commuters in this area to  travel actively and use 
public transport to a great extent if the safety issues of this route could be addressed. Many Heathfield and Duxford Residents end up driving into Cambridge because of these concerns. Imperial War Museum also cannot with good conscience encourage 
visitors and staff/volunteers to visit the museum via bike/walking/train due to the safety concerns. 

CB22 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:43:05 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat important

Histon to Histon Rd, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Cb4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:47:09 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , I could make 
connections to other forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

CB5 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:52:26 am

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, I am not 
able to travel this way due to 
health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North

possibly disabled people cb3 55-64 Yes Male Yes Other ethnic group includes Arab or any 
other ethnic group

on behalf of 
a group or 
business

disabled people

Jul 05 21 
11:54:20 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Around Mitchams corner seems very unsafe for cyclists CB4 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:58:19 am

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Weekly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I could make 
connections to other forms of transport, 
There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes 
to and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with 
the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Milton High St and Butt 
Lane

Better cross connection (i.e. village to village) between the radial routes out of the city centre CB24 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:59:04 am

Leisure, 
Travel to 
education

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Trumpington Rd cb21 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:59:39 am

Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Route from Cherry Hinton and new housing developments there into/from the city centre. Existing routes are narrow and not segregated and will become increasingly congested. Also, Coldhams Lane and Mill Road are my direct routes from Cherry Hinton when 
I commute by bike to work in the city centre but I feel really unsafe due to traffic speed, narrowness of roads, lack of segregated paths so I have to take a longer less busy route through residential areas but which still isn't ideal. Cars, taxis and buses do not like 
bikes in those areas!

CB1 45-54 No Female Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
12:05:52 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North, Trumpington Rd

No comment. Cb3 45-54 No Male Black, Black British, Caribbean or 
African includes Black British, 
Caribbean, African or any other Black 
background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
12:14:22 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly, Other: 
Weekly

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St, Huntingdon Rd North

CB3 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
12:51:02 pm

Leisure, 
Exercise

Shopping, dental 
or doctor's 
appointments 
and other such 
business

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: 2-3 
times a week, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Other: 2-3 times a week

... the alternative were as flexible as, 
and had the cargo capacity of, a 
private car

I had more journeys that I needed/wanted to make Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel 
to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Impington to Milton, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

Mitigation of the effects of the East-West rail link, if it follows the currently proposed route, on active travel CB23 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
12:54:05 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Never

I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

segregated cycle routes, not with 
smoothly sloped kerb, properly 
segregated so that motor vehicles can 
never enter them.

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Not at all important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at all 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Histon to Histon Rd

No, the Histon Road scheme is worse than useless, with a arrow advisory cycle lane that cars are welcome to load in. Please stop doing things, you're clearly not capable of delivering. cb3 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
12:55:43 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Never, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I could make 
connections to other forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Queens Road

The Fen Causeway, including junctions at each end £20m for "two or three corridors" is wholly inadequate, a complete failure of vision and care for the safety and welfare of people who choose or need to walk or cycle in and into 
the city.

CB1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
12:55:47 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Milton High St and Butt 
Lane

[postcode] 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
12:56:14 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

The roads were in better condition! They are in such a state, 
it makes it both dangerous and uncomfortable to cycle!

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel 
to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Just please fix the roads! This is the most important thing. Please concentrate on fixing the potholes in the roads to encourage people to cycle. CB1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
12:56:26 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Never

My occupation as a taxi driver 
prohibits other methods of travel.

My occupation as a taxi driver prevents it. If not distances, 
time taken and weather would be factors against cycling 
part of the year.

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

The current ETO road closures excluding cars and taxis 
make it extremely difficult and expensive for disabled 
people to travel to and from their homes. A taxi fare for 
a disabled person living on Panton Street or the 
Romsey side of Mill road bridge has increased 
significantly, up to three fold because of the extended 
journey times. Disable, elderly are particularly badly 
disadvantaged by the extensive cycle friendly road 
closures and other initiatives. Many people cannot use 
active travel for a myriad of reasons.

Active travel is to be encouraged but Cambridge is forcing it on people to the cost of the elderly and disabled and those contributing to the local economy who can't use bikes to 
get around because they are not practical in most everyday commercial activities. There is a risk that business will give up on Cambridge and residents will be forced out because 
the city has become hostile to all businesses and the elderly and disabled.

55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
12:56:52 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

To the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Weekly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week

I cycle instead I wasn't 79 Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Horningsea to Landbeach; Teversham to Chrry Hinton; Newmarket Road Roundabout to Bottisham; Grantchester to Coton Consider what will happen to cyclists when Honey Hill Sewage Farm is constructed.
Please police CYCLISTS who apparently don't feel the Highway Code applies to them - red lights, black clothing in the evenings, bells to warn of BOY RACERS coming up behind 
extremely fast etc

[postcode] 75 and above No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Jul 05 21 
12:58:18 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Weekly, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

My bike was safe from theft or 
damage at my destination, 
pedestrians were more bike aware 
and left space on paths when walking 
in groups. 

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Newmarket road, connecting Barnwell/Abbey to central areas. The cycle lane is filled with potholes and sunken ironworks, and shared with Taxis and busses very fond of close passes. Moving across lanes to take right hand turns is difficult. Roadworks always 
suspend the cycle lanes creating a single narrow lanes where cars get impatient behind a bike. 

Improvements to cycling infrastructure are very welcomed, but must come with improvements to the prospects for a bike - bike theft will prevent people from getting out of cars, 
as they cannot afford to keep replacing them. 

CB5 25-34 Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
01:00:26 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Impington to 
Milton, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

cb25 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
01:03:34 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: 2-3 times a week, To my local 
high street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Dry Drayton to Cambridge Road and northern section of Cambridge Road to Eddington to link up with Coton Footpath for improving access around the city from the West and South  to Railway Station and Addenbrookes. A private company years ago gained 
approval from all the landowners for access but funding was unable to be found. I have cycled this route {Redacted work details} as do many others from Bar Hill. Its not just catering for Madingley onwards (too small a village to accommodate apparently) but to 
accommodate those many people who travel from further away through Madingley and onwards via that side of the city to avoid having to go through the city centre  from the north via the busway increasing the journey time and cycle traffic into the city. thanks

This would positively affect others with different mobility 
for walking/cycling/horses  as many already use this 
route but the speed and increased traffic continues to 
require this route's safety to be improved

Please keep up the good work CB23 55-64 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
01:08:26 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St

East road is a DISASTER with deliveroo drivers and motocyclists always stopping in the cycle lane and cars speeding. Incredibly dangerous Please get a handle on deliveroo motorbikes using cycle lanes and voi scooters. it's putting all cyclists at risk, and a few signs +fake cameras (or police from time to time standing 
on east road by the KFC) would deter them

cb1 25-34 No Female White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
01:10:05 pm

Social, 
Leisure

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Girton to 
Huntingdon Rd, Histon to Histon Rd

Northampton street CB4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
01:12:51 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

Barton Rd from Cambridge to Barton – lots of cyclists go this way, but the shared pedestrian/cycling path can barely fit pedestrians, let alone cyclists in both directions! Traffic on the road is much too fast-moving and dangerous for most cyclists, and the 
massive roundabouts with motorway exits makes the road feel particularly unsecure for cycling. 

CB2 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
01:13:20 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Safe and convenient routes around the Grafton centre not through car parks Cb4 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
01:14:38 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Cb4 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
01:17:59 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with 
the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

You are building more and more but leaving existing in shocking states uncut Verges (snakey  path, coldhams  Lane  by
Airport)

tree roots creating bumps big enough to know people off it caught unawares (Tins and Tesco Cherry Hinton)

There’s a plan to add lots more traffic to coldhams lane and Cherry Hinton, why bother with doing anything if adding hundreds more Hgv journeys daily into these areas

Cb 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
01:18:58 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Weekly, Other: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes had less pavement parking, 
less illegal road parking impairing 
visibility and more enforcement of 
speed limits. In particular, 20 mph 
zones are routinely flouted.

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route 

There was greater enforcement of speed limits and safe 
passing distances for overtaking cyclists.

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St, Trumpington Rd

Great Shelford through to Trumpington is an awful road to cycle. I was really disappointed that the "improvements" to cycling were repainting the awful unsegregated "cycle lanes", in particular the dangerously narrow lanes over the railway bridge out of Shelford. I use my bike as a mobility aid, my disability is a 
protected characteristic and I feel that not providing safe 
infrastructure for cycling would negatively impact me.

CB22 45-54 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
01:27:43 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

Fix Mitchams Corner CB4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
01:33:49 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Providing 
safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St

Most additional investment seems to make things actively worse for cyclists - eg Fendon Rd roundabout which is now seen as being extremely dangerous and to be avoided at all costs by local cyclists. The new Robin Hood junction is also very badly designed 
and far more dangerous to cycle through than a year ago. Please STOP narrowing junctions so that cyclists are either forced up onto narrow pavements or into direct conflict with cars!

35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
01:37:43 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
Daily, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St, Trumpington Rd

To complete The Chisholm Trail in its entirety There is too much emphasis on horse riding. It is not transport but an elitist leisure activity for the wealthy. Routes do not have to cater for them.
Starting to see examples of vast widths on rural paths - presumably because the horse lobby wanted this.

[postcode] 45-54 Yes Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
01:39:57 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

To Shelford, Hinxton and beyond CB1 45-54 No Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
01:45:42 pm

Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Never, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
01:52:11 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, Trumpington Rd

Too many cycle paths have been made cheaply (without concrete edges, for example) leading to rapid deterioration and increased upkeep costs. CB25 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
02:03:11 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Never, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Queens Road

It would be highly desirable to complement these proposals with methods to actively deter the use of cars and their pollution in Cambridge, i.e. 20 mph throughout the city, 
congestion charge for non-electric vehicles, reduce the number of taxis, switch buses to electric models, etc.

CB3 35-44 Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
02:08:17 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Huntingdon Rd North

Both Victoria Road and Chesterton Lane/Chesterton Road (between Bridge Street and Mitchams), Mitchams Corner. Most drivers treat these roads as a race track. There is no provision for cyclists. There is no traffic calming. Pedestrians have to fend for 
themselves pretty much (e.g. the fact there is no pedestrian crossing across Victoria Rd at the end of French's Road is mind blowing

54% of Cambridge residents cycle regularly. As this group represent the majority surely planning needs to account for this first? Literally, the first thought should be how will 
cyclists and pedestrians feel or cope. All other modes come after, starting with shared public transport. Personal cars need to be made to feel like guests in the city. Low Traffic 
Neighbourhoods should be the norm, not just the reserve of the people's republic of Mill Road. Cambridge has the potential to be like Holland if you're brave enough. I write this as 
a City Centre resident who both drives and cycles. 

CB4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
02:10:02 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, Histon to Histon 
Rd, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
02:11:15 pm

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

People pay a lot of money for there 
cars for comfort and convenience 
whats wrong with this blasted city 
which I once loved 

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Not at all important

Leave the roads alone car owners pay for the use not bikes Its discrimination against car drivers and delivery 
vehicles 

Yeah cambridge is messed up enough stop this nonsense now thus city use to be great now its totally rubbish Cb4 55-64 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
02:13:43 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Better road surfaces and a less car-centric (and more 
'complete) approach to design and delivery of infra used by 
cyclists -  too much cycling infra is incomplete, why get on a 
cycle lane if you're going to dump me in the mouth of a 
junction, make me stop for cars or put 'safety' barriers in my 
way (like on the Bar Hill Bridge) Also better inforcement 
against anti-social driving and pavement / cycle lane 
parking.

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Elizabeth Way, from East Rd to Milton Rd, stinking car gutter - remove lanes from QE Bridge for active travel for a start. 
Nearly all of the routes in an out of Cambridge across the A14 and M11 from Quy to Trumpington/Hauxton. Potential quick wins in improving Quy, doing something intelligent with Low Fen Drove, the Milton end of the foot bridge from the science park, opening 
up access to the 'NIAB Bridge' in to the back of histon and the girton footbridge (which as it stands is a bit of a white elephant and doesn't link well on the town side) potentially improving the Bridle Way and Cantaloupe rd out of Granchester and the footbridge 
adjacent to Byron's pool nature reserve.
In town, just reduce the number of cars for a start.

Please stop running consultations and get on with doing something useful, we all  know that fewer cars and easier options not to use cars are the way forward, someone has to 
make the difficult decision to upset some motorists until they see sense.

I do think the Voi scooters are brilliant and more should be done to make the rules around them less onerus, if you could take a kid on it with you it would really open up it's use for 
quick cross town trips for kids activities etc. IMO these actually solve a lot of bus problems (much more so than just making the driver of the bus a robot).

CB4 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
02:15:56 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from 
the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

CB4 25-34 No Male Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
02:16:28 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

Arbury Road (the unimproved eastern section)

Honestly I would use all of the routes you have listed above, plus many more, since over time I generally have reasons to cycle in all parts of the city and surrounding countryside.

cb4 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
02:18:15 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

shopping Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Girton to 
Huntingdon Rd, Histon to Histon Rd

Arbury Road CB3 55-64 No Prefer not to say Other ethnic group includes Arab or any 
other ethnic group

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
02:26:32 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Monthly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: 2-3 times a week, To my local 
high street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Queens Road

Fen Causeway The ambiguous use of pavements by e scooters is a safety issue CB3 75 and above Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
02:26:58 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Impington to Milton

Longstanton to Girton; Histon to Girton CB24 35-44 No Male Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
02:28:24 pm

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Weekly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

CB22 55-64 Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
02:33:27 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, City North South Lensfield 
Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

CB1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
02:37:51 pm

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Trumpington Rd

Addenbrookes to Linton cb22 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
02:47:34 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes were quieter , There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

CB4 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
02:51:27 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

If the cycle paths were not shared with pedestrians - this 
makes travel by bike very hard and dangerous

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
03:00:29 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Other: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Impington to Milton, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

CB4 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
03:09:27 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Arbury Road Corridor/Mill Road bus gates need implementing/keeping to tie in with any infrastructure improvements - very low traffic streets feeding into busier corridors will massively increase active travel take-up.

Maddingly road past city limits needs improving, particularly over the motorway bridge and up the hill.

As long as disabled parking is kept in place, and public 
transit is made more accessible, then no negative 
impacts. If anything, reducing motor traffic citywide will 
make getting around using a mobility aid easier. Also 
everyone should have a right to clearer air and fewer 
cars means a better quality of life for those with 
respiratory issues.

Junctions are really key - Hill's road in particular falls apart as a cycle route due to junctions at either end. The access to addenbrookes is very muddled with multiple paths and no 
clear entrance or route to the main parking, and the intersection by Cambridge junction is awful. Plenty of room for a CYCLOPS junction there and on the other junctions towards 
the city centre.

CB4 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
03:14:31 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Southern edge east-west routes would be great as well. Cb22 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
03:44:28 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Providing 
safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Histon to Histon Rd, Huntingdon Rd 
North, Impington to Milton

North Histon Road through Darwin Green to Huntingdon Road Persons on electric mobility scooters 8mph would feel 
safer to drive in cycle lanes or bus lanes, which is 
forbidden in Highway Code, instead of driving in the 
carriageway which is allowed.  As the stand-up e-
scooters are allowed to drive in both cycle and bus 
lanes there should be possibilities to also include the 
electric mobility scooters.  

CB4 75 and above Prefer not to say Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Jul 05 21 
03:58:53 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Cycling: Daily, Other: 
2-3 times a week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Daily, Other: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel 
to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Trumpington to Harston CB4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
04:00:15 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Weekly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Never, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd

B1102 through villages from Fordham to Stow cum Quy - little connection for the outer villages CB7 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
04:00:50 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Weekly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Monthly, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I could 
make connections to other forms 
of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Impington to 
Milton, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

direct cycle route Cambridge to Ely and to necklace  villages CB4 75 and above No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
04:06:22 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Taking child to 
childcare

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

CB4 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
04:06:58 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Improving the 
most used routes: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat 
important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

CB24 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
04:10:24 pm

Commuting 
to work

Cycling: Weekly, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Never, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Showers at work Improving junctions: Neither important nor unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor 
unimportant

Histon to Histon Rd, Huntingdon Rd 
North

Willingham to Bar Hill junction The thing that most puts me off cycling is the abuse I get from other riders CB24 55-64 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
04:11:08 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety

Total lack of fully segregated infrastructure. Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at all 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Milton High St and 
Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

The rest of Arbury Road, Kings Hedges Road. Urgent action needed at both locations. Yeah, who wrote this survey, its terrible? You've decided what answers you want before starting out. Terrible. cb4 45-54 No Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
04:17:15 pm

Social, 
Leisure

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never

Rarely use a car fir journeys withing 
cambrudge

I cycle as much as I want already Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Girton to 
Huntingdon Rd, Trumpington Rd

Some pro cycling is too anti car (mill road bridge) thus 
discriminating against disabled people and mums who 
have to multitask (kids to different schools, caring for 
the elderly)

Need to think about cambridge as a whole. Much of the road works clog up the traffic and makes life unbearable for residents, with little benefit to residents of those area. We are 
not just “commuter routes” we live here.

[postcode] Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Prefer not to say as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
04:33:24 pm

Social, 
Leisure

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety, I 
am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I learnt to cycle, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at all important

Hills Rd Regent St CB2 55-64 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
04:37:04 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Daily, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

A commitment to ensure that the improvements to Mill Road are made permanent. Cb25 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
04:37:19 pm

Exercise Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Not at all important

Disabled and the elderly 75 and above Yes Male Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
04:40:17 pm

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Weekly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Other: 2-3 times a week

I live in Cambourne, we don’t have a 
cycle lane and the only footpath 
towards Cambridge is overgrown with 
tree branches forcing pedestrians 
onto the road 

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling 
currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing 
safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cambourne to Cambridge Why is Cambourne continually ignored and neglected ! Cb23 45-54 Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
04:51:00 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I could 
make connections to other forms 
of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

CB4 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
05:12:47 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Monthly, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I could 
make connections to other forms 
of transport

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB1 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
05:18:11 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Cb1 35-44 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
05:31:54 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Queens Road

CB3 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
05:49:41 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Weekly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Daily, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

I didn't have multiple stops on the way 
due to caring responsitbilities

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

Hills Rd Regent St, Trumpington Rd cb2 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
06:24:00 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily, Other: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Huntingdon Rd North, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

cb4 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
06:39:34 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Just happy that QEW is included! CB1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
06:51:15 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Sawston Greenway CB22 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
06:55:11 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Monthly, Scooting: 
Monthly, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport, I was 
less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I could make 
connections to other forms of transport, I 
was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

Direct off-road route from Cambourne to Cambridge via West Cambridge capus. Improving cycling within the city boundaries while 
access routes from nearby villages are neglected is 
discriminating against several thousand people 
commuting into Cambridge each day, who currently 
cannot feasibly commute by bicycle. Making most 
routes properly segregated from the motorised traffic 
will improve accessibility to people who may be cycling 
in a less stable way due to young or advanced age, or 
minor physical tremors/disabilities which would not stop 
them from cycling on a proper, well maintained off-road 
routes. Furthermore, keeping cycle paths segregated 
from motorised traffic will improve cycling's availability 
to people with breathing conditions, by minimising their 
exposure to exhaust fumes. Finally, on-road only cycling 
options to remote villages are limiting their availability to 
only the fittest/bravest of cyclists, since cars travel 
through those narrow, often curved and hedged roads at 
high speed and there is very limited visibility of slower 
cyclists ahead and next to no option of escaping to the 
side.

It is very important that the cycle routes are easy to maintain (ideally requiring minimal intervention and staff time), including kept free of overgrowing hedges, brambles etc., and 
well lit. This is easier to achieve by building new cycle routes away from any existing hedges, and as such mostly away from existing country roads and perhaps in straight lines 
across the open fields. 
While this may be disadvantageous to people owning the agricultural land the routes may need to cut through, this will be gravely outweighed by benefits to many hundred people 
who would commute by bike if there was a decent route to take. The bike routes could be fitted with integrated motion sensor solar lighting - ensuring the path is lit when in use, 
and not wasting energy when no-one is around. All of this would accelerate the reduction of carbon footprint while improving the general population health and fitness levels. 

Bike routes should be wide enough to allow for segregation of traffic in opposing directions (especially important in poor visibility conditions), which will also enable people who 
require more stable tri-cycles, child carriers or cargo bikes to travel safely and conveniently, and allow for overtaking smoothly when needed. 

Perhaps a way to approach the budgeting of the cycle road improvements is to mandate that e.g. 10% of any new motorised road improvement project budget is spent on cycling 
infrastructure, to be allocated according to council priorities list, not necessarily tied to the location of that motorised road project. 

Lastly, creating cycle routes through a green belt needs to be recognised as the environmentally friendlier option to many other alternatives which do not get asked about in the 
same consultations. Replacing a small amount of agricultural land of very limited ecological value is not a bad thing, if it means that a significant number of cars can be kept off 
road, and limit need for further expansions of much larger motorway routes.  There appears to be a big misconception about the green belt, namely that farming land = nature. 
This is combined with anti-social Not-In-My-Backyard mentality from people living closer to Cambridge e.g. Coton, or on Adams Road. This needs to be considered and fairly 
balanced against rights of significantly larger number of people living farther away - as currently needs of the many can be overruled by a select vocal few. The other option would 
be to remove the green belt restrictions and build more housing on there, which would allow larger amount of people to move closer to town and use existing cycling routes - that 
surely is a worse option to having a silent "bike highway" passing by.

Many thanks for conducting this consultation! 

CB23 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
07:10:07 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: 2-3 times a 
week, Between villages: Monthly, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised traffic I could make connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

East road is incredibly unsafe for cyclists due to the cars illegally parked almost all the time in the bike lane. This is a city centre route that is well used but the bike lane (with double yellows) is not enforced enough. This is a big deterrent for many non car users 
and given how near it is to schools and higher education (less likely to be car users) this is crucial to address

Increased lighting on main active travel infrastructure is 
very important, especially in winter months. All unlit 
paths should at least have cat eyes installed. I 
understand that existing bike routes do not have this but 
it has been disappointing to see new routes installed 
without these as standard features recently. Ensuring all 
barriers, chicanes, or speed controlling measures on 
routes have adequate widths between for all bike users 
to navigate, to only be used when required for safety 
(rather than an unnecessary barrier), and to be visible in 

Living in a city like Cambridge has been a really positive change from previous experiences for cycling infrastructure but I think there is scope for more innovative and joined up 
thinking in upcoming routes and projects

CB22 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
07:25:09 pm

Commuting 
to work

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Daily

To the city centre: Daily Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd I cycle from Teversham to the city center. I have to take the cycle route from cherry Hinton through mill road onwards. The ride for most parts is bumpy, narrow or with traffic. There isn't any consideration for this corridor. Cb1 35-44 No Male Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
07:30:20 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Monthly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Mere Way (for non-motorised transport only) CB25 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
07:32:52 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

The junctions on my route were safer, 
There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither 
important nor unimportant

Hills Rd Regent St, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Cb4 35-44 No Female Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
07:33:58 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Getting to town Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

If you don't go ahead with cycle improvements, you 
make it harder for women as they are generally less 
confident cyclists.

I think many of the proposals are great - particularly segregated cycleways. These are much better than penalising motorists by making one way systems. And I wouldn't waste 
money on another dutch style roundabout.

CB1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
07:57:13 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

Histon to Histon Rd, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Cb4 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
07:58:28 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Monthly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Trumpington Rd

Please consider a cycle pathway in the relatively  short distance from the Pampisford end of Sawston to Sawston Village College. It is a dangerous strip of winding road and now having been living here for 17 years I have seen a handful of near misses as cars 
pull in too close to cyclists. [location] and have been shouted at by car drivers on their way to or from school. There is a wonderful [location] live in the neighbouring village of stapleford to get to Sawston village college, but not for those who live the other end of 
Sawston. 

Sawston has a lower house price than nearby village in 
Shelford, Shelford have a cycle path to Sawston village 
college but the other end of Sawston is a more 
precarious route for [location]

Thank you for seeking opinion [postcode] 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
08:10:00 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Weekly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

Cambridge to Wimpole Hall. Only a small section is missing to make this a very nice, safe route, mainly off road or on quiet lanes. CB23 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
08:22:53 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: 2-3 times 
a week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Milton High 
St and Butt Lane, Queens Road

Harston to Trumpington, Haslingfield to Grantchester More high-quality joined up cycling routes, please! CB4 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
08:26:19 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Mill Road Cb4 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
08:46:58 pm

Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Daily, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd

Positively impact those with mental health issues. Queen Edith road is in need of having speed bumps. There are schools on that road and cars will do 40+ along that road.

Mill Road has had a big impact in improvement by having the bridge closed. Would this be continuing? Could the road be a one way? 

CB1 25-34 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
09:04:08 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat unimportant, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Coldhams lane They would effect disabled people positively in all cases, 
even those who must drive.

cb1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
10:07:57 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly, Other: Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Milton High St and Butt Lane

Make connections with cycle routes outside Greater Cambridge. The Bottisham and Swaffhams Greenways are a good start but links from Greenways to residential centres such as Soham, Ely would be good, just like the plans for Royston. Your proposals are fine but oversights in execution such 
as the obstruction to cycling at the Bar Hill Bridge need 
to be attended to.

Have a word with East Cambridgeshire Council over their lack of plans for encouraging active travel! CB6 65-74 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Jul 05 21 
10:08:07 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Queens 
Road, Trumpington Rd

West Cambridge university site to town. The Coton footpath, including Adams road, is not adequate for the current and planned number of pedestrians and cyclists. NA CB3 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
10:18:26 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Never, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor 
unimportant

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd

Yes - it assumes everyone can cycle and discriminates 
against disabled people and children who have to use 
cars 

CB1 45-54 Yes Prefer not to say

Jul 05 21 
11:00:27 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Shopping and 
medical 
appointments

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

The junctions on my route were safer, 
There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

Cb22 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:09:56 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd

Cb1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 05 21 
11:38:59 pm

Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Weekly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Never, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly, Other: Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

The junctions on my route were safer Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Trumpington Rd SG8 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
05:03:53 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
Daily, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Daily, Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Fen Road N/A [postcode] 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
08:10:11 am

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Never, Between villages: Weekly, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Haverhill/Linton to Cambridge - cycling route requires significant improvement before I would consider using it for peak time commuting by cycle. cb9 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
08:10:58 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

To the city centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Across the city: 2-3 times a week, Other: 2-
3 times a week

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, The 
junctions on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Bikes would not be stolen Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from 
the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St, Huntingdon Rd North

Bar Hill, hospital campus, station road cb23 35-44 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
08:14:05 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Shopping
Transporting 
goods for sale

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Monthly

Do not own a car so this is not 
applicable

I had more free time Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Not at all important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at all important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Girton to 
Huntingdon Rd, Milton High St and 
Butt Lane

All projects should have carbon impact assessment which is followed up 1 year later to see whether the expected benefits have been realised Cb1 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
08:23:07 am

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Daily, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

The junctions on my route were safer, I was 
less concerned for my personal security 
and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Trumpington Rd

Cb4 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
09:18:48 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping, 
inclulding 
groceries; travel 
to work 
meetings.

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route 

There were cycling highways for e-bikes, e.g. around the 
city.

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North, Trumpington Rd

A direct north-south and east-west link around the city centre. Queens Road, Newmarket Road and Fen Causeway/Lensfield Road are currently a no-go area for cycling. If you create smoot, continuous cycleways without 
physcal barriers (bollards, gates), all  active trasport 
modes will benefit.

Please organise working trips to the Netherlands for the designers and engineers, so they can learn from experiencing their excellent infrastructure. Or event better: invite Ducth 
designers and engineers to do the work. Please also make the engineers use the infrastructure they cretaed, so they know whether it is actually user-friendly. Currenry, even the 
most recent active transport projects (e.g. Eddington) suffer from sharp bends, narrow paths, dangerous tactile paving, and unsafe junctions. We can do better!

CB23 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
09:28:01 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised traffic There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd

Mill Road provides a key route for daily travel (both employment and education) and leisure destination. It is a hotspot for traffic accidents due to the high traffic. 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
09:37:33 am

Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North, Impington to Milton

pe27 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
09:39:02 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Weekly

Routes were quieter , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent St

Newmarket Road cb5 65-74 No Male as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
09:42:47 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

Perne road and Cherry Hinto Road would be especially important. Radegung road and Cherry Hinton high street could be improved a lot. CB1 {redacted second half of 
postcode}

25-34 Prefer not to say Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
09:46:07 am

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Not at all important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Queens 
Road, Trumpington Rd

Routes connecting the Greenways outside the city centre The routes should be accessible and positively affect 
many in groups with protected characteristics.

£20m seems like a very small percentage (less than 1%) of the total funding available to the GCP. Given that approx 40% of the Cambridge population already regularly use 
bicycles as a mode of transport I would like to see a greater amount dedicated to restricting motor traffic and improving cycle infrastructure in the city.

CB23 Under 15 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
09:48:10 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Shopping, 'site 
seeing', 
exploring

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: Daily

active travel routes were smooth 
enough to facilitate carriage of heavier 
or more fragile shopping

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes 
to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Harston to Barrington,  Orwell to Wimpole Too difficult to understand the distinctions and connections between the various different initiatives managed by different bits of local government. CB1 65-74 Prefer not to say Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
09:51:15 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Monthly, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Trumpington Rd

PLEASE consider improving cycle route along Long Road. This gets incredibly busy with all the students from the nearby schools and is shared between pedestrians and cyclists. Plus joiners from the busway. It is not not wide enough and made worse by 
overgrowing bushes/trees and in poor condition. The junction with Trumpington Road is terrible too - particularly when going along Long Road towards Trumpington Road on the right hand side. There are many people cycling this with young children and it is 
dangerous.

Please look at options for improving active travel on Long Road. cb22 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
10:21:40 am

Commuting to 
childcare
Travel to shops

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Station to Addenbrookes
Fen Road
Devonshire Road
Station Square and Station Road

Any sensibly devised schemes will enable more 
independent travel by those precluded from driving. 

Please improve links from stations into town and to key destinations like the hospital, and look into whether short-term hire cargobikes could be possible at key transport hubs (you 
aren't allowed to bring them on trains but families - ie me - from outside the area would greatly appreciate being able to use them on arrival) 

CB6 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
10:39:30 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Girton to 
Huntingdon Rd, Trumpington Rd

35-44 Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

Jul 06 21 
10:40:31 am

Social, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Never, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

Lime Kiln Hill. Hen the new housing is built off Worts Causeway, this is going to be a key route for traffic and cycling. This also provides a route to the biomedical campus from Cherry Hinton and Fulbourn The plan for Queen Ediths Way at the moment shows a lack of awareness of widths, planting and etc. Itis not good enough just to colour in routes on a map.
Please please remember that for many people theroutes you are planning are through the places where they live. They are not just thoroughfares.  Any development just be 
informed by  an urban landscape architect/designer
And please ensure thatthereis a full environmental impact study of any proposed changes.
Letus have some joined up planning!

Cb1 75 and above Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
10:42:36 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St, Queens Road

Vicars brook - Brooklands Ave - Hills Road
Madingley - Coton via footpath

CB23 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
10:51:40 am

Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: Never, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving 
the most used routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all 
important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

CB1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
10:58:01 am

Social, Travel 
to education

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: Monthly, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Hills Rd Regent St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

Yes Cambridge to Ely CB1 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
11:04:36 am

As a wheelchair 
user, I cannot 
cycle, walk or 
ride a horse. 
This survey 
seems to take no 
account of the 
needs of many 
disabled people.

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Not at all important

Why does this survey take no account of the needs or safety of people with disabilities or other mobility issues who are unable to cycle, and who may be put in danger by unrestricted cycling? You need to hear their voices too. These proposals negatively impact people with 
disabilities who are unable to cycle.

Terrible survey which takes no account of the welfare of people with disabilities who cannot cycle. CB1 55-64 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
12:17:30 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

If cycle paths were well maintained and not pitted potholed 
as so many are at the moment

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Hills Rd Regent St, Huntingdon Rd 
North, Trumpington Rd

CB4 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
12:24:08 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

CB1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
12:47:24 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Weekly, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

Milton Road Please don't listen to the motor lobby. They don't care about the future. CB4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
02:04:03 pm

Exercise Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cambridge to Newmarket direct, current cycle route requires a large detour in the wrong direction.  Dutch style cycle ways (completely separate to roads) should be established between Cambridge and all satellite towns and large villages.  Such as Newmarket, 
Ely, Haverhill, St Neots, Cambourne etc... 

[postcode] 45-54 No Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
02:07:44 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel 
to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

CB25 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
02:17:24 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

Routes had fewer cars, less polluted e.g. Arbury Road is 
terrible and the eastern end a major missing link to the river 
and beyond. We are forced to ride on pavements with 
school kids coming in the opposite direction. Its chaos.  
GCP must fix the missing link they created, 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat unimportant

North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Arbury Road East. GCP created this missing link. Its the most unsafe and polluted road to ride on in Cambridge. What are you doing about it? Please add Arbury Road east and union lane to the missing links plan. Its unacceptable how nothing has been done to improve cycling and walking here. CB4 35-44 Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
02:18:41 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

CB1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
02:54:34 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Histon to Histon 
Rd, Huntingdon Rd North

Please be more ambitious to achieve carbon reduction targets and be in step with government’s Gear Change policy and LTN 1/20 guidance. All strategy and plans need to be 
implemented quickly. Thank you.

cb23 55-64 Yes Female Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
02:57:54 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Huntingdon Rd North, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Arbury Road to West Chesterton Arbury Road East and Union Lane are highly neglected roads that are nonetheless popular with cyclists and pedestrians. This has raised been raised repeatedly and yet nothing 
seems to be done about it. These roads are dangerous. There are speeding cars and aggressive, entitled short tempered drivers who make dangerous maneuvers with zero 
consequence, the pavements are narrow and encroached upon by hedges that desperately need trimming to make space for pedestrians, there are no suitable or safe road 
crossing points, the pavements are used by cars to park on (which also damages them) to access shops and by cyclists who don't have road space to use. I live on Arbury Road 
and I work from home as many do now. The pollution and noise levels caused by a colossal amount of motor vehicles using this road at speed is terrible for working conditions 
and mental/physical health.

These are but a sample of the pressing issues. I submit my comments in the vain hope that someone will take the issues raised about this area seriously.

25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
03:23:45 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Never, Between villages: Daily, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Daily, 
Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

Better road conditions, less potholes and an improved 
surface.  I would also cycle more If roads were wider or 
cycle path is segregated from pedestrians.  I feel cycle 
paths are best placed road and form part of the road. 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower 
levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: 
Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor 
unimportant

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

N/A 15-24 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Jul 06 21 
04:10:20 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Daily

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

The junctions on my route were safer, I was 
less concerned for my personal security 
and safety

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from 
the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd

Babraham Road. Is a major commute for people working at the babraham research campus and the Granta, and it's one of the worst bike lanes I've seen. Both when it comes to quality of the bike lane as well as safety ( 1 lane for 2directional bikes and 
pedestrians is ridiculous, as are the current right-of-way situations with cars crossing the bike lane

cb1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
04:11:43 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, 
Across the city: 2-3 times a week, To my 
local high street/town centre: 2-3 times a 
week, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times 
a week, Other: Never

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling 
currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Cherry Hinton Rd A1307 corridor Babraham - Cambridge CB21 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
04:34:04 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: 2-3 times a week, To my local 
high street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly

n/a - I don't drive Not really applicable, as I already cycle or walk everywhere Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

CB4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
04:58:08 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Daily, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , I was less concerned 
for my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd

Expanding Babraham Road cycle path leaving Cambridge towards Babraham Road P+R to separate pedestrians and cyclists. [postcode] 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
05:01:28 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

CB4 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
05:07:34 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

cb22 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
05:12:09 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Cycling: Daily Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Not at all important

Hills Rd Regent St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

CB2 65-74 No Male Yes Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
05:25:52 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: 2-3 times a 
week, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Weekly

Rain!  I only use the car when it’s 
pouring and I don’t want to turn up like 
a drowned rat.

The junctions on my route were safer, I 
could make connections to other forms of 
transport, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Rain!  See above. Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

CB4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
05:27:56 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, The 
junctions on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety

Cycle ways were separated from pedestrian traffic. Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

The route to South Cambridge/Babraham along Babraham road and Wandlebury should be improved as the moving of pedestrians and cyclists and the fact that cars have right of way coming into the cycle path creates very dangerous situations. Not sure. It would be good if any routes were wide enough to enable travel of parents with children without creating dangerous situations. Cb1 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
05:31:48 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, The junctions on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, Queens Road

The north end of Arbury Road is much improved, but the route to the white cycle bridge over the Cam is a nightmare! Closing Arbury Road to vehicles just south of Mansel Way could help a great deal. 
The cycleway from Royston to the city is good, but ends at the most dangerous roundabout for cycles in the city at Lensfield Road.

Thank you for the consultation CB4 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
06:05:36 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

The pavements were better 
maintained and wider (accepting there 
are some areas which are naturally 
narrow, pavement widths are often too 
small for two pedestrians to pass 
each other and impassable for 
wheelchair users and buggies)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Mill Road is a disgrace and serves none of its users well. It is dangerous for all but experienced cyclists, a nightmare for pedestrians - especially on the north side - plagued by pavement parking and, when through traffic is running, heavily polluted. If pavement space is reduced to allow for a better cycle 
route the disabled and parents with young children in 
buggies will be negatively impacted. Pavement width is 
inadequate across the majority of Cambridge and 
should be widened as part of this scheme

Please contact cambridgegroup@livingstreets.org.uk in order that the interests of pedestrians and especially our less able members are properly accounted for CB1 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

on behalf of 
a group or 
business

Living Streets 
Cambridge

Jul 06 21 
07:17:54 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling 
currently: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

Eversden/Halton to Cambridge via the A603, connecting with the existing cycle path at Barton None CB23 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
08:51:08 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct

Road surfaces for cycle travel were better maintained Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

CB1 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
09:18:29 pm

Exercise Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Monthly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Monthly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route 

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

Bourn to Cambridge via Comberton separated from traffic CB23

Jul 06 21 
09:23:36 pm

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Weekly

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1307/Haverhill corridor to Cambridge and a safe cycling and direct cycling route aligned with the A14 from Quy to Milton CB21 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
09:36:36 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Monthly, 
Between villages: Monthly

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

Guided busway.  Lighting, obstacles, feeling safe in the dark particularly the Trumpington end where you hear stories of youths assaulting cyclists.   Areas affected by queuing cars blocking cyclists in the morning - Grantchester to Trumpington.  Haslingfield turn 
to Barton White Horse.  

We need to change driver’s attitudes to cyclists so they are seen as positive rather than something that gets in the way.   Why don’t they treat us more like horses which they slow 
down for?

CB23 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
09:56:04 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: 2-3 
times a week, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Other: Monthly

n/a Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

routes from villages that surround the city boundary and generally overhauling the stop start lanes and priority for cars, vans, trucks etc over everything else Where has the government money for active travel gone - painted white lines are not enough and more education for all users of the roads and enforcement of close passes and 
other infringements

CB2 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
09:58:15 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Cherry Hinton Rd Fulbourn / Linton / Teversham / Wilbrahams CB21 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
10:11:00 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Histon to Histon Rd

Wulfstan Way should be no through during school pickup/dropoff, or have a cycle route, or ban parking on it.  It’s dangerous for kids on the road due to the lack of space and aggressive driving I think. The perceived danger of cycling on roads makes it a 
male pursuit.  Improving safety will help equality i 
expect.

Cb1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 06 21 
10:27:36 pm

Social, 
Leisure

Shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, Between villages: Weekly, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I could make 
connections to other forms of transport, 
There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Queens Road

Newmarket Rd from Q.E Way roundabout to Quy Your question re. "Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic" is ambiguous.  This could reallocating road space from wide main roads (e.g. 
Newmarket Rd) to good, direct, and visible cycle routes, which I strongly support.  Or it could be an excuse to cobble together a long indirect route through back roads as a cheap 
alternative that will not be visible to those who don't currently cycle, nor used by those who do and want to get from A to B as quickly as anyone else.

CB3 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 07 21 
05:55:05 am

Social, 
Exercise

Shopping, 
doctor, dentist, 
church

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at all important

Just mend the potholes. No need to spend money on anything else. Getting around Cambridge is fine. CB4 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 07 21 
08:25:34 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Shopping, 
medical 
appointments

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route 

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

CB2 45-54 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 07 21 
08:53:36 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

There was more green space on my 
route

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

cb4 35-44 Yes Female Yes Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Jul 07 21 
08:54:13 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Across the city: 2-3 times a week, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times 
a week

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

cb1 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 07 21 
09:24:57 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

The junctions on my route were safer Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

City centre to Babraham CB2 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 07 21 
09:30:39 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Histon to Histon Rd

access from Waterbeach/A10 (especially with new town!) into city centre and to railway station CB6 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 07 21 
10:21:21 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

The route from the Chesterton area (where lots of people live) to near the station (where lots of people work or have lectures) is diagonally across Midsummer Common, frossing Maid's Causeway, along Fair Street, then Clarendon Street, then diagonally across 
Parker's Piece to the crossing light and down Gresham Road.  At peak times, every part of this route is busy and several places are dangerous:

 - If you cross the river at the Fort St. George bridge, there are two sharp 90 degree turns and it's not wide enough for bicycles to pass eachother on the blind bends.  The cobbles at the bottom are often slippery and you need to do another sharp turn on them to 
get onto any of the paths.  Widening the south end of this bridge and providing multiple on/off ramps would alleviate this.
- If you instead go over Victoria Avenue, there are several problems:
  - Busses almost always overtake you illegally on the hump-backed bridge and then have to cut back in front of you and risk side-swiping you when they realise that there's oncoming traffic.  This could be addressed by having police monitor this bridge at rush 
hour.
  - There are several potholes and drains on the side of the carriageway of Victoria avenue that require you to swerve to avoid them.  Drivers often overtake unsafely making this impossible.  This could be addressed by having the police fine drivers for 
dangerous overtaking and by fixing the road.
  - The cycle turning Victoria Avenue to the diagonal path on Midsummer Common is very narrow.   It is almost impossible to use on a cargo bike and is dangerous for inexperienced cyclists at any speed.  It is only wide enough for traffic in one direction and so 
folks who are moving at the speed of traffic down Victoria Avenue have to break sharply.  This could be addressed by widening the path.  It would also be safer if this turning were moved to the same place as the pedestrian crossing so that it could be made 
traffic-light controlled during periods of high traffic.  Something more like the junction by Regent Terrace / Regent Street would be ideal here, though with flashing amber lights in all directions during periods of low traffic.
 - The crossing at Maid's causeway is dangerous for several reasons:
   -  There is segregation of the bicycle and pedestrian parts, but it is not labelled and so you often have pedestrians in the cycle lane which can be dangerous.  This could be fixed with signs and signage on the path.
   - The crossing phase is ludicrously short but the traffic lights don't turn green for ages and so everyone goes after the light turns red - even with that, at rush hour you often have to wait 2-3 cycles of the lights to cross, meanwhile cares are going through so 
that they can join one of the traffic jams at the ends of Maids Causeway.  This could be fixed by adjusting the timings and biasing in favour of cyclists and pedestrians.
   - There is no cycle path and a curb (with narrow bollards) going from Fair Street to New Square.  This is a busy commuter route for cyclists.  Lowering the curbs at the end of New Square (the side that joins Jesus Terrace) and providing a marked cycle lane 
across the end of Fitzroy Street would address this.
 - The traffic lights at the corner of Parkside and Clarendon Street often don't register the presence of cyclists and so you can end up waiting for a car to come in the same direction as you.  They also have a very short phase for leaving Clarendon Street and so 
it's common to have to wait for two cycles of these lights if cycling north to south.
 - If you then cycle along the Park Terrace cycle path and along Regent Terrace then it's mostly fine, though the cycle path is in a state of disrepair.  The junction at the corner is difficult and the bollards at the end of Regent Terrace can be dangerous (you have 
to turn 90 degrees and then go through a narrow gap).  This could be addressed by widening the gaps between the bollards (a single bollard is sufficient to prevent cars).  It's also somewhat problematic if there's an incoming car (this could be addressed by 
making the road no-parking so that a bicycle can pass an oncoming car).
 - If you instead cycle diagonally across the park then you are likely to encounter problems that the council keeps allowing people to block the path (including at one point allowing a chain-link fence with no reflectors to be put up at night).  Even when not blocked, 
they are allowed to cover the path in slippery mud.  This could be avoided by having the council fine people using the park if they do anything unsafe and preventing them from bringing vehicles onto the paths at rush hours.
 - The corner near where Regent Terrace joins Gonville Place is dangerous for cyclists.  It's narrow and has sharp corners.  There's usually a worn path over the grass from the north to the east limb of this cross, this junction would be safer if that were a proper 
cycle path.
 - When you get to the Gonville Place crossing, you git several problems:
   -  The stop line is back from the road but the traffic lights are organised so that you can only see some of them if you go past the line, so most cyclists do and you're overtaken if you stop in the right place.  Moving the stop line or rearranging the traffic lights 
would fix this.
   - The phasing of these lights is very hostile to cyclists.  Cars are often stopped in both directions on Gonville Place, yet cyclists are not allowed to cross.  This could be fixed by prioritising crossing over cars.
   - Cars often stop blocking the crossing.  This could be improved by installing a camera and issuing automatic fines, along with a sign telling drivers that this will happen.
 - The corner of Glisson Road and Lyndewode Road has a useful cycle lane for turning right from Lyndewode Road to Glissom Road, but it's faded to almost invisible and it confuses drivers who don't know that it's there.
 - The junction at the corner of Tenison Road and Great Northern Road is awful.  It was originally intended to be a mini roundabout and would be a lot safer.  Drivers (quite reasonably) think that staying on Tenison Road heading north does not require a signal 
and so it's difficult to tell when it's safe to turn.  There is also a raised pavement to tell blind people that there's a crossing, but no crossing.  This could all be fixed by replacing this corner with a mini roundabout.

CB4 Prefer not to say No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 07 21 
10:27:19 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To my local 
high street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, Other: 
Weekly

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

CB22 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 07 21 
10:55:57 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: 2-3 times a week, To my local 
high street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Hardwick to Comberton, 
A1303 (madingley road)

Please consider that segregated cycle lanes, adjacent to main roads and without clear (+1m) separation from main road, results in cars passing at very close distance to cyclists 
and pedestrians at high speed (50-60mph road, e.g., B1046). This becomes more prominent and dangerous when it is a two directional cycle lane, (where you cycle in the 
opposite direction off cars coming towards you). Additionally, cyclists and pedestrians get "blinded" by car lights when cycling in the dark (for example, west direction of the A603 
and B1046)       

cb23 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 07 21 
11:37:07 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised traffic I cycle and walk less since the 
pandemic because I work from home, 
shop mainly online and no longer go to 
social events (cycling or walking was 
my usual mode of travel for these)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane

Cambridge to Cambourne/St Neots. Cambridge to Ely/A10. Fit people could cycle these routes but the traffic is scary. The off road route to Ely is only suitable if you have an off road bike and can lift it over styles. Roadworks create traffic jams and make journeys 
longer for people with disabilities who have to drive or 
use buses. 

CB4 35-44 No Female Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 07 21 
12:15:46 pm

Exercise Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

{postcode] 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 07 21 
01:30:39 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: Monthly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Monthly

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Very important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at all important

cb1 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Jul 07 21 
01:52:02 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, Horse 
riding: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

CB24 35-44 No Male

Jul 07 21 
02:32:38 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

A603 into Cambridge from Barton CB23 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 07 21 
03:23:15 pm

CB4 75 and above No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 07 21 
05:46:40 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping (food 
and other), 
cinema,

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Weekly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

cycleways not on footpaths, but segregated from motor 
traffic and pedestrians

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Cherry Hinton High st, still very hostile to cyclists, with narrow roads and dotted line cycle lanes which car drivers use. cycling actually improves accessibility for certain people, 
eg those with MS. cycling easier than walking and 
getting buses.

cb1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 07 21 
05:56:35 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Elizabeth Way from Milton Rd roundabout to Newmarket Road roundabout. Creating segregated cycle paths would help disabled to 
use mobility scooters/vehicles more easily, typical 
pavements are too narrow and conflicts with pedestrians 
occur.

CB4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 07 21 
06:30:18 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Monthly

Bike Parking in Cambridge was more 
readily available.

There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

CB1 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 07 21 
09:06:55 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Weekly, Other: 
Never

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Busway paths (overcrowded,  pedestrians and cycles come into conflict)
Newmarket Road

CB5 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 07 21 
10:01:37 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Elizabeth Way from Milton Roundabout to Chesterton Road Roundabout CB4 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 08 21 
07:38:58 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

I only tend to use the car if I'm short of 
time, if I need to carry a lot of things, 
or if the weather is horrible.

I already cycle whenever I can. The things that stop me are 
being short of time, needing to carry a lot of things, or if the 
weather is horrible.

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower 
levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Trumpington Rd I only use the roads to the west of the city, and  most of those are outside the city.
For me, the most important thing is to maintain the good cycle routes on the A603 and A10. The vegetation needs to be cut back and kept off the bike path (cutting isn't enough as the path gets narrower over time), and the tarmac needs to be kept in reasonable 
condition, mending the cracks and holes promptly when they appear.

CB22 35-44 No Female Yes as an 
individual

Jul 08 21 
10:40:43 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

Having only 3 answers to 7 above is far, far too restrictive. I regularly use a good 6 of them. The questionnaire is far too restricted. CB1 Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Other ethnic group includes Arab or any 
other ethnic group

as an 
individual

Jul 08 21 
12:06:22 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

CB2 65-74 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 08 21 
12:19:43 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Trumpington Rd

Sawston to Great Shelford through Stapleford Most shared paths do not provide guidance for people 
who are deaf or partially sighted. There needs to be 
markings to show people which part of the path is safe 
to use.

Paths that go across side roads and driveways should have the right of way to make journeys safer. Also, hedges and verges are currently not maintained sufficiently, this 
encroaches and reduces the width of paths making them more less safe as a shared space.

CB22 45-54 No Prefer not to say Prefer not to say as an 
individual

Jul 08 21 
12:30:27 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, The 
junctions on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

Consideration should be given to the concept of the inner ring road. The inner ring road provides motorists (many of whom reside within the city) with a quick way to move about 
the city by car. Speed limits on the inner ring road are 30mph (in the main), and Elizabeth Way is a dual carriageway for part of its length. A serious attempt to promote active 
travel would remove the facility for fast local car travel that is offered by the inner ring road. Modal filters, reduced speed limits, and restricting use of certain parts of the inner ring 
road to emergency vehicles, buses, taxis and non-motorised vehicles would help to make local journeys by car less appealing. 

CB4 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 08 21 
12:58:04 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

Waterbeach to the Business Park. Landbeach to the Science Park. Lot's of new communities are being built. None of them conform to the standards for cycling or walking infrastructure. This has to stop. People need a safe and pleasant 
alternative to the cars designed in.

CB25 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 08 21 
01:41:42 pm

Social, Travel 
to education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with 
the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Trumpington Rd

Just fix the damn potholes! Majority of the within city routes are embarrassingly worst than other cycle-friendly cities e.g. Oxford Fix the potholes and the roads! Have you ever travelled 
south in Regent/Hill road?! The roads are awful! These 
potholes could cause an accident for a cyclist! The city 
seems to be way behind other cycle friendly cities in 
terms of cycling infrastructure! Installing a fancy screen 
to count bikes (i.e. Parker's Piece) should come second 
to providing a good cycling infrastructure! 

CB2 25-34 No Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Other ethnic group includes Arab or any 
other ethnic group

as an 
individual

Jul 08 21 
01:51:03 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Weekly, Other: 
Never

There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Cb1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 08 21 
02:11:25 pm

None - I’m 
disabled and rely 
on the car

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat unimportant, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

Proposals in general  don’t seem to consider impact on 
disabled people at all - if anything it seems we are an 
inconvenience.  Eg if parking bays are removed from 
Queen’s Road in Cambridge to promote active travel, 
how are people with mobility issues supposed to access 
the ‘Backs’?  These aren’t specifically disabled bays - 
but what’s the alternative?  Which of you are supposed 
to consider. There are numerous other examples.  All of 
these plans only seem to consider disabled people with 
mobility issues are impacted I’d actual bays are 
removed - but doesn’t consider the broader picture or 
the cumulative effect.

Why I appreciate the GCP is not a democratically accountable  organisation, perhaps if could stop giving more weight to some special interest groups than others - eg the 
University and cycling lobby groups.

Cb22 45-54 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 08 21 
02:35:39 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: Weekly, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, The 
junctions on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

The dangerous eastern end of Arbury Road to Union Lane to the Haymakers needs urgent sorting out. The proposals help people who are disabled and unable 
to drive by giving them improved routes to move around 
without worrying about car traffic.

We need to get this right from the beginning and not compromise with motor traffic. We must not end up with more mediocre or poor quality cycling infrastructure as has been 
done in the past. Cambridge should be built to the highest standards of Dutch infrastructure, to show how it can and should be done in the UK.

CB4 45-54 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 08 21 
04:46:32 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Not at all important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

CB4 45-54 No Male as an 
individual

Jul 08 21 
04:56:12 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel 
to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Queens Road

Cb23 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 08 21 
05:45:04 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel 
to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

Cb2 65-74 No Female Yes Other ethnic group includes Arab or any 
other ethnic group

as an 
individual

Jul 08 21 
06:16:40 pm

Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: 2-3 times 
a week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route 

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat unimportant, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

In city is ok, you need to improve between villages or other towns like Soham and Ely.
For your villages outside you need to keep the roads safer, potholes and speeding cars a real danger currently.

Please do consider areas that are not the cities, I live in Cambridgeshire, there on bus to the nearest town once a day and no cycle route.  Concentrate on dedicated cycle lanes 
between villages or small towns and you will reduce cars on the road.

CB8 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 08 21 
06:49:45 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

The southern end of Arbury Road (from the end of the current cycle lanes to the junction with Milton Road) remains very hostile to cycling and needs improving, ideally with a modal filter/road closure. This is my primary route into town/towards shops (e.g. from 
Kings Hedges/Arbury to Newmarket road retail park)

CB4 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 08 21 
08:18:24 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: 2-3 times a week, To my local 
high street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week

If I did not have to transport another 
person (e.g. daughter) or if I did not 
have to transport goods.

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Improving the 
most used routes: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Queens Road

Cambridge station to Mill rd - just cut two locks - the route already exists (for network rail staff) You are a little bit too obsessed with equality and not 
enough with the lives of cyclists and walkers. Shame on 
you.

SG8 65-74 Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Jul 08 21 
10:44:55 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

I think the mindset of doing just 3 of the above is absurd. Given the climate crisis, the air pollution crisis and the general health crisis due to lack of physical activity, I think all main roads should be urgently redesigned to have segregated cycling throughout, 
separate to both car and pedestrian. This will probably mean removing substantial amounts of parking and taking road space from cars. I think there should be a high standard (Dutch) approach to cycling infrastructure applied to all routes urgently. 

I can't overstate how urgent the need is for rapid urban redesign in favour of zero carbon active transport options. Residential areas should all become low traffic zones with main 
routes all repurposed for segregated cycling and where appropriate good bus accesss. Car access should be limited to allow these things to happen. Although the current targets 
for decarbonisation are 2050 in the Climate Change Act it is highly likely that these targets will accelerate towards and so urgent action of the type I've described will probably 
become necessary sooner that you think. Any long term infrastructure projects which are incompatible with this future are a waste of money. I would include guided busways in 
this. I don't think you should go ahead with the planned busways or park and ride sites. 

CB2 35-44 No White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
10:08:24 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , I had access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or 
adapted cycle, I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

I am sometimes cycling with a disabled friend on a 
tricycle. She urgently needs protected cycling space as 
she is very slow (and polite towards car drivers/afraid of 
cars which leads her to giving way all the time)

CB1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
10:25:06 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I could 
make connections to other forms 
of transport

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
12:16:12 pm

Social, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: 2-3 times a 
week, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes 
to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Trumpington Rd

CB2 15-24 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
01:50:40 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Queens Road

Centre of town eg regent at and Sydney at are v difficult at the moment with loads of taxis and delivery drivers. Mill rd remains difficult.  Elizabeth way roundabout and bridge are tricky. 

Jul 09 21 
02:23:23 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Weekly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly

I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at all important

Cherry Hinton Rd Wilbrahams to Fulbourn The Wilbrahams is not considered in any plans for 
walking/cycle paths. We are being ignored and 
residents have no option other than to drive. 

There seems to be emphasis on "improving" current routes within the city of Cambridge rather than creating new routes that connect rural areas. CB21 45-54 No Male Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
02:36:21 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Monthly

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way

CB1 55-64 No Male as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
03:04:28 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Cycling: Weekly Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Unfortunately, yet again, cycling routes from Little Wilbrham, Great Wilbraham and Six Mile Bottom have been completely ignored and are missing from the maps. The villages have no cycle paths, foortpaths and extremely limited public transport to any 
surrounding villages & Cambridge, despite being withing easy cycling distance. The roads are extremely hazardous and taken several lives and injured many, deterring many from cycling. There are not routes to local schools, amenities or places of 
employment.

People who do not have access to a private car are not 
being given any alternative ways to travel.

Please can you create safe cycle routes from Little Wilbraham & Great Wilbraham to Cambridge and the surrounding villages. These villages have been completely overlooked 
and have no footpaths or cycle paths and extemely limited bus service. All amenenties, including secondary schools require travelling to nearby villages or to Cambridge and there 
is currently no safe alternative to driving a car. The roads are narrow, unlit and very fast and frightening for cycling along. Please can you consider connecting us!

CB21 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
03:08:48 pm

Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: 2-3 times a 
week

Routes were quieter Girton to Huntingdon Rd sdfs dfsdf sdfsdf 75 and above Prefer not to say Male

Jul 09 21 
03:22:26 pm

Commuting 
to work

Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Other: 2-3 times a week Improving junctions: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important

A route from Babraham Road P and R to Addenbrookes that  has segregated cycle and walking lanes on the whole route. At present on half the route has this. There is definitely room to make this happen quite easily. The current situation puts people off as 
pedestrians feel threatened and cyclists frustrated.

I have no idea what you mean by this? Keep up the good work. 55-64 No Prefer not to say Prefer not to say as an 
individual



Jul 09 21 
03:22:43 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Hills Rd Regent St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

Barton Road through Newnham Some existing cycle routes would be much more pleasant to use by simply cutting back overhanging trees/hedges CB4 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
04:20:09 pm

Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Weekly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Daily, Other: Daily

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Not at all important

Hills Rd Regent St, Queens Road Madingley Road from city centre out to Madingley Mulch - inconsistent bike lane, traffic speed, certainly not appropriate for children to cycle to the local schools.  Junction with Coton/Madingley is dangerous for crossing.  Distances are short enough for children 
to cycle to school, but the routes are not safe. 
Much of the focus is on the city centre, but a lot of people cycle in from the villages and those to the west are not well serviced.  Dry Drayton/Harwick/Coton/Madingley.

CB23 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
04:30:24 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

To the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Histon to Histon 
Rd, Impington to Milton

Milton High Street, Queens Road CB25 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
05:17:03 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping (with 
bike trailer)

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

1) Coldhams Lane (both parts). 
2) Bypassing Lime Kiln Hill (round the back of the pits)
3) Abingtons to Bottisham and town/Fulbourn
4) Access to the East generally (Balsham/6-mile bottom area - currently all terrible by bike)

Many people with disabilities do not drive and benefit 
hugely from improved cycleways accessible to the 
design vehicle from LTN1/20 so they can use whatever 
conveyance suits their needs.

Please move faster. The greenways project has been going for 5 years now and many routes are not projected to be complete for another 4. It should not take 9 years to identify, 
consult and improve cycle routes. That makes a mockery of the urgency of our transport emissions problem.

CB1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
06:36:14 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Travelling to 
shops both in 
local village and 
further afield.

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
2-3 times a week, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Trumpington Rd

CB22 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

Jul 09 21 
06:49:23 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, To my 
local high street/town centre: 2-3 times a 
week, Between villages: Weekly, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

WHAT ABOUT COLDHAMS LANE!!!!!!! WHAT ABOUT COLDHAM'S LANE????? CB1 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
06:56:48 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: 2-3 times a week, To my local 
high street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Queens Road Coldhams Lane, Romsey, between Sainsbury’s and Cromwell Road is in need of URGENT attention and I am shocked that it is not on this list. It is a crossing point for the Chisholm Trail so a huge opportunity for linking up cycle routes. At the moment people 
are cycling on the pavements or risking their lives. There have been some dreadful accidents recently including 2 teenagers, an open fracture, drunk drivers, speeding, sometimes on the wrong side of the road. 14,000 vehicles speed per week. Road watch 
survey 2019 recorded 73mph. 

LTNs would give some disabled people a much better 
quality of ice since they would be able to go out without 
worrying about being mown down by a car and the air 
would be fresher.

A modal filter on the rail bridge of Coldhams Lane would be the simplest and cheapest option for making the road safest for cyclists and would make it a wonderful route to the 
Chisholm Trail.

CB1 35-44 No Female White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
07:03:32 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Trumpington Rd

COLDHAMS LANE COLDHAMS LANE NEEDS BETTER CYCLE PROVISION CB1 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
07:08:41 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St Coldhams Lane is a key route and feels very unsafe as there is too much traffic and it’s too fast. CB1 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
07:43:01 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly, Other: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I could 
make connections to other forms 
of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Histon to Histon Rd

Coldhams Lane especially the Sainsburys to Cromwell Road stretch. This is in dire need of attention with its increasing traffic load. Cb1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
07:47:36 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Monthly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Monthly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Coldhams Lane LTNs and modal filters are great solutions but should 
not discriminate against elderly and disabled users who 
would not use active travel anyway. Active travel should 
be targeted to users that could use them. 
Scooters are a danger to pedestrians and if these are to 
stay real thought about how they can use roads or cycle 
ways must be properly addressed. 

Cycle lanes should not be advisory. They should be fixed and protected safe spaces. If roads are not wide enough for HGVs without encroachment on a cycle Lane then HGVs 
should not be allowed to use those roads and cycle lanes should be protected. 

CB1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
08:11:57 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Daily, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Coldhams Lane, between Sainsbury’s and the Beehive Centre! There is so much potential and demand for better cycling infrastructure along this stretch. The poorer parts of the city require more investment in 
active travel, as a way of addressing health inequality 

Very much support additional investment in active travel infrastructure. Surprised Coldhams Lane in Romsey isn’t seen as priority CB1 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
08:25:39 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
08:25:43 pm

Shopping Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I could 
make connections to other forms 
of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I had access to a bicycle, 
e-cycle, or adapted cycle, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety

Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, 
Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling 
currently: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Very important

Coldhams Lane from Sainsburys to cherry Hinton cb1 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
10:07:10 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Coldhams Lane CB5 35-44 No Female Yes Other ethnic group includes Arab or any 
other ethnic group

as an 
individual

Jul 09 21 
11:14:21 pm

Exercise Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Not at all important

Reopen Mill Road Bridge Reopen Mill Road Bridge.  You are discriminating 
against the elderly and disabled 

45-54 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 10 21 
08:35:30 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

better road surface Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St NOW: Coldhams Lane (between Sainsbury and bridge) The whole east area of Cambridge (particularly around Coldhams lane and the commons) seems missing from this plan. Considering future development plans in the area, it 
should be paramount that it's included in the project

CB1 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 10 21 
08:36:45 am

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Improving the 
most used routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, Milton High St and Butt Lane

My issue isn't with the routes I use regularly but if I'm going somewhere I don't often go, finding that most of it is perfectly OK but then there's one really horrible bit.  Like getting in and out of Big Sainbury's having got there from Addenbrooke's but then needing 
to continue to Milton.  Clearly I'm not meant to do that as the "correct route" is go go around the Big Unpleasant Roundabout twice as access is only designed for those using a car.

Eh, surely making active travel easier should help 
everyone.  And anyone with a blue badge should be 
helped by exemptions to go about their business.

CB24 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 10 21 
08:53:17 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Hills Rd Regent St, Histon to Histon 
Rd, Queens Road

Cb24 35-44 No Male Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 10 21 
01:12:47 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

The junctions on my route were safer, I was 
less concerned for my personal security 
and safety, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Cycles and scooters were taken off the pavements by law. Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Coldham's Lane from Sainsburys to Newmarket Road By closing Mill Road Bridge to motorised traffic you have greatly increased the traffic on Coldham's Lane.  That has meant that some people who used to cycle in the cycle lanes 
are now using the pavements.  This makes it difficult for pedestrians and people pulling out of or onto their driveways.  The cyclist seem to think that they are entitled to cycle on 
the pavements  and everyone should get out of their way.  It is even worse on the Tuesday/Wednesday mornings when the bins are being emptied.

CB1 55-64 No Male Yes Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Jul 10 21 
01:48:18 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way

Coldhams Lane from Cherry Hinton to Beehive Centre I am shocked to see that Coldhams Lane is not 
mentioned among the priority areas. This does raise 
questions of unequal consideration given that Coldhams 
Lane, and in particular between Sainsbury's and 
Beehive has been adversely affected by recent route 
changes in Cambridge and carries am unbearable 
amount of traffic for a residential street. 

I am shocked to see that Coldhams Lane is not mentioned among the priority areas. This does raise questions of unequal consideration given that Coldhams Lane, and in 
particular between Sainsbury's and Beehive has been adversely affected by recent route changes in Cambridge and carries am unbearable amount of traffic for a residential 
street. 

Cb1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 10 21 
03:42:59 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Coldhams lane 
Sainsbury's to Newmarket Rd

Positive to all, mental and physically Please include Coldham's lane for further improvement [postcode] 45-54 No Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 10 21 
08:16:08 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

For medical 
treatment and 
procedures. 

Walking: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I am not able 
to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Vastly reducing lorry and HGV traffic along Coldhams Lane should be added to the options  in Q7 65-74 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 11 21 
12:41:00 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Monthly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Milton High St and 
Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 11 21 
08:59:52 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Queens Road

In question 6 you asked us to prioritise from a list that did not include REPAIRING POTHOLES. Potholes make cycling in Cambridge dangerous. One could be tipped off a bike in 
front of a car and be killed. I know many fit older people who have stopped cycling because the potholes make it too dangerous for them. 

CB3 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 11 21 
12:29:33 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, The 
junctions on my route were safer, There 
was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

Routes into rural areas within 10 miles of Cambridge.  My office has moved from Cambridge to Papworth and safe routes mean it would take me quite out of the way and make it impossible to cycle without having showers and storage at the other end.  If there 
were safe routes I could go more direct on my bike instead of having to get 4 buses a day.

Cb4 45-54 Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Prefer not to say as an 
individual

Jul 11 21 
04:12:07 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North

The path/cycle path between Girton footbridge (the new cycle way along the A14 to Girton footbridge that comes out on Huntingdon Road). This part of the path is very poor, difficult to cycle on in the winter as very muddy. Last winter someone placed some 
pallets to try and improve the surface (potholes and mud). The cycle route from Bar Hill up to this point is fantastic but this last part that takes you out onto Huntingdon Road is very poor, overgrown and feels very unsafe if using it on your own.

CB23 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 11 21 
04:34:42 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat 
important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels 
of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

A505 Duxford to Pampisford to join other cycleways is very unpleasant for cycling - option to carry bike over station footbridge is a detour and impractical with loaded bike - Also no footway on this bit of A505
No footway from Duxford towards Heathfield / Airfield area .  Hunts road is busy, fast and not often used by cyclists.

CB22 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 11 21 
07:12:19 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I could 
make connections to other forms 
of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Bourn to Cambridge
Bourn to other nearby villages such as Longstowe and Royston 

Please focus on improving and making safe existing routes rather than creating new ones which cause detrimental environmental and social impacts Cb23 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 11 21 
08:13:40 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd

Cb3 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 12 21 
08:16:40 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Daily, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Improving the most used routes: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

CB1 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 12 21 
08:27:13 am

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

Queens Road through Northampton Street (to the Castle Hill junction) N/A N/A CB4 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 12 21 
08:45:46 am

Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Improving the 
most used routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with 
the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Queens Road

CB22 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 12 21 
09:31:20 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Never, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat unimportant

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton

There is so much that could be done with better painting on the roads (eg lane markings at junctions, red cycle lanes), better timing of traffic lights, filling potholes, not allowing 
motorists to park in cycle lanes etc etc. Could these be tackled first on the busy routes? Do the policy makers actually go out cycling these routes, to see for themselves where 
the difficulties arise? That would be quite eye-opening i think. 

CB24 No Female as an 
individual

Jul 12 21 
10:12:54 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

Village connections in S Cambs and connecting larger villages to Cambridge eg Linton and surrounding villages Females would be more likely to use these routes if they 
were more spacious and appropriately lit

CB21 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Jul 12 21 
10:17:25 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Impington to 
Milton, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

Tackling speeding would make some of the currently unsafe routes safer. E.g. Chesterton High St is a 20mph zone, but on the school run, cars regularly zoom past accelerating 
towards 40mph. The same applies to the road Shirley School is on.

CB4 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 12 21 
10:33:44 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, Other: 
2-3 times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

I felt safe walking or running on the 
road, e.g. between villages. 
Pedestrians were there first. Might is 
not right. Can the balance be 
redressed?

Routes were quieter , There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

Granta Park<-> Cambridge.
I found, when I visited Granta Park for work, that the area between Granta Park and Cambridge was somewhat traumatic, so far as cycling is concerned.
Signage was unhelpful and roads were busy with motor traffic. It did not help that Granta Park's cycling storage was rammed full already, and somewhere along the way my bike was damaged, and began malfunctioning on the way home. I am reluctant to repeat 
the experience.

'- Thanks for doing this work. CB24 (you meant e.g.) 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 12 21 
02:26:16 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Monthly, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North, Queens Road

Madingley Road from Eddington Avenue to Clerk Maxwell Road CB3 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 12 21 
02:44:43 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

If there was a cycle path along the A603 beyond Barton 
(coming from Cambridge)

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Queens Road

Also consider cycle routes leading into town from surrounding village to west/southwest of Cambridge! none none SG8 45-54 No Prefer not to say Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 12 21 
02:56:08 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Weekly

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat unimportant, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at 
all important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Histon to Histon 
Rd, Impington to Milton

The B1049 all the way to Wilburton. Seriously I've almost been killed on that road twice in the last 4 years In general, it doesn't go far enough. Why is there no off road cycle path along the A10 all the way from Cambridge to Ely? With the advent of EBikes, people should be 
encouraged to cycle more, and having safe and easy to use infrastructure should be part of that.

cb6 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 12 21 
04:36:56 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Daily

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

The junctions on my route were safer, 
There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

Mill Road. CB1 25-34 No Male Yes Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Jul 12 21 
05:37:05 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes were quieter , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

cb1 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 12 21 
05:53:56 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Areas in front of Cambridge railway station cb1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 13 21 
07:12:24 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Trumpington Rd

Shelford road/Cambridge road
Lights on BRCA path

Many minorities traditionally haven’t learnt to cycle and 
so are not confident to travel on busy roads. Improving 
confidence to cycle would be helpful

CB22 45-54 No Male Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Jul 13 21 
10:27:34 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing 
safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

No. Impington to Milton should be top priority, currently very problematic for children cycling to & from school. CB24 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 13 21 
10:41:49 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Monthly, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times 
a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

CB4 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 13 21 
11:28:27 am

Grocery 
shopping

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Cb4 25-34 No Female Yes Other ethnic group includes Arab or any 
other ethnic group

as an 
individual

Jul 13 21 
11:58:43 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Histon to Histon Rd, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

CB4 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 13 21 
12:16:43 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly

I only use the car if the distance is 
great, so I will not be able to walk the 
journey no matter what.

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel 
to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Adrian Way junction with Long Rd and Car Park 6 area adjoining Puddicombe Way (central drive) on the Cambridge Biomedical Campus CB1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 13 21 
12:43:36 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

CB4 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 13 21 
01:18:17 pm

Social, 
Leisure

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

My schedule was less busy so I had 
more time

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Trumpington Rd CB22 35-44 No Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 13 21 
02:12:56 pm

Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Impington to 
Milton

I ride a hand cycle because a minor disability means I 
sometime can't use a regular bike. The safety barriers 
at the start and end of some cycle paths are very 
difficult or even impossible to navigate on a hand cycle 
because they are longer than a regular bike. The same 
is often true of the cargo bikes that some families use. 
Please can you give due consideration to this when 
considering access to cycle paths

cb24 45-54 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 13 21 
02:39:23 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Daily

I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Privately owned electric scooters were 
allowed.

I could make connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Cycle theft/crime was less prevalent – don't feel comfortable 
leaving my bike locked up in many of the places I want to 
go. 
Road surface quality was better.

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Milton High St and Butt Lane

Whilst I understand this may not be possible, I strongly feel it would be better to spend the money improving road and path surfaces and staying on top of potholes and other 
repair generally, rather than specific cycle route improvements. 

CB5 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 13 21 
03:00:01 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
Weekly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Horningsea to Fen Ditton and then into the city. Start implementing the Greenway scheme. as an 
individual

Jul 13 21 
03:46:44 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Impington to 
Milton, Trumpington Rd

55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 13 21 
04:43:27 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Weekly, Other: 
Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Trumpington Rd The shoddy cycle paths that are so common at present 
discriminate against people responsible for childcare - 
who are overwhelmingly female. Poor infrastructure is 
sexist.

CB22 35-44 No Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Jul 13 21 
05:44:29 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Daily

I don't have a car so this question is 
meaningless

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Queens Road

Cottenham to Landbeach. There is no safe route to walk between these villages (even on a public footpath) without going via Impington. I have a disability which means that I cannot drive a car CB24 35-44 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 13 21 
05:46:11 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Trumpington Rd

The route between Whittlesford Parkway Railway Station and IWM Duxford/ Heathfield
The existing cycle route along the A505 is inadequate to support active travel in the area. Currently a segregated cycle and walking route runs only partially along the A505, forcing cyclists to move off into the stream of traffic on the main carriageway where 
vehicles moves at 40-50mph. In addition, where a cycle route is provided between Whittlesford station to IWM Duxford/ Heathfield the cycle and walking route forces travelers to cross two M11 slip roads at Junction 10 which are extremely dangerous, 
particularly if travelling with young children. These safety issues discourage residents of Heathfield and staff, volunteers and visitors of IWM Duxford, from travelling to and from the station or to any of the nearby villages ‘actively’ – choosing a car as the safest 
option. Investment in a safer route for active travel along the A505 is needed to support the museum, and businesses in these villages, as well as for the safety and well-being of residents.

55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 13 21 
07:24:34 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

Cottenham to Histon needs improvement at the Cottenham end. Cottenham to Landbeach, Cottenham to Oakington and Cottenham to Wilburton are all horrible routes for cyclists and need something to be provided. CB24 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 13 21 
08:06:58 pm

Exercise Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Not at all important

No. I walk short distances for exercise but my car is essential for most journeys due to my age and disabilities. Focus on active transport discriminates against people 
who need to drive because of age or disability.

Please make life easier for car drivers. Cb4 65-74 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
06:49:49 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Weekly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Never, Between 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , I could make 
connections to other forms of transport, 
There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

Landbeach to cottenham Cb25 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
08:48:58 am

Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

To the city centre: Daily, Between villages: 
Daily

The question is flawed as it assumes i 
could walk the same distance as i can 
travel by car. Even if the routes were 
better it would still take me over an 
hour to walk the same route as i 
currently cycle.

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

Hauxton to Sawston via Great Shelford - very dangerous for schoolkids. cb22 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:22:11 am

Social, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Monthly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Creating low traffic 
neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from 
the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:27:06 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Girton to 
Huntingdon Rd, Histon to Histon Rd

CB24 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:27:46 am

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Monthly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Never, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St

A10 extend cycle path between Melbourn and Royston.
Bassingbourn to Royston unsafe cycle route (and poor bus links)

SG8 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:31:17 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: Never, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I could make 
connections to other forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St

cb6 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

Jul 14 21 
09:33:05 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from 
the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Hills Rd Regent St

CB7 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:35:06 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all 
important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor 
unimportant

Don't think it's routes that are important, it's more the maintenance and upkeep of the current ones. Generally I think the maintenance and upkeep of the roads and cycle paths is more important than providing more active travel networks. I think people would be more confident 
cycling around Cambridge if the roads and cycle paths were looked after. I have broken my hand before due to going down a large pothole and falling off my bike, and was lucky 
enough not to fall into the path of traffic. On my journey to work there are some terrible parts of cycle paths and lanes on the road which aren't good for my bike. In fact, I've had to 
have quite regular repairs to wheels where the bearings have been damaged due to the bumps/holes I encounter on a daily basis.

CB5 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:35:11 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

CB1 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:36:44 am

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Daily, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Monthly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel 
to and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Impington to Milton

Longstanton/Northstowe/Oakington to South of the City/Addenbrookes There is an anti-car culture in Cambridge Council- I want you to ensure that it is still possible to travel around the city and outer villages by car as many people still wont be able to 
use active travel even with the proposals here. I use my car very often so please do not ruin the ease of this and create more traffic. The dutch roundabout is useless so don't 
make any more of those

15-24 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Jul 14 21 
09:38:07 am

Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Milton High St and Butt Lane Please close Arbury Road at the junction with Milton road to motor traffic Positive Increased cycling is good for society and the planet. This needs to be pushed - hard! CB4 35-44 No Female Yes as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:38:39 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

1) Showers at destination.  2) 
Somewhere to hang wet clothing & 
change into office clothing

The junctions on my route were safer, 
There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Queens Road, Trumpington Rd Junctions around the hospital.  They create hazards at the lights & don't naturally follow how a cyclist would tackle the junction n/a CB22 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:38:53 am

Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Weekly, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

cb1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:39:09 am

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas 
with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way

In many cases when there are improvements are made for cyclists they do not use them.  The Perne Road Birdwood Road roundabout was altered with an outer roundabout for cyclists which is rarely used - cyclist would rather use the road.  Thought should be given to the people living on the main roads to the hospital.  Closure of arterial roads cause extra traffic on the main roads. Cycle and ride and walking from the 
park and ride site should be encouraged

CB1 55-64 Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:39:22 am

Social Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, I had 
access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or adapted 
cycle, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at all important

Babraham road cycle paths 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:40:00 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: 2-3 times a week

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I had access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or 
adapted cycle, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St, Trumpington Rd

Cambridge biomedical campus 
Bar Hill
Girton 
City Centre

cb23 Prefer not to say Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:41:09 am

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Daily

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd

Mill road. Cherry Hinton high street Please have a more urgent repair programme of pot holes , especially in cycle lanes .
Road markings regularly remarked as some are very faint 

CB1 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:41:42 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Cycling: Daily Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Trumpington Rd

Great Shelford to Whittlesford cb22 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:42:14 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, The junctions on my route were 
safer, I had access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or 
adapted cycle

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Cb25 25-34 No Female Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

Jul 14 21 
09:43:48 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Never, Between villages: Monthly, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Also if there were covered areas to keep my bike to stop it 
getting wet when it rains

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat unimportant, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with 
the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St, Trumpington Rd

cb24 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:45:04 am

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

CB7 {redacted second half of 
postcode}

55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:45:26 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Monthly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Babraham road cycle/foot path 55-64 No Female White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:45:51 am

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily Within my local area: Daily Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB9 No Male Sex is a biological fact, gender is a social construct White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:46:12 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Red cross lane for access to the hospital Just get on with Queen Ediths way please. We have been waiting for 20 years for you to actually do something about cycle safety on a road used for school access to a large 
secondary school and several primary schools as well as being used as a major commuting route both to the hospital and businesses and colleges on Hills Road and Long Road

CB1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:46:23 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, I was 
less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

I learnt to cycle Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

Trumpington Rd sg8 55-64 No Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:47:08 am

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Daily, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , I had access to a 
bicycle, e-cycle, or adapted cycle, There 
was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from 
the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St, Huntingdon Rd North

HILLS ROAD AS IT IS SO BUSY CB23 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:47:17 am

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Trumpington Rd CB23 55-64 No Female Yes Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:47:47 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Daily, Other: Daily

(I'd happily walk if time allowed but 
prefer to cycle)

There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Already cycle everywhere - but have stopped cycling to the 
city pretty much, due to levels of bike theft and knowledge 
that nothing will be done if it is stolen.

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

Hills Rd Regent St, Histon to Histon 
Rd, Impington to Milton

Newmarket Road, particularly inbound. People who cannot utilise active transport due to 
disability need to be carefully considered, however, this 
could be met if the work sufficiently changes mode of 
travel for the vast majority of people who could choose 
to change.  Needs to be joined up with an 
efficient/safe/cheap public transport system - 
buses/scooters/trains to encourage out of cars further.  

There needs to be a push on organised bike crime and proper resource made available to tackle - while it is ignored/tolerated, Cambridge will remain number 1 bike crime hotspot 
in the country and the nicest cycling infrastructure/increase in e-bikes etc will only encourage this further.  Only takes your first bike to be stolen and for police to close the case 
immediately to send you back to your car as preferred mode of transport... 

cb24 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:47:52 am

Commuting 
to work

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Never, Across the 
city: Daily, To my local high street/town 
centre: Never, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Trumpington Rd PE9 25-34 No Female none White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:48:07 am

Leisure Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Never, Horse 
riding: Never, Other: 
Daily

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Never, Other: Daily

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Somewhat unimportant, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:49:34 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , I was less concerned 
for my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing 
safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from 
the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Trumpington Rd Work at CUH. Many staff are put off from commuting from Trumpington Park and Ride to the site due tosafety concerns, especially in the dark. There have been cases of muggings and threatening behaviour towards staff and lone females. If the guided bus 
path between Trumpington and CUH was better lit with CCTV it would encourage more people to cycle and walk in to site and not park at the hospital

25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:50:03 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Weekly, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

The cycleway from Foxton to the Park and Ride in Trumpington is excellent in parts but by Hauxton, it is very narrow and also the approach to the M11 is normally blocked by parked lorries.  I don't feel safe in the evenings cycling down the route to the 
alternative cycle bridge over the M11.  I feel it is unsafe and unlit.
Also, the route through the Trumpington Park and Ride is dangerous as there is no clear route through to the busway for cyclists. 

CB22 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:50:19 am

Social, 
Leisure

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

I learnt to cycle, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling 
currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd

CB5 45-54 Prefer not to say Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:52:10 am

Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

To the city centre: Daily I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Very important A train station needs to be built on the Addenbrookes sight my driving licence has been taken away and I need to use public transport Itnis hardn if you are disabled like me and I travel on 
public transport nearly 30 miles 1 way each day

55-64 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:53:20 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
2-3 times a week, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Huntingdon Rd 
North, Trumpington Rd

CB23 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:53:22 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Monthly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

Park and ride routes into town We need to be sure that elderly and frail people can still 
use the pavements and cross to and from bus stops 
safely

CB1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:54:29 am

Social, 
Leisure

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Never, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

None- again not considering other areas of the county that is close to Cambridge.  There is no cycle path from Comberton from hardwick, when there are a lot of children that would benefits.  I would also like a safe cycle path from hardwick to town, like there is 
from comberton to town, of there was especially on Madingley Road, I would use it more often.

CB23 35-44 Female Yes Other ethnic group includes Arab or any 
other ethnic group

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:54:33 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

A direct route from Ely to Cambridge would mean I consider cycling to work Any possible change in traffic being allowed in particular 
areas MUST take into consideration the needs of people 
who need to be able to drive and park, such as disabled 
people or those with limited mobility as well as space for 
those who need to shop for large or bulky items

You talk about Cambridgeshire but seem to only really focus on Cambridge and the surrounding villages.  Cambs is much wider and other areas could really do with investment 
too.  The world is not as Cambridge centric as some like to think!

CB6 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:56:09 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: 2-3 
times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd route to Haverhill.....although its a direct route to Addenbrookes....its not safe to cycle CB9 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:56:21 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Monthly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Never, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

My shift pattern (12 hours) would not allow me to cycle more 
frequently. It takes me between 40-50 minutes to cycle each 
way. Also part of my route is along the new road alongside 
the A14 which I feel is too isolated to use in winter/night. 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from 
the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St, Huntingdon Rd North

Dry Drayton cycle route. CB23 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:57:00 am

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Weekly, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

CB23 45-54 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:57:36 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

South Cambridgeshire particularly between Duxford and Great Shelford CB22 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:58:10 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Weekly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Weekly

Not Applicable Not Applicable Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing 
safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes 
to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St CB1 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:58:16 am

Travel to 
education

Cycling: Daily Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Daily, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: 2-3 
times a week, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, 
Improving the most used routes: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very 
important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Trumpington Rd 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:58:18 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

If I have to take my mother with me 
she has life limiting disability and can 
only walk a short distance.

I had access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or 
adapted cycle

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

I feel that making areas cycle, walking or taxi/Public 
transport only makes it difficult for me to take my 
mother around Cambridge e.g. not being able to go 
over Mill Road Bridge, stops me using Mill Road for the 
shops when I have my mother with me.

Please do not make Cambridge a city without any way cars can travel, as people with a disability will find it very hard to get around Cambridge, and will go elsewhere. CB1 55-64 Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Jul 14 21 
09:59:40 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Daily

None of these would make a 
difference

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd

Ditton Lane - Barnwell road, Coldhams Lane through to Perne/Mowbray Rd 
Most importantly the Mill Rd junction with Perne Rd and Brooks Rd.

Whilst there is a cycle way along Barnwell road it is not fit for purpose due to non existent maintenance (over growing trees, tree roots growing through the surface etc.
There is little point making any additional cycling facilities unles they are going to be properly maintained.

CB5 55-64 No Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:59:45 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Monthly, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

The rampage of bike thefts mean I do not bike into the city 
centre and stay there ever. Guarenteed if I part anywhere in 
the city I will have my bike stolen. This includes the Central 
Train Station and Cambridge North (have had 2 bikes stolen 
at those with no support from police and good locks), Jesus 
Green Lido, Parkers Piece Pool (both have had bikes stolen 
at). No good to have routes if you have to invest £500/year 
on a new dang bike. 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes 
for travel to and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at all important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Milton High 
St and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

To accurately promote cycling, something needs to be done about the rate of cycle theft at stations, in city centre, etc. CB5 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:00:29 am

Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I had access to a bicycle, 
e-cycle, or adapted cycle, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB8 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:02:04 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily Within my local area: Daily, Across the city: 
Daily, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Daily

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Not at all 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at all important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Milton High St and Butt Lane

CB24 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:02:23 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: 2-3 times a week, To my local 
high street/town centre: Daily, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Impington to Milton, Milton 
High St and Butt Lane

The A1134 from Coldhams way to Addenbrookes should be upgraded to separate cycles from traffic. cb24 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:06:14 am

Leisure, 
Exercise

Shopping trips Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Never

I lived closer to the city centre. I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St, Huntingdon Rd North

Foot/cycle connection of outlying villages to each other and to Girton/top of Huntingdon Road. Great progress made as part of the A14 works but still not quite there for foot traffic. CB23 45-54 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:06:57 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, I learnt to 
cycle

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB1 25-34 No Female Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:07:24 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Never, Between villages: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route 

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes 
for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important

Jul 14 21 
10:07:42 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Weekly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, I am not 
able to travel this way due to 
health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Coldhams Lane Schemes do need to ensure those who cannot cycle or 
walk far aren't impacted adversely in the same way that 
certain closures have already done ie Mill Road bridge. 

Pedestrians are equally as important as cyclists, money needs to be invested to ensure their safety by improving footpaths and crossings. Cyclists need more protection at 
junctions. Clear signage and road markings must be maintained a lot better than they are now. Cycling proficiency training and education should also be funded. 

CB3 65-74 Yes Female as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:08:29 am

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: Daily, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Monthly

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct

I would like to see better maintained and wider cycle routes 
that are not shared with walkers. I would like to see more 
cycle paths.

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Very important

I would like to see a cycle path from Arrington on the A603 to Cambridge SG8 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:12:04 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

I learnt to cycle Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling 
currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Trumpington Rd

Babraham road CB10 25-34 No Female Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:13:14 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Distances were shorter - I only use 
the car for longer journeys.

See previous response Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at 
all important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way

The 30mph limit on Long Road needs to be enforced - motorized traffic is going faster and faster.  There are no 30mph reminder signs. Not applicable Please don't waste our money or unnecessarily disrupt the environment. Cb2 55-64 No Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Other ethnic group includes Arab or any 
other ethnic group

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:13:39 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

I use the cycle/footpath from 
Babraham P&R (I walk) to the hospital 
and the cyclists have no due respect 
for the pedestrians.  Some cyclists 
think it is a race track and cycle by 
very fast and very close to 
pedestrians.  Now electric scooters 
are being used and they are the same 
and they are silent and you do not 
hear them coming from behind.  The 
route is overgrown as well and the 
pedestrians are shoved into the 
hedges.

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Very important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, City 
North South Lensfield Rd East Rd 
Elizabeth Way

More pedestrian safety routes.  We are not all cyclists! Pedestrians. I feel that too much emphasis is put on making better routes for cyclists and now scooters.  No consideration for people who like to walk.  
Cyclists do not pay road fund tax and get all the benefits.

CB22 55-64 Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:13:42 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Weekly, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: 2-3 times a 
week, Between villages: Weekly, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

CB3 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:13:51 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: Daily, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: Daily, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling 
currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St, Histon to Histon Rd

CB24 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:14:22 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Monthly, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport, I was 
less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, I am not able 
to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

CB2 25-34 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:14:56 am

Commuting 
to work

Cycling: Monthly Within my local area: Weekly I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, I was 
less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with 
the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

guided bus route na na CB2 45-54 No Female Yes Black, Black British, Caribbean or 
African includes Black British, 
Caribbean, African or any other Black 
background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:17:04 am

Social, 
Leisure

Walking: Daily, Other: 
Daily

Other: Daily Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , I could make 
connections to other forms of transport, 
There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Routes south of the city, ie addenbrookes to babraham road park and ride. Cycle paths and footpaths need updating (widening).
Road travel routes south of the city for vehicle access to secure parking areas.

n/a Actions need to be implemented as soon as possible.
The world is changing fast and we need to adapt quicker to enhance a better balance for everyone involved, be them working in this area, living in the area or visiting the area.

cb9 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:20:14 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Daily, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Trumpington Rd

CB1 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:20:38 am

Commuting 
to work

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Daily, To my local high street/town 
centre: Never, Between villages: Daily, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily, Other: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Trumpington Rd Station Rd from Fullborn to Great Wilbraham CB21 25-34 Prefer not to say

Jul 14 21 
10:21:04 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, City North South Lensfield 
Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd 
Regent St

cb1 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:22:18 am

Commuting 
to work

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Trumpington Rd Improvement from Babraham Park and Ride to Addenbrookes hospital. Poorly lit during the winter months and don't feel safe travelling along the narrow sections of path with the cars travelling at speed. CM23 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:27:16 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, 
Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling 
currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat 
important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Trumpington Rd

cb2 45-54 No Female Yes Other ethnic group includes Arab or any 
other ethnic group

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:27:35 am

Commuting 
to work

Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Weekly

To the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

The junctions on my route were safer, I had 
access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or adapted 
cycle

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Improving the 
most used routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Trumpington Rd the cycle lane from babraham road to addenbrookes is so dangerous. walkers and bikes/scooters on a narrow path. I try and use the voi scooters but am constantly in very close proximity to walkers, the hedgerow is overgrown. cb10 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:34:01 am

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety, I am not able 
to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, I am not able to travel 
this way due to health issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat unimportant, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Trumpington Rd

cb2 45-54 Yes Prefer not to say Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:37:41 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

dog walking Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

path and cycle ways were maintained 
regularly - hedge cutting, verge cutting

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

cb21 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:39:59 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Daily, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Daily, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

The route from Babraham P&R to Addenbrookes needs attention.  Cyclists and pedestrians sharing a pavement is a recipe for disaster and I have seen many near misses on that route.  We could do with a cycle /scooter route on one side of the road and 
pedestrian route on the other

CB22 45-54 No Female Yes Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:48:42 am

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Monthly

Within my local area: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Creating low traffic 
neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St cb1 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:51:52 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Other: 2-3 
times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

cb25 45-54 No Prefer not to say Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
11:01:42 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, The junctions on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB1 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
11:13:25 am

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Weekly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

I could make connections to other forms of 
transport

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat unimportant, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

the biggest difficulty for many is that the public transport routes/trains into Suffolk villages/town does not link and are infrequent. Cambridge is now too expensive for many workers 
to live in. 

cb8 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
11:15:42 am

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

PE19 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
11:16:01 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

Mill Road - need dedicated cycle lanes. CB1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
11:26:22 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Weekly, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, City 
North South Lensfield Rd East Rd 
Elizabeth Way

cb5 35-44 Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Jul 14 21 
11:27:35 am

Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

[postcode] 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
11:28:35 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Weekly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

CB4 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
11:29:12 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Trumpington Rd

cb22 25-34 No

Jul 14 21 
11:31:43 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Monthly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Monthly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

PE27 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
11:45:15 am

Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Weekly, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Never, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, The 
junctions on my route were safer, There 
was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Routes in Huntingdon and arround availability of Cycle service in reasonable price or free in smaller cities like Huntingdon pe29 35-44 Prefer not to say Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
11:50:52 am

Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

Trumpington Rd pe28 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
11:57:06 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Hills Rd Regent St, Histon to Histon 
Rd, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

45-54 No Female Yes as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
12:08:16 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
Never, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Improve the shared access pass from Babraham P&R to Addenbrooke's Hospital CB8 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
12:25:09 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Having a cycing pad/space/zone at the front of the traffic lights on the Elizabeth Way bridge roundabout would make getting on and off the cycle strip back on to the road a lot less stressful, and cars a lot less irritated and aggressive that you are on the road.   
The lack of cycle path along the A603 (especially the parkers piece/the swimming pool part of the road) is very stressful. The traffic is always backed up and it id hard to get to the Gresham Road cycle path. 

The double cycle lane along lower Hills road and the cycle pad/zone at the traffic lights at the junction with Long road is fantastic. It makes that busy road and junction so easy to 
cycle down and safely use the junction. 

CB4 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
12:28:44 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Other: Daily Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily

live to far out of Cambridge to walk live to far out of Cambridge to cycle Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Trumpington Rd

CB24 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
12:31:01 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: 2-3 times a 
week, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way

routes around the biomedical campus Great that you are investing in active travel - need to do more to reduce motorised travel - more bus routes is not the answer, particularly those that involve new routes across 
countryside.

CB25 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
12:32:30 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Other: 2-3 
times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North, Trumpington Rd

PE28 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
12:34:57 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: Monthly, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

CB1 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
12:48:49 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes were quieter , There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

CB1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
12:59:04 pm

Commuting 
to work

Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, 
Across the city: 2-3 times a week, To my 
local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Other: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St, Huntingdon Rd North

CB23 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
01:02:22 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
Daily, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Daily

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, The 
junctions on my route were safer, I could 
make connections to other forms of 
transport, I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way

A10 from Waterbeach to city centre, 
 all roads near Addenbrookes hospital ,

[postcode] 45-54 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
01:05:01 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Improve safety for cyclists on A1301/A505 roundabout CB10 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
01:11:01 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Trumpington Rd CB1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
01:22:00 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: 2-3 
times a week, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Other: Never

I already walk a lot to get to places I already cycle a lot to get to places Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the 
most used routes: Somewhat unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not 
at all important

15-24 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
01:24:30 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times a 
week

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

CB1 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
01:25:37 pm

Leisure Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Horse riding: Weekly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport, I was 
less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St, Trumpington Rd

pe30 35-44 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
01:29:23 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Routes between Ely and Cambridge cities There is a lot of active travel provision around Cambridge and surrounding villages, and whilst these can be improved further, there is very little or no provision between 
Cambridge and Ely, which is a very high use commuting corridor

CB2 {redacted additional 
postcode}

45-54 No Female Yes Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
01:33:19 pm

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, I had access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or 
adapted cycle

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Sawston to addenbrookes Cb22 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
01:33:56 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Never, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

Less concern for my children's safety 
and security. My children could cycle 
further, we are building this up but 
haven't gone out as much this past 
year and one has only been cycling 
less than a year. Cheaper to buy a 
cargo bike to transport children in

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Easier for my children to cycle safely on these routes Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

Coldhams lane, so it is easier to go to the retail park with children without a car harder for people with children and shopping to 
transport, I am not sure if that is a group. It is just hard 
to go far with small children knowing their energy levels 
to cycle home. You worry you could get stuck out 
somewhere with them unable to cycle home and it would 
be a struggle. 

cb1 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
01:36:16 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel 
to and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St 15-24 No

Jul 14 21 
01:38:44 pm

Leisure Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

[postcode] 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
01:53:27 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , I could make 
connections to other forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
02:09:55 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: Never, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , I was less concerned 
for my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1307  Haverhill to Cambridge CB21 45-54 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
02:30:16 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

During the 
working day 

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

If cycling routes were more joined up 
would cycle them more, some areas 
awkward to cycle across Cambridge 
city - the Chisholm trail will probably 
help with this. Some areas feel unsafe 
- eg cycling late in the day on guided 
busway

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

improvements in routes that lead to Wandlebury  ?  Most  people seem to drive to it? n/a CB1 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
03:05:49 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, The 
junctions on my route were safer, There 
was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Histon to Histon Rd

Routes to access the Guided Bus between villages. 15-24 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
03:07:24 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 2-
3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Never, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St Cb25 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
03:27:09 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

CB24 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
03:45:59 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Segregation from motor vehicles has to mean more than a 
painted line like Milton and needs to be at least like 
Huntingdon Road or with bollards between cycle lane and 
cars

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

pe28 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
03:50:05 pm

Exercise Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Monthly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Never, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

not one mention of the lintonabingtons/babraham above. all of the above do not affect me, questions 7 not relevant. N/A Avoid disruption to road users as much as increasing cycle routes etc. Agree with the need for cycle routes but sadly for many cycling is not an option for a multitude of 
reasons..... to many for me to add here. Yet it seems that the people paying the road tax are always the ones that suffer.....maybe a scheme for cyclist to pay towards some of 
these schemes should be looked at? 

CB21 45-54 No Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
04:19:50 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety, I am not able to travel this 
way due to health issues / 

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

CB1 25-34 No Female Yes Black, Black British, Caribbean or 
African includes Black British, 
Caribbean, African or any other Black 
background

as an 
individual



Jul 14 21 
04:24:56 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

pregnant Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd CB21

Jul 14 21 
05:09:34 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Running Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: 2-3 
times a week, Other: 
2-3 times a week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

More time Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Cycle to work and back anyway - doubt would / could cycle 
more in time available

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Hills Rd Regent St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

CB3 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
05:28:35 pm

None Other: Never Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I am 
not able to travel this way due to 
health issues / disability

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route 

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most 
used routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling 
currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Trumpington road Pedestrians and cyclist should share the pavement to 
be more safe than being on the road especially cyclist 
with babies and kids with them. 

Make pavement legal for cyclist for less risk of accident on the road please! CB1 25-34 Yes Male Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
06:17:56 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Monthly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

cb9 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
07:27:03 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly, Other: Never

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Not at all important

Hills Rd Regent St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

Cb3 25-34 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
07:35:04 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St, Huntingdon Rd North

these works would contribute to the disgusting allocation 
to and discrimination in favour of those able to and rich 
enough to drive. public transport/local (walking/mobility) 
is absurdly underfunded

cb3 65-74 Prefer not to say Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
07:56:07 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

I had access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or 
adapted cycle

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

CB1 25-34 No Female Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
08:46:58 pm

Commuting 
to work

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Hills Rd Regent St, Histon to Histon 
Rd

15-24 No Female Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
08:56:53 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Hills Rd Regent St

cb1 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:09:24 pm

Leisure Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Never, 
Other: Weekly

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Horningsea to Waterbeach Disabled people increasingly discriminated again when 
cycle paths prevent any parking near facilities

The push for cycling and walking as key active transport does not consider the difficulties faced by the disabled and the elderly who often become frailer as they age and cannot 
even stand at bus stops in the long waits for buses.  All bus stops should have to provide seating.

CB25 65-74 Yes Female as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
09:33:37 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Mill road CB1 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 14 21 
10:50:21 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Cb22 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
04:37:38 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: 2-3 
times a week, Other: 
Weekly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Daily, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Daily, 
Other: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, I could 
make connections to other forms of 
transport, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Improving the most used routes: Not at all important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling 
currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all 
important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Not at all important, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at all important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

15-24 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
08:12:54 am

Commuting 
to work

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 2-3 
times a week

Routes had less motorised traffic It is too far from home to walk to work 
(approx. 8-10 miles) so walking is not 
practical.  

[location]

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route 

Cycling is a great option when you live near/in to Cambridge 
where there are plenty of cycle paths.  We now live in a 
village 10 miles from Cambridge and there are no cycle 
paths available.  We are surrounded by 60mph country 
roads to the next nearest villages and it is just not safe.  
Cycle paths are needed out in the country too, please don't 
forget about us just because we don't live in the city and 
have the same large population.  All villages should be 
connected to their local catchment schools by cycle/footpath 
to encourage children to use this form of travel as a the 
norm from an early age.  Currently our only option is to drive 
the 2 miles to the next village.  

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Not at all important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Once again this survey is looking at Cambridge city for cycle improvements.  These improvements are no good if you can't safely get to the routes by cycling in the first place.  Please can the current cycle provision be extended beyond Fulbourn to the 
Wilbrahams and Six Mile Bottom. 

Consideration is long over due of those who now live further out (mainly driven away from the city by soring house prices lack of truly affordable housing) who have nothing in the 
way of cycle provision before providing those who currently have an option.  If you want to get people out of their cars and choose greener modes of transport, you need to also 
work with those who live in more rural locations. We are unable to give up the car and switch to other modes of transport because there is no viable alternative on offer. 

CB8 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
08:34:32 am

Social, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

I could make connections to other forms of 
transport

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat unimportant, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with 
the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

Hills Rd Regent St, Huntingdon Rd 
North

CB4 55-64 Prefer not to say Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
08:41:36 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Coldhams Lane - particulary from Cherry Hinton to and across the Sainsbury's roundabout on Brooks Rd. 

Newmarket Road by the Marshalls Car Sales site and up to Barnwell Road Roundabout. 

Hills Road from Addenbrooke's to Babraham Road Park and Ride.

 in general please keep the hedges trimmed back along these routes.  the lovely new path on Yarrow Road has trees overhanging on the corner as you come round from Fulbourn Road and the Airport Way cycle Route is also constantly overgrown, narrowing 
the path considerably, such a shame as it is an excellent route. 

CB1 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
09:10:54 am

Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily Across the city: Daily Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I learnt to cycle, I had access to a 
bicycle, e-cycle, or adapted cycle, I was 
less concerned for my personal security 
and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Improving the 
most used routes: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB2 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
09:15:00 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Usually timings are too tight and I 
need to use the quickest option - 
single parent of young  children so am 
bound by timings of school and 
childcare

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Trumpington Rd

Must give due consideration to the needs of less 
physically able and those who cannot avail themselves 
of active transport for different reasons. Not everyone is 
just too lazy but it sometimes seems that is the 
assumption

Where investment in e.g. cycling routes is made, it should then be compulsory for cyclists to use them. It is very annoying to see time and money spent on creating and improving 
cycling routes, then the cyclists just continue to use the road. That doesn't help anyone and where it's happening you need ot find out why and address any issues rather than keep 
adding more and better routes.

CB21 Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
09:27:02 am

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Monthly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, I am not 
able to travel this way due to 
health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB25 55-64 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
09:49:08 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , I was less concerned 
for my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving 
the most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat 
important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

cyclist safety would be improved immensely by making training and/or licensing available at the Universities and community policing campaigns checking lights and poor riding. 
Many cyclists 'dither' and then make sudden 'random' moves such as turning right or swapping lanes without considering other road users or pedestrians. Dashing through traffic 
lights is also an issue for concern. They are either road users or not - they can't pick and choose when to obey the highway code. (Not a rant - I have 20 years cycle commute 
experience and I am a car driver). 

cb6 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
09:52:47 am

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Impington to Milton

cb6 15-24 Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
09:54:58 am

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 2-3 
times a week, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I had access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or 
adapted cycle, I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

I walk to work because there is no cycle lane from Little 
Shelford to Addenbrooke's site and although I would love to 
cycle on the DNA path there is no bicycle storage near there 
or safe bright lighting when it is dark.

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Trumpington Rd

Little Shelford/ Shelford/ south Cambridge villages to Addenbrooke's biomedical site to help with commuters especially if a possible new rail development is occurring in the nearby area.
Better lighting/ security, and bicycle storage on DNA cycle path.

Public should be informed and consultation views need to be taken into account when planning such high cost development so we actually benefit from the work. CB22 35-44 No Female Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
10:13:53 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Daily

I already walk as much as possible. I did cycle but ended up with fluid on my knee, unable to 
continue.

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, City North South Lensfield 
Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

CB22 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
11:44:04 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

The busway path from Trumpington P & R to rail station is unsafe for pedestrians. Pedestrians should be separated from cyclists! I am a 79 year old pedestrian and I feel unfairly 
discriminated against. Our needs are severely 
neglected by transport planners. Pedestrians should be 
separated from cyclists and of course from motor 
vehicles and given priority at junctions. 

Even new roads in Cambridge contain a confusing mishmash of arrangements for cyclists and pedestrians e.g. Lime Avenue, Hobson Avenue, Addenbrooke's Road, Francis 
Crick Avenue, Mary Archer Way, Robinson Way. I have often been buzzed by cyclists cycling on the pavement when walking along these roads. I don't hear well so it is a shock 
when a cyclists sweeps past from behind me. It makes me think twice about walking - which I know to be good for me.

CB2 75 and above No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
12:41:47 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

CB1 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
02:08:13 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Cycling: Daily Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Huntingdon Rd North, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

CB4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
02:57:00 pm

Social, 
Leisure

Shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

If the POT HOLES were filled up, eg 
Station Road Cambridge. Hills Road 
also

Fill up the pot holes at side of road where the cycles have to 
travel

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way

Station Road Cambridge specially the station end of it. Terrible surface along Hills Road into city centre- where the cycles have to go. None Where cyclists have to use the side of the road, someone needs to test how safe it is. There are too many ruts and hollows. Downright dangerous in many places especially 
Station Road!

[postcode] 75 and above No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
03:46:25 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
Between villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Trumpington Rd A lot of people cannot afford to live in Cambridge so regularly commute from surrounding villages.  Improving routes for surrounding villages such as barton/comberton. cb2 45-54 No Female White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
06:59:11 pm

Leisure, 
Travel to 
education

Cycling: Weekly Across the city: Weekly Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation 
of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

Doing the school run by bike would be massively improved if Sidgewick Avenue and Grange Road were made safer.  The cycle lane on Grange Road is narrow for small children, with cars passing by closely.  Sidgewick Avenue should be one way, with a proper 
cycle/pedestrian lane taking up the extra space.  I’ve seen people with buggies having to walk on the road because the pavement is not passable due to trees.

CB2 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
07:48:22 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB1 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
07:56:23 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

Hills Rd Regent street . Road surface is poor due to bus use and delivery vehicles block cycle lanes. No concerns [postcode] 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
08:45:37 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, Other: 
2-3 times a week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: 2-3 
times a week, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North

CB23 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 15 21 
10:07:19 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

cb1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Jul 16 21 
05:26:01 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I am not able to 
travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower 
levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A438 CB23 55-64 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 16 21 
08:22:09 am

Commuting 
to work

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: Monthly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

I think Hills Rd would benefit from having bus lanes. They can be used at peak times only if necessary. The width of the pavement plus the cycle lanes are excessive. CB9 45-54 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 16 21 
09:24:00 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

CB22 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 16 21 
12:19:55 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route 

Hills Rd Regent St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

CB2 65-74 No Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 16 21 
02:45:14 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Cycling: Daily Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Monthly, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

The junctions on my route were safer Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, Impington to Milton

Madingley Road / Queen's road 55-64 No Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 16 21 
04:10:35 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Weekly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Cherry Hinton high street is an important route with very few alternative options because of the limited railway crossings, and is commonly clogged with traffic. As much as anything it is important change the feel of the roads. I think specifically Queen Ediths way where speeding is the norm. We have thought about potential options to 
help change the feel of the road with the constraints of space so I entreat officers to engage with the local community to get ideas on what might be possible.

CB1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 16 21 
04:53:12 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Monthly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Weekly

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

City was closer to my village
There was an emergency puncture repair service

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Newmarket road CB25 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 16 21 
05:01:10 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: Daily, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

B1102 cycle path widening. Anglsey Abbey to Swaffham Bulbeck and beyond, to Burwell, as a minimum. These are shared footpaths are too narrow and in a dilapidated state. Tree cutting and path cleared would be a good start ASAP. All on B1102 corridor would benefit equally. Path from Swaffham Bulbeck to Lode needs urgent renewal. It is dangerous at night in winter with onoming headlights blinding cyclists. Widening, lit path and resurfacing is all 
needed.

CB25 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 16 21 
05:10:05 pm

Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

if cycle lanes were continuous and 
separated from motorised traffic

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North

Girton road to Bunker's Hill, to access Eddington from Girton. Currently, it's dangerous as it requires young cyclists to dismount and cross at Girton corner so as to access the traffic lights leading to Bunker's Hill it would be fantastic if the whole of Girton road + Cambridge road had cycle lanes separate from traffic. Kids from the local schools [address] would be more likely to cycle. 
Currently, it is not safe

CB3 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 16 21 
05:30:29 pm

Social, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Monthly, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Newmarket Road and better provision beyond the Quy Roundabout junction leading to B1102. I live in Burwell and the cycling provision from Burwell to the neighbouring villages are poor. There are also going to be an additional 350 houses built in Burwell. Please look at the Eastern Access route. We have very poor public transport services and cycle ways that only connect half the villages. It is just not possible to use an alternative 
to a car if you want to commute. 

CB25 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 16 21 
09:04:50 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Never, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly, Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane

Waterbeach to Milton. Waterbeach to Cottenham Waterbeach to Ely Cb25 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 16 21 
11:10:47 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Monthly, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North, Impington to Milton

I have seen several people either pushing wheelchairs 
or in motorised wheelchairs trying to cross Girton corner 
which is very difficult due to no visibility from Girton 
round of eastbound Huntingdon rd traffic. Improvements 
at this junction would positively impact them, as well as 
primary school aged children trying to access the 
ridgeway for Eddington and the city centre. 

It is shameful that the university were given planning permission for Eddington with bragging of an eco development for all which provided facilities for the local communities with a 
model of extremely high eco credentials, yet cut off northwest of the development by modelling Huntingdon road east junction in favour of motorised traffic to the detriment of 
cyclists and pedestrians by having no integrated junction crossing of Huntingdon rd. it is also inexplicable that a road safety audit has still not been carried out 6 years after 
opening of the junction to confirm or refute all of the problems the stage 1 and 2 audits said would exist. There have also been 2 deaths since the assessment justifying that no 
integrated junction was needed due to no KSI incidents. Connectivity between The south of Huntingdon rd and Girton needs addressing urgently.

CB3 35-44 No Female as an 
individual

Jul 17 21 
08:03:54 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter Less pollution from buses Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

Cherry Hinton Rd The main problem cycling around in Cambridge is the out of date buses which are nearly all empty. These are polluting the air we breathe and so a smaller and cleaner vehicle needs to be found rather than expensive new cycle paths. Hills Road has proved this 
as it cost millions and is already in a poor state of repair due to heavy traffic of which buses make up alot of that. 

Mainly rich affluent areas receive these schemes and 
more should be spent on connecting poorer areas like 
Barnwell and Abbey to the city centre

CB1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 17 21 
10:41:11 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB1 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 17 21 
11:11:56 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St cb1 45-54 Yes Female Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 17 21 
12:36:49 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-
3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

I'm near retirement age and although I try to keep 
physically fit, I do not have the physical strength fitness 
or stamina I had when younger. Please make active 
travel suitable for all ages and all physical abilities. 
Thank you. 

Thank you for this survey. Please implement active travel ASAP that is suitable for all ages and all abilities. CB23 55-64 Yes Female Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Jul 17 21 
01:00:28 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: 2-3 times a 
week, Between villages: Weekly, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Weekly

I need easier access routes across 
mill Road Bridge for a car for work 
transportation 

The police dealt with bike crimes in a better way Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Not at all important

Cherry Hinton Rd Do not close Mill road bridge to cars. They are needed for access and the closure causes traffic and congestion elsewhere. 

Do not close vinary Road permanently to traffic, this also causes congestion in other areas. There have been no school traffic related accidents there either. Closure will also effect emergency service access

Closure or altering roads against the use of motor 
vehicles will effect those who are pregnant. If access is 
made to be more difficult this can cause great stress on 
an individual. Those within all stages of pregnancy 
(especially late) can have mobility issues so a focus on 
active travel against motor travel will have a negative 
impact on their health and wellbeing. 

Age is also a key factor. The elderly or disabled may 
have modified vehicles to help with mobility. This will 
impact negatively as active transport is not always an 
option.

To increase the level of cycling start a cycle charity. The donations will go towards the purchasing of bikes for children in primary school. Children should have compulsory cycle 
lessons alongside the alreast compulsory swim lessons. 

Cb1 15-24 No Male as an 
individual

Jul 17 21 
01:17:50 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: 2-3 times 
a week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Other: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

Footpaths even not up and down 
wildly for ever drive. Vegetation cut 
back so briars and trees not pushing 
into road (coldhams lane)

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat unimportant

Dealing with pavement parking, inconsiderate utility works, unrepaired utility covers (it takes months for a manhood cover in a pavement to be replaced) is more important than 
adding more routes to be abused

Cb1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 17 21 
02:21:30 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

The junctions on my route were safer Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

I don't 'get' qs 4 and 5 as I already walk or cycle every journey that is less than 10 miles.  Why assume that driving is the norm? CB22 65-74 No Female White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 17 21 
02:58:05 pm

Commuting 
to work

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-
3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Very important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Newmarket road Stop wasting money on consultants, park and ride and large scale projects. Deliver improvements to cycling infrastructure and junctions throughout Cambridge. Some of the 
existing cycle infrastructure is dangerous. More busses aren't going to encourage people to use them as they are slow and expensive. Ban cars from the city. 

Cb5 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 17 21 
04:29:33 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: 2-3 times 
a week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Burwell  to Cambridge CB25 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 17 21 
05:51:02 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping trips 
(e.g. travel to city 
centre or local 
shops)

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Weekly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

I think it will be vital to upgrade many of the off road cycle path & walking links to cater for the expected increases in traffic. In my local area these include Daws lane and Snakey path which are both very narrow & poorly surfaced with a lot of overgrowth making 
them unsuitable for active trsnsport, particularly as shared use with bicycles. The cycle bridge on the Tins path also needs replacing with something that can safely handle lerger volumes of cycle traffic & cargo bikes. Elsewhere it is vital that all new housing 
developments have safe cycling routes planned into them with particular focus on safe junctions linking with existing cycling infrastructure. The "Land North of Cherry Hinton" housing development is a case in point, where there is a risk of this happening despite 
good active transport options being built into the development itself. Above all a joined up approach must be taken encompasing on and off road active transport links.

My main comment would be that it is key that there is a joined up approach linking the various on and off road cycle routes. I also feel that, unless it is absolutely impossible, 
shared use pedestrian/cycle routes should not be used due to the inevitable safety risks & conflict this leads to between the two types of users. This is particularly important on 
busy urban routes. Finally, any cycle infrastructure should be built with capacity to cater for cyclists to cycle at different speeds. In the era of e-bikes it will not be unusual for even 
urban commuting cyclists to travel at 15 mph (or higher) in addition to those happy to travel at a more leisurely pace.

CB1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 18 21 
03:07:44 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Trumpington Rd

Mill Road to Parker’s Piece. Devonshire Road to station and town centre.  Lyndewood Road and Glisson Road to Parker’s Piece. Safe, low traffic cycle routes to and around shopping 
areas such as Mill Road and Regent Street will improve 
access for disabled people allowing them to use the 
active travel of their choice much more safely and 
pleasantly.

CB1 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

or as an 
elected 
representativ
e

Cambridge City Councillor 

Jul 18 21 
10:13:04 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Girton to 
Huntingdon Rd, Histon to Histon Rd

Cb4 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 19 21 
12:26:20 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Any other and all 
of them. I do not 
even have a car.

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Very important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at all important

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Milton to Horningsea, Milton to Waterbeach, Milton to Landbeach, Chisholm trail, Babraham to Abbington, Great Chesterford to Saffron Walden, Melbourn to Royston, flooded busway to St. Ives CB24 35-44 Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Prefer not to say as an 
individual

Jul 19 21 
12:26:30 pm

Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Weekly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Ely to Cambridge,  Ely Circular CB6 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 19 21 
02:30:23 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Coldhams Lane - a fatal accident waiting to happen Cambridge is not a safe city to cycle in, routes are often made more haszardous by cars parking illegally or speeding. More needs to be done to tackle the hazardous driving in 
the city

CB21 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 19 21 
02:42:02 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: 2-3 times a week, To my local 
high street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Other: Weekly

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Milton High St and Butt Lane

CB25 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 19 21 
03:13:48 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , I could make 
connections to other forms of transport, I 
was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 19 21 
04:18:44 pm

Social, 
Leisure

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

35-44 Yes Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Other ethnic group includes Arab or any 
other ethnic group

as an 
individual

Jul 19 21 
08:15:37 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

CB1 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 19 21 
10:26:45 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Trumpington Rd

Nothing is more important than queen ediths way Queen Ediths way residents have put their own posts in the council’s grass verges this must be illegal and is very dangerous for cyclists CB1 55-64 Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 20 21 
10:41:09 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Milton High St and 
Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Madingley Rd to American Cemetery CB5 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 20 21 
11:17:41 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
2-3 times a week, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , I could make 
connections to other forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel 
to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Very important

Trumpington Rd Cycle lanes or route allowing segregation from traffic on Barton Rd between Haslingfield and Barton, allowing safe cycling route to join up with cycle route on A603, allowing access to Cambridge via Newnham. Also between Haslingfield & Harston joining up with 
cycle path to Foxton railway station or route into Trumpington, so we could safely cycle to catch train or bus into Cambridge. The small village roads have HGV vehicles and farm vehicles which make it pretty unsafe for cyclists, they are also fast roads, 
particularly the Barton Road. 

No comment As a potential cyclist and a car driver, also a carer of somebody who is elderly and disabled there has to be consideration of access to the City Centre for all modes of transport. If 
there were safer, off road, lit cycle routes from Haslingfield joining up with existing networks I would cycle when on my own. However, taking my mother in to town in her wheel 
chair I need to use the car and need to avoid hours of queuing and have access to good parking that is cheap or free to use. 

CB23 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 20 21 
11:22:57 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Girton to 
Huntingdon Rd, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Newmarket Road Someone needs to consider the cycling network as a whole, not just on an individual street by street basis - it is all very disjointed. 
Also, considerations for all forms of modern bicycle need to be considered. Traditional infrastructure might not be adequate for the modern range of cargo bikes for example.
New large-scale flagship projects, e.g. the new Chisholm trail, can all be rendered very frustrating by small things that have been overlooked or not fully considered from a cyclists 
point of view. E.g. the new boardwalk/jetty section under the Chisholm trail bridge over the Cam - the cattle grid entering the Jetty section from the east has been installed on a 
corner. If conditions are wet, hitting a metal cattle grid at an angle will result in accidents. I also cannot understand the theory of building a wider jetty to facilitate bikes passing 
each other from two directions, and yet only installing one cattle grid - why not two side-by-side, as are installed further west up the river? This makes for a potential bottleneck. 

cb25 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Jul 20 21 
11:51:40 am

Walk the dog Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, To my local high street/town 
centre: Never, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

The priority is to provide quality, regular, cheap public transport not more cycleways 75 and above Yes Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 20 21 
03:03:40 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

cb1 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 20 21 
03:50:28 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Never, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

Huntingdon Road from the Girton turn North West to where the new cycle route  starts. cb4 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 20 21 
03:59:54 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: Daily, Between 
villages: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

From Cambourne into Cambridge Road surfaces are so important when cycling.  Roads with chippings are not cycle friendly- the chippings all end up in the cycle lane , if there is one.  Many roads are in a poor 
state, especially linking rural villages.

SG19 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 20 21 
04:08:28 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

The work needed on Queen Ediths way has been outstanding for 20 years, now is the time to get it done. Cb1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 21 21 
08:48:12 am

Social, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Weekly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly, Other: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Trumpington Rd

Cb21 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 21 21 
10:48:32 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 21 21 
10:52:47 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Other: Daily

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Improving junctions: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

CB2 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 21 21 
11:10:03 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing 
safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Girton to Huntingdon Rd, 
Huntingdon Rd North

Positively. CB1 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 21 21 
11:26:44 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Queens Road

CB1 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 21 21 
01:12:54 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

The 12 proposed as part of the Greenways active travel network look especially good. No particular thoughts either way. Within the city of Cambridge, I think that more joined-up and properly segregated (from motor traffic) cycle routes are required. Too often, cycle lanes appear and then disappear 
again along routes, and are not adequately connected to each other. In both cases, this forces cyclists back onto busy roads for part of their journeys. And, where there are cycle 
lanes, they are all too often not properly segregated from cars -- often being no more than painted lines on the road, which drivers can and sometimes do ignore. This is a problem 
for all cyclists, but especially for the young and more vulnerable ones.
As for cycling from Cambridge to nearby villages, landmarks, employment hubs, etc., the Greenways active travel network looks like it will vastly improve what is currently a very 
patchy provision. So, three cheers for that!
In general, with Cambridge being the cycling capital of the UK (in terms of the proportion of journeys taken by bike), it deserves a far better cycle network. Progress has been 
made, but there is still much room for improvement. To see what's possible with a little imagination and political will, we should be looking at cities such as Copenhagen, 
Amsterdam, and Utrecht, with their miles of dedicated cycle lanes, low-speed cycle streets, extra wide bicycle paths, protected cycling spaces at intersections, bicycle bridges, 
and great bike parking facilities. These cities weren't always like that, which shows that if you build the proper infrastructure then the cyclists will come. And that brings great 
benefits in terms of public health, is better for the environment, and improves urban livability.         

CB1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 21 21 
01:42:59 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Trumpington Rd

Comberton to Cambridge. This route currently involves on road cycling through Barton and can be difficult to navigate roundabouts during peak traffic times. The bridge over the m11 is also dangerous on windy days. 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 21 21 
02:35:24 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd PE29 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 21 21 
02:54:01 pm

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Monthly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I could make 
connections to other forms of transport, I 
was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Huntingdon Rd North

CB23 45-54 Prefer not to say Male Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Jul 21 21 
03:00:34 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Weekly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Queens Road

The questions above are rather loaded towards sub-standard route which are quick to deliver or result in least inconvenience to motorists. The question should be where are high quality links needed, and then great efforts should be made to deliver them. 35-44 No Prefer not to say Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 21 21 
03:35:48 pm

Exercise Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Weekly

I live in country so nearest shop is not 
feasible to walk to

If it wasn’t on or near exhaust fumes Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat unimportant, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat important

Far too far away for me to use Obviously the old or disabled can’t use them Putting cyclists and pedestrians on pavements together is dangerous- I’ve been driven into by a cyclist CB22 65-74 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 21 21 
04:00:43 pm

Social, 
Leisure

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way

Mill Road [postcode] 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 21 21 
05:49:47 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

Thank you thinking of more active travel and I wholeheartedly support your intentions and look forward to seeing the actions. Please remember to provide and support all ages (young and old) and all abilities (fit and unfit, fat and slim, able-bodied and disabled). 
Thank you 

Thank you thinking of more active travel and I 
wholeheartedly support your intentions and look forward 
to seeing the actions. Please remember to provide and 
support all ages (young and old) and all abilities (fit and 
unfit, fat and slim, able-bodied and disabled). Thank you 

Thank you thinking of more active travel and I wholeheartedly support your intentions and look forward to seeing the actions. Please remember to provide and support all ages 
(young and old) and all abilities (fit and unfit, fat and slim, able-bodied and disabled). Thank you 

CB23 55-64 Yes Female Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Jul 21 21 
08:06:36 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Hills Rd Regent St, Trumpington Rd I cannot drive due to cognitive difficulties - I would much 
appreciate improved cycle infrastructure, and it would 
aid in my ability to get around independently. 
Unfortunately I don't feel safe in areas where cycle lanes 
aren't joined up or are really close to traffic.

Please get rid of single yellow lines from cycle lanes! Putting a cycle lane in is completely pointless if you're going to turn it into a car park during peak hours. Also please 
segregate the cycle lanes to stop idiots parking over double yellow lines in cycle lanes. It happens so regularly in Cambridge that I'd almost call it part of the culture.

CB2 25-34 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 21 21 
10:07:17 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

Cb24 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 21 21 
10:14:43 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 2-3 
times a week, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton

Why don’t we look at somewhere like Belgium or the Netherlands and see how they deal with the issue? We don’t need gimmicks like roundabouts but proper segregation of 
footpath, cycle routes and roads. Cycle ways on both sides of the roads and joined up across the city. Look at Denmark to see how many cycle there, we are so far behind 

Cb24 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 21 21 
10:28:39 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Monthly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Queens Road

CB24 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 21 21 
10:29:14 pm

Leisure Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

I can’t do a weekly shop in a bike. 
Supermarkets require a car. Cycling 
and walking just isn’t always practical.

Not practical Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat unimportant

Cb24 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 21 21 
10:35:25 pm

Social, Travel 
to education, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, Impington to Milton

Dry Drayton Road from Oakington to Dry Drayton and Hardwick/Madingley The B1049 Histon being safe for cyclists feels of even greater importance now there is a primary school on it and large numbers of children needing to cycle/walk safely to school 
every day down a route that currently feels very unsafe. 

CB24 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 22 21 
03:14:54 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
Daily, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane

B1049 to Histon Infants school Cb24 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 22 21 
06:58:14 am

Social, 
Leisure

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Often I am accompanying my disabled 
son who has limited mobility. (He is an 
ambulant wheelchair user). 

It isn't a practical option when travelling with my disabled 
son. 

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Impington to Milton

Not sure. It's very important to consider disabled people in the 
proposals, specifically to consult disabled people who 
will be impacted and not make assumptions about this. 

Please consider very carefully the impact of delivering a scheme. I had to seriously consider giving up my job because of the disruption being caused by the Histon Rd scheme. CB24 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 22 21 
07:19:50 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Monthly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton

CB24 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 22 21 
08:20:17 am

Leisure Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I don’t have time in the morning I have 
to be at work by 7:30 organise 
childcare etc and there’s no shower at 
work. It’s important that I look 
presentable.  

I could work shorter hours Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane

I do think it’s important to think about environmental impact and the majority of items in my home are ethical and organic products. However, I just simply can’t afford to work less 
and have a family and live in this area and this makes commuting via greener transport methods impossible. 

Cb24 35-44 No Female Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 22 21 
08:24:44 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Monthly, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Huntingdon Rd North

cb24 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 22 21 
09:10:49 am

I drive my car. 
I'm an oap. My 
car is my lifeline 

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

It ain't broke don't fix it. Leave the roads alone. Persecuting motorists and closing roads is making my 
life a misery 

There are no problems with our roads. No one has died!!! Leave them alone [postcode] 65-74 Prefer not to say Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 22 21 
10:19:42 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd

The road and cycle path surface quality is generally very poor and prevents me from cycling to work at Addenbrookes. Especially Queen Edith's way - very busy with cars, cyclists & pedestrians during peak hours but the road and cycle path surface is unsuitable 
for cycling
There are too many pedestrians to cycle on the shared paths safely on Queen Ediths rd and Barnwell rd.
Junctions have very poor lines of sight and paths are too narrow on busy routes esp on newmarket rd from the airport to Bottisham.

See previous. I would like to commute by cycle but poor surface quality, narrow paths, poor line of sight and busy shared paths with pedestrians make cycling unsafe and not 
adequate for commuting (ie prioritizing safe speed and efficiency). Routes between the north-eastern villages and city centre/Addenbrookes most important

CB25 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 22 21 
10:54:33 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton

A safe wide cycling route from Cottenham through Histon and onto town. In particulare the route through Histon is pretty awful due to potholes and the B1049 not  having segregated space between cars and cycle traffice. On top of that the roads in Histon are 
full of potholes creating some serious hazards for cyclists.

Where cycle routes need to use roads please pay attention to potholes. This is probably the most danger and a deterrent to would be cyclists. CB24 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 22 21 
12:32:49 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: 2-3 times 
a week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Never, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, The junctions on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Trumpington Rd Melbourn to Royston. The A10 is dangerous. The existing path is awful. The crossing at the A505/A10 has sight line problems. The A10 from Melbourn to Cambridge is relatively good. Harston to the M11 needs bring up to modern standards. Cycling is good for everyone. In the short term we need volunteers to fill the gaps in maintenance caused by lack of funding at County Council level. We build good facilities and then fail to maintain them. A 
single bramble can be a serious problem to a cyclist.

SG8 75 and above No Male on behalf of 
a group or 
business

A10 Corridor Cycling 
Campaign 

Jul 22 21 
01:00:28 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Impington to Milton

Cottenham to Histon 35-44 No Prefer not to say Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 22 21 
01:35:40 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 
times a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: 2-3 
times a week, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, Histon to Histon 
Rd, Impington to Milton

Cb24 15-24 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Jul 22 21 
10:01:08 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times a 
week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Impington to Milton

Station road Cambridge,  cottenham to rampton and willingham. Cb24 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 22 21 
11:56:56 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way

Ditton Lane CB5 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 23 21 
09:18:50 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Weekly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly

I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North, Impington to Milton

Oakington to Dry Drayton (with aim of joining up with new A14 routes)
Oakington to Cottenham

Please review Oakington access to new cycle routes. Cycling routes along roads towards Cottenham and Dry Drayton are dangerous, so I drive. CB24 55-64 No Female

Jul 23 21 
01:29:10 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Daily, Other: 
Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

Histon to Girton direct and paved, for onward travel to north west Cambridge CB24 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 23 21 
01:34:37 pm

Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Other: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Huntingdon Rd North

CB24 25-34 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 23 21 
02:05:49 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, Impington to Milton

Any option that segregates bikes from car s should be considered important. This will improve safety and encourage others to become active CB24 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 23 21 
02:10:11 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Weekly

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Trumpington Rd

Cycle theft is preventing me and my family from cycling.  My son has had his bike stolen from the cycle park underneath the Grand Arcade on a Saturday afternoon.  It was well 
locked up. Since then, we have tended to drive into the city.

CB22 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 23 21 
02:17:37 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, To my 
local high street/town centre: 2-3 times a 
week, Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Cycle theft is a huge problem in Cambridge which prevents 
many, many people from using this form of transport.  There 
needs to be a proper strategy against bike thieves and a will 
amongst the police and the local authority to stamp it out. 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Trumpington Rd

Please take bike theft seriously.  Some cycle bars are not even concreted to the ground.  For instance the bike park at the city station has bars which are bolted to the ground and 
thieves unscrew them and wheel away the cycle.  There needs to be a proper investment into secure cycle parking. 

CB22 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 23 21 
03:35:50 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, Histon to Histon 
Rd, Impington to Milton

Active transport can help travel for people who are 
unable to drive

CB1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 23 21 
06:45:53 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

Journey was more pleasant - tree 
cover, planting, less flooding

There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Potholes were filled in. I'm riding a road bike, not an MTB! Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing 
safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from 
the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

There is zero point going ahead with expensive new schemes when there is no budget or will to maintain existing infrastructure. Pavements are dangerously uneven for those with 
mobility or sight impairments. Many existing cycle routes are horrendously potholed. Please don't neglect these in favour of high-profile new infrastructure.

CB2 45-54 No Female White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 23 21 
08:02:22 pm

Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Trumpington Rd

You could make a one-way loop for cars: east along Long Road, north along Hills Road, west along Brooklands and south along Trumpington Road.  Then the other carriageway of Long Road and Brooklands could be converted into a good two-way cycle only 
route.

None of the proposals as described appear to affect 
people or groups with protected characteristics under 
the Equality Act 2010.  However, if the implementation 
is badly handled  (as with the barriers on the bridges 
over the A14), then they will have an adverse effect.

It's time for action! If car use isn't limited, the congestion and our health will continue to deteriorate.  Please get on with it. CB1 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 23 21 
10:23:26 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Daily

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

The junctions on my route were safer, 
There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

It seems that the road surface for cyclists is deteriorating in many locations. Cb1 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 23 21 
10:41:28 pm

Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

CB1 35-44 No Female Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Jul 24 21 
09:10:59 am

Social, 
Exercise

Cycling: Daily Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: 2-3 times 
a week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Trumpington Rd to complete the A10 cycle corridor from Royston to Cambridge. To introduce signage from Hauxton to Trumpington (over the M11 junction)and make safe cycle passage through Trumpington along high street to join the bike path up. CB22 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 24 21 
09:17:24 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St There are some serious potholes along Hills Road between Station Road and Lensfield Road which are not conducive to safe cycling. CB1 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 24 21 
02:33:55 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel 
to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Keeping Ng bus gate on mill road and improve road layout and bike parking. [postcode] 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 24 21 
04:50:22 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Daily, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

I didn't have heavy grocery shopping 
to travel.  My children didn't need 
taking to work or activities further 
away.  It never rained or got dark.

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Snakey Path (Cherry Hinton centre to Mill Road and beyond) [postcode] 45-54 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 24 21 
08:29:01 pm

Social, 
Leisure

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Somewhat unimportant, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd Perne Road, has a cycle lane but most cyclists use the foot path, so leaving a property along there, in a car, one must look out for, cars, cycle on the cycle lane, cycles on the path and pedestrians, not to mention other forms of moving.
Also walking on the foot path is dangerous due to the cycles on it, ringing their bells for a clear way. 

Car drivers living on these routes Cb1 65-74 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 24 21 
09:12:08 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

I see no reason why these proposals would negative 
effect any specific person/s or group/s

[postcode] 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 24 21 
10:02:28 pm

Social, 
Exercise

church Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Trumpington Rd a bike path leading from the A1307 across to Cambridge Road in Shelford/Stapleford (A1301 I think).  There are 3 parallel road leading across (Granhams Road, Hinton Way and Haverhill Road).  Only Hinton Way has a speed limit (30 mph although usually 
totally ignored) and has (therfore) quite a number of bikes using it, but is quite narrow and dangerous as cars often travel at 50 mph+.  Hinton Way would be very suitable for a bike path.

CB22 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 25 21 
07:48:47 am

Leisure Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

I could make connections to other forms of 
transport

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor 
unimportant

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Impington to Milton

CB24 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 25 21 
08:53:52 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Travel for work 
(not commuting).  
I work from 
home but use 
bike to visit 
clients.

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Weekly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Histon to Histon Rd

Access on and off the busway path.  The path itself is great, but in too many places there is no sensible access to adjacent destinations, with people scrambling up the banks of cuttings etc.  Two that immediately come to mind are the highly dangerous routes 
pupils from Long Rd 6th form college take (on foot) to access the busway to walk to the station,  and one I use myself, climbing down with my bike from the overbridge on Gravel Bridge Road in Over.

While I rated “junction improvements” highly in the survey, I am concerned that so many of the “improvement” projects delivered in recent years have left junctions far worse than 
they were before.  Examples include new traffic lights on Chaucer Road that are so badly timed (unnecessarily so) that NOBODY pays attention to them.  I am normally punctilious 
about obeying traffic signals and other rules while cycling, but I make an exception for that one.

Cb2 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 25 21 
12:02:48 pm

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily Within my local area: Daily, Between 
villages: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important

Hilton to fenstanton cycle rout
Safer access along the B1040

Pe28 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 25 21 
01:13:56 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Never, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat unimportant, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent St

CB2 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 25 21 
02:13:44 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Daily, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Daily, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Trumpington Rd

[postcode] 55-64 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 25 21 
04:54:01 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, City North South Lensfield 
Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

45-54 No Female as an 
individual

Jul 25 21 
07:40:25 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

To get from A to 
B, everything 
else basically: to 
local shops; to 
supermarket; to 
go to friends; etc

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

If there was a true segregated, direct, intuitive, safe and well-
signed proper cycle network

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North, Impington to Milton

Oakington to Cottenham
Rampton to Willingham

CB24 45-54 No Male as an 
individual

Jul 26 21 
06:20:19 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping (this is 
a major activity 
for my cycling), 
Hospital & doctor 
appointment

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither 
important nor unimportant

Areas outside Cambridge City that have much lower levels of active travel compared to the city e.g. Huntingdon Please see the response by the Huntingdon Walking and Cycling Group to the Cambridgeshire LCWIP consultation (contact [name] at CCC) PE28 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 26 21 
07:11:00 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: Monthly, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

If I could carry more stuff on my bike Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

The Riverside paths
The connection across the train station front Court from bus way to Mill Road (how is it so poorly planned for cyclists?)
Cambridge to Newmarket 

Cb1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 26 21 
10:24:30 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

less potholes, and road quality was improved to enable a 
smoother and safer cycle environment, quality of the roads 
is more important for me than all of the things listed above, 
as poor quality roads makes for an unpleasant ride and puts 
cyclists at risk as they move out of the way of potholes etc 
and into the path of other road users. Cambridge roads are 
particularly poor quality and improving them would benefit 
anyone useing them

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Not at all important

North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

i think route c, should continue along Fen road and end at cambridge north station rather than stop at the roundabout. cb41{redacted second half of 
postcode}

as an 
individual

Jul 26 21 
11:22:56 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Weekly, Scooting: 2-3 
times a week, Horse 
riding: Never, Other: 
Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 2-3 
times a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St, Huntingdon Rd North

Cambourne to West Cambridge (via Caldecote, Hardwick, Coton) CB23 45-54 Prefer not to say Male Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Jul 26 21 
01:47:57 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Impington to Milton

Linton to Balsham and Linton to Sawston Connecting villages is most important CB21 15-24 No Male Yes Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

on behalf of 
a group or 
business

My whole family, 
Campbell family 

Jul 26 21 
02:51:19 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Trumpington Rd

CB2 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 26 21 
03:49:20 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Histon to Histon 
Rd, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

cherry hinton to shelford via babraham park & ride - currently no/few footpaths &/or cycle lanes! cb4 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 26 21 
05:35:38 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Sidewalks of better quality Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Hills road to turn to the train station CB1 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Jul 26 21 
07:54:07 pm

Social, 
Leisure

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 2-3 
times a week, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

Too far to walk or cycle Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing 
safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from 
the large employment sites: Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Hills Rd Regent St, Trumpington Rd Roads  in Gt & Lt Shelford is so bad in terms of potholes & narrowness, I don't cycle even though the dna path would be a convenient route to Cambridge CB22 55-64 No Female Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Jul 27 21 
08:41:51 am

Commuting 
to work

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, 
Across the city: Weekly

Huntingdon Rd North CB3 45-54 No Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 27 21 
09:02:45 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I could 
make connections to other forms 
of transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Huntingdon Rd North

CB3 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 27 21 
12:08:22 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 27 21 
06:15:52 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Impington to Milton

Cycling from Histon to Cottenham currently feels unsafe with a poor cycle path and fast traffic
Histon to Oakington/Girton along Gatehouse Road has very fast traffic and only a narrow path. The path towards Girton has been widened - it would be good to see more of this
Oakington does not link up with the new cycle route running parallel to the A14, so not safely accessible from Histon
ALL the villages need to be safely linked to make cycling an easy and more desirable option for those who would otherwise drive

CB24 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 28 21 
12:19:22 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily

To the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St, Huntingdon Rd North

CB4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 28 21 
08:40:27 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

Fen Causeway Great visibility of Bollards - bright reflectors/ colour CB22 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 28 21 
11:36:33 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily

To the city centre: Weekly Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , I was less concerned 
for my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, City 
North South Lensfield Rd East Rd 
Elizabeth Way

improve the existing cycling road on both sides of Barnwell Road as it is in a terrible state, full of potholes which have ruined the wheel of my bicycle after riding on there for 2 years. CB5 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 28 21 
01:24:01 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, City North South Lensfield 
Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, Queens 
Road

A1303 Madingley Road CB2 15-24 No Male Yes as an 
individual

Jul 28 21 
01:47:20 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly

I do not use a car Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, The 
junctions on my route were safer, I could 
make connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St, Trumpington Rd

Newmarket Road to Chesterton
Madingley Road to Cambourne

Positively impact ALL people who use the pavements 
(including disabled people, carers and pregnant women) 
as there would be fewer cars on the road to deal with at 
junctions and reduction in pollution. Positively impact 
mental health/ disability through providing better access 
to exercise and reduce stress associated with 
cycling/driving on bust roads.

CB1 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 28 21 
01:49:03 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

CB1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 28 21 
03:36:27 pm

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Monthly, To the city 
centre: Never, To my local high street/town 
centre: Never, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from 
the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Histon to Histon Rd, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

Stretten Avenue.  This is part of a major access route from Arbury/Kings Hedges. Parking both sides of the road leaves very little room for cyclists to pass oncoming traffic safely. Please take into consideration those whose age or limited mobility mean they have little option but to use a car. CB4 75 and above Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 28 21 
04:12:10 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Surfaces were better - less potholed/cracked/buckled by 
roots, and less full of debris such as broken bottles/glass 
and gravel.

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

The A10 corridor and points north would be nice, though I appreciate that this consultation is fairly focussed at the city and its immediate surroundings. CB24 35-44 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 28 21 
04:56:53 pm

Social, Travel 
to education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Weekly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Coldhams Lane, sainsburys to the beehive. 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 28 21 
08:44:02 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Travel to school Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North

CB3 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 29 21 
12:30:15 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

Good initiative. I feel strongly that traffic and vehicle parking in Cambridge (and surroundings) needs to be reduced and streets reclaimed for people. Parking on cycleways and 
walkways must be stopped.

cb21 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 29 21 
04:52:40 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Improving the 
most used routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Trumpington Rd

[postcode] 55-64 No Female Yes Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Jul 29 21 
05:12:08 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

I had access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or 
adapted cycle, I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Road closures, or narrowing pavements, would 
discriminate against pedestrians, those with mobility 
issues, the disabled, and parents with small children. 
Road closures would also negatively affect surrounding 
areas - traffic doesn't simply stop/cease to exist when a 
road is closed, it gets moved elsewhere.

Please build cycle lanes that are fit for purpose if you're going to do it. The one on Hills Road is ok (despite the fact it took away the bus lane and makes traffic worse, also makes 
it harder for emergency services to navigate). The cycle lanes in Cherry Hinton, for example, along the high street, are absolutely not fit for purpose and are laughable. Do it 
properly, or don't do it at all.

Cb21 25-34 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 29 21 
06:16:53 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Mill Road I’m looking forward to the Greenaway projects to be completed to join up outlying villages CB1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 30 21 
10:48:42 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Ensure the Mill Road bus gate keeps Mill Road pleasant and safe CB1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 30 21 
02:47:21 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly, Other: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling 
currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

CB4 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 31 21 
09:27:26 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Mill Road Cb1 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 31 21 
11:45:14 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Never, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route 

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 31 21 
03:34:22 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Impington to Milton

Impington to Girton CB24 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Jul 31 21 
07:25:12 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Cycling: Daily Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
Daily, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Daily

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Linton to Abington, Abington to Cambridge. Please complete the cyle path coming out of Linton towards Cambridge. It completely stops after Dalehead foods and the old pavement that continues is completely unfit for 
purpose, it is broken up tarmac, too narrow for cycling, the trees overhang it making it hard to pass and vehicles park their wheels onto it by the layby. Then the pavement 
becomes deadly to cross the A1307 to get to Abington, there is a blind turn at 50mph. Families use this crossing point regularly. I do not understand why a good cycle path was 
built only to stop short of actually serving a function. The so called path going into Abington is a joke. The old road has been left overgrown for decades, you have to dismount and 
battle through the overgrowth. 

CB21 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

cont. This needs completely cutting back and a cycle path put down. The cycle through Abington is ok but to cross the footbridge over the A11 (which has a ramp for your bike) 
You have to cross a field which is not suitable for road bike users. Again a proper tarmac path is needed on both sides of this pedestrian bridge to link Abington to Babraham. The 
Babraham side of the A11 has no tarmac path. I really urge action on this, the commute to Cambridge from Linton by bike is dire, the City has adequate paths now, more attention 
must be spent on linking up the surrounding villages and making it possible and safe to get to town and back. I challenge anyone to attempt the route as it stands and say its 
adequate.

Aug 01 21 
10:32:13 am

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Other: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Impington to 
Milton, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

CB4 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 01 21 
08:30:10 pm

Exercise Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from 
the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

[postcode] 55-64 No Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 01 21 
08:34:06 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

Mill Road
Milton Road (current plans do not improve safety for cyclists at the key junctions)
Mitchams Corner
Victoria Road
Stretten Avenue

CB4 25-34 No Prefer not to say Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 02 21 
11:41:13 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

cb1 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 02 21 
12:51:11 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way

as an 
individual

Aug 02 21 
01:14:53 pm

Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

To the city centre: Daily Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I could 
make connections to other forms 
of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , I could make 
connections to other forms of transport, 
There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

secure storage is vitally important CB1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 02 21 
01:32:18 pm

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important

I live in a village (Lode) and commuting to the Science Park using my trike would be hugely helpful. The current cycle route is far longer than driving a car, but cycling (or using the trike) on the car route using the A14 is too dangerous/illegal. This affects many 
residents of Lode and Bottisham.

I am sufficiently affected by arthritis/hypermobility not to 
be able to use an ordinary bicycle, my trike is wider than 
a bike and consequently some routes are very difficult to 
use.

CB25 55-64 Yes Female White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 02 21 
09:58:23 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Monthly

Within my local area: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cb21 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
10:39:01 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, The 
junctions on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Not at all important

North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Cyclists using Arbury Road at the eastern end have been abandoned by GCP and forced to ride on pavements and with speeding traffic inches away from them. This must be a priority route for cyclists positive affects on disabled as they cannot use their 
wheelchairs or scooters on busy dangerous roads or on 
pavements full of cyclists - like Arbury Road.  

There are many important cycle routes missing in your list of 13. Cb4 35-44 Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Aug 03 21 
03:22:36 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I need to be able to carry my shopping! Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor 
unimportant

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Histon to Histon Rd, 
Huntingdon Rd North

Need to improve Adrian Way to make it easier for bikes to turn right onto Long Road and also need improvements to the access to the Addenbrooke's campus near car park 6 from Hills Road CB4 45-54 Prefer not to say Female as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
03:27:48 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

The junctions on my route were safer, I 
could make connections to other forms of 
transport, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

cb1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
03:28:55 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Weekly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

Potholes were fixed and streets were kept in better 
condition

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

cb1 25-34 No Female White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
03:29:26 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I could 
make connections to other forms 
of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , I could make 
connections to other forms of transport, I 
was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Trumpington Rd Routes from the South of Cambridge.  This is poorly served by public transport/guided busway. SG8 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
03:33:03 pm

Social, Travel 
to education, 
Commuting 
to work

Cycling: Daily Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from 
the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

Adrian Way to make it easier for bikes to turn right onto Long Road CB1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
03:33:38 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, City 
North South Lensfield Rd East Rd 
Elizabeth Way

Better active transport is generally better for everyone.   
However, restrictions on cars can be an advantage for 
cyclists,  but also carers need to drive to clients, and 
those less mobile often cannot walk or cycle and so use 
taxis.     Also remember that many people have to drive 
into Cambridge to work because they cannot afford to 
live in Cambridge, and rural public transport is patchy.    
Cambridge should be willing to show some tolerance to 
the car users who allow them to have a very pleasant 
life style in their valuable residencies.  

The police need to do more to prevent cycle theft.   They seem to have almost given up.  CB1 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
03:34:43 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Monthly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Daily

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Routes connecting out to villages in the south of Cambridge. For example the DNA path from Addenbrookes to Shelford is poorly maintained and too narrow for the increased number of users since lockdown and Covid. Beyond Shelford there are very few off 
road routes for cyclists and where these do exist they are often poorly maintained and not well connected

cb22 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
03:35:09 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Monthly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

road/cycling paths were better quality with less pot holes Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

currently the roundabout at Radegund Rd/Perne Rd is quiet unsafe for cyclists, as there is no clear signs of who has the priority cyclists or cars, and cars do not stop. Great 
roundabout is at the Queen Edith's Way/Fendon Rd!

cb1 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
03:36:16 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Errands (e.g., 
grocery, GP visit, 
etc.)

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I had access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or 
adapted cycle, I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Improving Hills Road, especially, would be useful.  As a woman, I have been verbally harassed several times on that road and feel unsafe walking on it. CB1 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
03:36:44 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Improving the 
most used routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: 
Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat 
unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Queens Road East Rd to Bottisham
Barton Road towards Wimpole
Mill Road
Brooklands Avenue
Micham's corner

cb3 {redacted additional 
postcode}

25-34 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
03:41:55 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Weekly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly

There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with 
the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Trumpington Rd

There should be a safe option for cyclists to turn right coming out of Adrian's way at the Biomedical campus to join Long Road CB1 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
03:43:37 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Daily, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times 
a week

I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I had access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or 
adapted cycle, I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Improving the 
most used routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Please fund works on Adrian Way to make it easier for bikes to turn right onto  Long Road and also improvements to the area outside the old LMB  building/car park 6 to make it easier for bikes to access the campus  from Hills Road I have seen horse riders going down the bicycle track by the railway line towards the Shelfords and have seen very dangerous situations where the horse is spooked by a passing 
cyclist - this is not a safe bridleway as there is not enough room to avoid startling and there is no safe exit for an unpredictable horse. A startled horse may cause serious injury or 
even death to rider, cyclists, pedestrians and even potentially break onto the road or railway line with disastrous consequences. Please put up signs to make it clear at both ends 
that this passageway is not suitable for either mounted or dismounted horses. Thank you.

35-44 Yes Female Yes as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
03:44:06 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: Monthly, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing 
safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes 
to and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with 
the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St, Trumpington Rd

CB4 35-44 No Male Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
03:56:42 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

The closer to Cambridge, the more safer routes there are. The most dangerous routes are the busy A roads. Also creating separate, well designed cycle paths to accommodate  further out places like Wimpole, Orwell and Barrington are needed. Positively effect cyclists! We need more cycle paths to get cyclists off A roads! I have recently stopped commuting by bike all together due to the the small section of my commute between Royston and 
Melbourn with no cycle path! Too many near misses on the A10/A505 roundabout and the section of A10 towards Melbourn. It is so frustrating because from Melbourn onwards 
there are excellent cycle paths all the way to the Cambridge Biomedical campus where I work.

SG8 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
03:57:28 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

shopping Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-
3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week

I don't currently make any journeys by 
car as I don't have one

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

As mentioned, cycling / walking is my only active travel 
option, but fixing these things would make my journeys less 
daunting / more pleasant

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

'- Adrian Way junction with Long Rd
- Robinson Way - all of it
- Mitcham's Corner

CB4 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
04:03:50 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Improving the 
most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

1. You MUST do something about the Trumpington/Fen Causeway double roundabout at Lensfield Road.  It is already an accident blackspot  for cyclists and a scandal that pedestrians walking to/from the city along Trumpington Rd have a dangerous 3-way 
corner to negotiate against very busy traffic and have no priority.  Try doing this with a pushchair whilst holding on to another child's hand!

2. The very busy east/west route from the station area to Newnham via Brooklands Ave is disfunctional.  The crossing at Trumpington Road is an unorganised shared space,packed with pedestrians and cyclists at busy times. At the western end, crossing Hills 
Road from the station is difficult with then a choice of a shared footway (very badly luit at night) or sharing a narrow road with traffic.  This route is used by many commuters and school children and by families with young children. It is a route into the city and to 
the river for tourists.  It will get busier as other routes (eg the Chisholm Trail) come into use and as teh station area grows.

It is no use planning for new routes into Cambridge and then dumping people suddenly at the end of a cycle route - particularly if this means a dangerous junction such as Fen 
Causeway/Lensfield Road. People need to be able to make the whole journey safely. This is why 'quick wins' are not the best solution.  There are difficult and dangerous pinch 
points across the city, ignored for years,  which need to be sorted out first.  There has to be clearer thinking and investment in the city centre to ensure the experience for all road 
and pavement users is not made worse. 

Please consider the impact of electric scooters which are already a nightmare for pedestrians. 

CB2 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
04:04:14 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Queens Road

CB2 65-74 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
04:04:56 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Never, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

35-44 No Prefer not to say Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
04:07:54 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from 
the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, Trumpington Rd pot holes are by far the most annoying thing about cycling in Cambridge, e.g. Station road, Trumpington road, Hills road. These are all close to being unusable for cycling even though there is plenty of bike traffic on them CB2 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
04:22:27 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Monthly

I do not ever drive a car Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, 
Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling 
currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

CB1 25-34 No Female Yes Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
04:45:04 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

If there were more bike roads 
especially between villages and 
towns.

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Queens Road

35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
05:05:35 pm

Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: 2-3 times a 
week, Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week

I would need to I cycle almost 2h a day. If there wer amor hours in the day Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

The backs CB1 25-34 No Female White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
05:13:35 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, I was 
less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way

Coldham's lane Potholes in cycle lanes and narrow/poorly marked cycle lanes on busy roads should be prioritized urgently throughout the city as they are currently very dangerous in places. 
Turning right onto Long Road from Addenbrooke's should be made better for cyclists. In addition the abrupt ending of cycling lanes (especially around new devlopments) should 
be addressed.

CB1 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
05:15:16 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: 2-3 times a week, To my local 
high street/town centre: Never, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes 
to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, Milton High St and 
Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

CB4 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
05:34:31 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Daily

I don't have a car. There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

CB3 25-34 No Prefer not to say Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
05:35:32 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route 

Road surfaces a serious concern, especially during the dark 
months. It is positively dangerous.

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Connection of Cambrigde Biomedical Campus/Addenbrookes still needs improving. Especially Long Road entries are dangerous. CB4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
05:41:18 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Trumpington Rd

All routes into Cambridge Biomedical Campus - the Campus is expanding and access to it by bike uses roads that are in terrible condition CB1 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
05:50:33 pm

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Histon to Histon 
Rd

Safe routes to Histon & Impington Park School. In particular, speed reduction and enforcement on the B1045, and preventing cars from jumping lights at crossing outside the school.

The city centre in general - it is pointless having safe routes into the city centre from all directions if we can't cross the city centre safely. How to get, for example, from Hills Road to Histon Road.

Suffering from long covid has given me an insight into 
the difficulties of travelling if you are less physically able. 
Encouraging more active travel is great, but failing to 
also consider the needs of those who rely on public 
transport (or their car) is discriminatory

I believe many more of us would cycle/walk if routes were safer and more pleasant - please don't be afraid to get rid of the cars! But please bear in mind that many have health or 
other reasons for being unable/unwilling to travel actively. Public transport also needs to be given priority.

CB24 45-54 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
06:01:18 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping. 
Cultural 
activities. 

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

(i) if there were more coherent maps, signage and 
navigation apps (see for example the examples of Belgium 
or the Netherlands).
(ii) if there was better segregation of cycle and pedestrian 
traffic on busy shared surfaces like Brooklands Avenue

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

Hills Rd Regent St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

Cycle routes ACROSS Cambridge, so that cyclists approaching the City can easily and safely make their way across the City and out again to their chosen destination. This would also require a continuous girdle route. There appear to be 4 separate exercises here - the issues covered by this survey, a survey by Cambs County Council (deadline 24 August) on 17 individual schemes;  the 
LCWIP; and the separate consideration referred to in this survey's introduction on cycle links in Cambridge and S Cambridgeshire. This shows a quite hopeless lack of joining up 
and makes the big picture impossible to follow.

Basing an approach on the notion of "corridors" isn't the whole answer. The implication that cyclists and walkers should be using prescribed routes isn't the whole story. 
Infrastructure should be developed so that  cyclist and walkers can move wherever they want safely and easily. 

CB2 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

cont. 'This means- tackling individual hazard points. The double roundabouts at the Trumpington Rd/Fen Causeway junction is an obvious example, to which the County Council's 
proposed action described in their separate consultation is quite inadequate.

Aug 03 21 
06:12:45 pm

Commuting 
to work

Cycling: Daily To the city centre: Weekly, To my local 
high street/town centre: Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

If cycle lane would not abruptly stop having to magically 
teleport with a child trailer across car lanes. Basically, being 
able to safely cycle with children in a trailer or child seat 
would help. We feel that sometimes bike lanes are just 
there for ticking boxes and not though as a whole to enable 
people to move around safely.

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

#NAME? cb1 35-44 Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
07:16:55 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Monthly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

More direct linkage between routes Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Corridors between the villages around the City Centre - more priority for active travellers where there is potential conflict with less sustainable modes - altered priority at traffic lights, converting broken lines marking cycle lanes to 
continuous, 

[postcode] 75 and above No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
07:28:14 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Weekly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Upgrade The Tins bridge over the railway line, and provide a footbridge & cycle bridge linking the Cromwell Road/Ridgeons housing development with the Ironworks/Mill Road Depot. Do your destinations have enough secure and 
accessible cycle parking provision for ebikes (I use one 
due to limited mobility), tricycles and non-standard 
cycles? 

- ensuring that links between active travel routes are adequate; for example development of Greenways the County Council's  and the Chisholm trail will strain the shared path on 
Brooklands Avenue, and this must be improved.

CB1 35-44 Yes Male Yes Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
07:29:52 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Weekly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Weekly, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Mill Road CB1 45-54 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
07:45:26 pm

Social, Travel 
to education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Weekly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Daily, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Coldhams Lane from Sainsbury’s to st Andrews church. With new development planned on the marshalls site a cycle Lane is a must. Pavement is too narrow and cyclists on the road are poorly visible and dangerous. Coldhams Lane cycle path as part of Marshall’s land development please! CB1 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Aug 03 21 
08:03:26 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Daily

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Cb4 Under 15 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
08:24:44 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Trumpington Rd

All around Cherry Hinton. Lots of new houses planned and terrible access in and out. Plus arm, Addenbrookes and fulbourn park area with high employment  need to get people cycling so the roads don’t continue to clog up with cars Queens ediths way priority. Residents don’t want to lose their grass verge which they use to park on when they have drive ways to use but don’t. Almost seems a luxury in today’s 
world.

Delivery drivers continue to clog up the road so a wider road will help prevent this. 

What’s the point of having a Dutch roundabout and new Robin Hood junction if the road in between is a death trap for cyclists. Motorists struggle to pass bikes at 20mph resulting 
in dangers over takes which result in cutting up cyclists. No forgetting school kids

Cb1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
08:54:12 pm

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , I could make 
connections to other forms of transport, 
There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Access to the stations and secure bike storage there CB24 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
09:05:25 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-
3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Never, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St

Could you please consider making it easier for bikes to access Addenbrooke's Hospital campus from Hills Road and improve right turns onto Long Road when leaving the campus? 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
09:26:42 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Joining up cherry Hinton to abbey Cb1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
10:49:43 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-
3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd

Newmarket road Cb5 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 03 21 
11:50:13 pm

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing 
safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from 
the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North, Trumpington Rd

Milton to north Cambridge incl Science Park. Bus gates do not currently take account of Blue Badge 
Holders, Mobility vehicles and taxis esp for vulnerable 
and disabled people. In business areas traders also 
need to be allowed for. 

A fully comprehensive plan must not simply close access roads causing worse congestion than ever. Cambridge already has too few access roads and there is a huge impact on 
all of the alternate routes when one is closed even temporarily. I've seen total gridlock on all access roads entering the city due to a short temporary closure on the A14. This has 
to be avoided. 

CB3 65-74 Yes Prefer not to say Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 04 21 
12:38:57 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly

I only really use my car for going to 
work (9 miles each way) - which I 
cycle sometimes (and it's a brilliant 
largely traffic-free route), but at 45 
minutes each way to cycle is a lot of 
time to do everyday. And I use a car 
for going to the supermarket - with a 
once-a-week shop this isn't very 
practical on a bike. Pretty much ALL 
other leisure and social journeys I do 

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, Trumpington Rd

I'm not sure what the status is of the (proposed) Greenway from the south of Stapleford to the formerly-Spicers level crossing (which then goes on to Whittlesford). This is a significant missing link in that route.

Also the road-crossing over the Sawston bypass between Sawston and Stapleford is overly complex and should be simplified.

We should also do more to promote excellent low-traffic cycling routes through quiet residential roads - for example Queen Edith's Way can be avoided for some trips by going via Beaumont Road and to Addenbrookes via Field Way (and a cut-through not 
shown on all maps) and Worts Causeway... 

CB22 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 04 21 
01:22:44 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

Between Bottisham and Cambridge. There are a number of potholes and overgrown verges which make the route unsafe and risk of accidents Cb25 35-44 No Female Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Aug 04 21 
02:19:57 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety, I am not able to travel this 
way due to health issues / 

The junctions on my route were safer Cycling routes were safer and smoother to cycle on Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way

THE TINS: The bridge that goes over the railway is not safe for cycling. The bridge is very narrow and very steep. It also has some hard turns so you can't see if somebody is coming down/up the bridge which makes is very risky to ride. Cb1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 04 21 
06:30:23 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

I don’t travel by car Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Arbury Road, Milton Road, also, Grange Road.
I live in Montgomery Road – several parallel roads are closed as through roads to traffic, please close Montgomery Road to through traffic too – surrounded by shops, schools and dead end roads, it’s busy.
Definitely, definitely improve Road from Cambridge to Barton and out to Wimpole, which is particularly bad and a death trap past Barton. Also, improve from Barton to Toft.
Connected route from North Cambridge into city, consider combining with with wildlife corridor.
Please pedestrianise more of Cambridge city centre.

I can cycle but have serious health issues, and consider 
active travel should be supported.

I would like to see more public transport to nature reserves. I used to use the bike bus to Wimpole.
Also joining parks and other open spaces with combined wildlife corridors/footpaths/cycle paths, with seats, poetry and sculptures, too, would make travel more pleasant and 
encourage people onto their feet and bikes.
Also adopt a stick as well as a carrot. According to leading, reputable scientists, we’ve a mere 20 years before we exceed 2°C temperature rise at current rates of emissions, and 
emissions last a long time in the atmosphere. No effective means of sequestration at scale are currently known, let along implemented, so it’s absolutely essential emissions are 
tackled, despite the moans of deniers who want to drive and fly – you need to educate people to gain vital acceptance of green measures – everybody’s heard of climate change, 
but v, v few know even basic facts about it, and there’s a lot of misinformation about trees and net zero – people listen to politicians telling them what they want, not scientists!

CB4 55-64 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 04 21 
06:51:10 am

Social, Travel 
to education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

i live in landbeach. it is a 30min walk 
to the nearest shop. distance is too far 
if weather is bad or i have  a lot to 
buy. you can't walk and cycle all the 
time

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane

Routes in and through Landbeach. we have a great path from the end of the village to Milton, but the crossing at the A10 is scary and the cycling provision through the village is non-existent. The proposed cycle route from U+C does not fix any of those issues 
and has little benefit to the village of Landbeach.  

As a resident of Landbeach we are a bit stuck, we are a significant distance away form amenities and have a no suitable public transport option. This means that even the 
simplest of journeys inevitable must be done by car. If there was a shuttle bus service connecting the main villages (Landbeach, Waterbeach, Milton, Histon and Cottenham) then 
this would help.

Also, Landbeach has a significant number of cars using it as a rat run. When I do cycle it is not comfortable on the narrow road being passed by that volume of traffic (peak times 
are appalling). Reducing the viability of this for rat runners would be good along with (as mentioned in another answer) improved cycling provision in the village would help

cb25 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

cont. Finally, [location]and we live in Landbeach, we are not eligible to use the school bus for free. It would cost us £700 a year which is a cray about of money (works out more 
than a daily park and ride!). it has never been explained why it costs this much or why we can only book it a term at a time. As it is this it is not a viable option, so I must drive my 
daughter to school in bad weather and when she was younger. This adds an unnecessary 4 journeys a day on to [location] and causes parking issues in the village. If the council 
had a more sensible use policy for non-catchment area pupils to use an already provided bus service this would reduce traffic on that road. I have enquired about this since we 
she was in Year 7 and the answer was “that’s the way it is and £700 is a reasonable price”. 

Aug 04 21 
07:13:33 am

Commuting 
to work

Cycling: Daily Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

CB1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 04 21 
07:17:10 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised traffic There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Improving cycling routes positively impacts those who 
can't afford cars and also combats climate change. 
Encouraging people to switch is really important

Cb1 45-54 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 04 21 
07:49:37 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Cb1 35-44 No Female Yes Other ethnic group includes Arab or any 
other ethnic group

as an 
individual

Aug 04 21 
08:40:18 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

CB4 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 04 21 
09:46:50 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping, 
visiting doctor 
and dentist etc

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was better signage marking 
destinations and distances

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

There was more general on street cycle storage eg on Mill 
Road, Regents Street and the City Centre.

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Brooks Road Need to improve junction from Adrian Way onto Long Road to make it easier for cyclists to turn right. CB1 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 04 21 
10:17:05 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

1. Mill Rd bridge.  This is a death-trap for cyclists and something needs to be done urgently.  Either wident the bridge or put cyclists on one side of the footpath and pedestrians on the other if cars are still to be allowed.
2. Mill Rd itself, especially on the town side of the bridge, is quite dangerous for cyclists.
3. The ventilation on the cycle bridge across the railway line just North of the station needs to be improved.  Adding a few windows or some other way to get air flowing would be a great help, especially in the context of covid.  Perhaps vents in the roof might 
help. And, of course, it would be nice to have the windows cleaned (I don't think this has been done since the bridge was built)

no comment 1. HIghest priority: Do something about the Mill Rd bridge before more cyclists are injured or killed.
2. Do something about ventialation on the cycle bridge over the railway.

CB1 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 04 21 
10:32:50 am

Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, The junctions on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Trumpington Rd Widen the DNA bike path to Shelford. Far too small and dangerous. Cannot be used at night. CB22 35-44 No Male Other ethnic group includes Arab or any 
other ethnic group

as an 
individual

Aug 04 21 
11:05:49 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Girton to 
Huntingdon Rd

Newmarket Road - all of it, but particularly the bit with a choice between dangerous traffic circle and uncomfortable, slow, underpass that often feels equally dangerous - particularly in the dark CB5 15-24 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 04 21 
03:32:49 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

You don’t give the opportunity to say 
available time/ number of people 
travelling and children / need to carry 
equipment (I need to for work) - so 
consultation skewed 

as above - again skewed options Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

Don’t take into account need for some to use cars - 
cycling promoted above all else 

Past projects have received adequate consultation or not wholly open - eg meeting in Nightingale Park promoted by local councillors re roundabout to own supporters and not 
whole community / not acceptable. Please ensure adequate and fair consultation of all - also pleas don’t assume that all workers at Addenbrookes are able to use “active” 
methods and balance needs of car users too, plus bus connections - naive to think otherwise 

CB1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 04 21 
04:26:01 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

cb24 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 04 21 
06:37:17 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

Cycling and safe walking routes within villages to the primary schools as these routes will have the least competent cyclists and also set up the next generation into a habit of cycling. E.g. access to the Histon and Impington Park Primary from other parts of the 
village.

Cb24 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 05 21 
12:11:59 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Routes were better maintained i.e. smoother cycling 
surfaces and less issues with overgrown hedges and trees. 
Less having to stop at junctions to ensure it was safe to 
continue i.e. to check for traffic from side roads. Wider 
paths so coming upon over cyclists or walkers in the 
opposite direction wasn't such an issue.

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Improving 
the most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

A1303 - Madingley Road CB4 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 05 21 
07:18:44 am

Social, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Weekly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

I had access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or 
adapted cycle

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling 
currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at all important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Queens Road

CB1 45-54 No Prefer not to say Yes Black, Black British, Caribbean or 
African includes Black British, 
Caribbean, African or any other Black 
background

as an 
individual

Aug 05 21 
12:22:24 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

If routes were all well lit and well used; 
if pavements were wider, if there were 
less stationary motor traffic with 
engines on so better air quality

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

'- Not only secure cycle storage but also if it were always 
available and safe in terms of personal safety as well as 
bike (not underground).
- Not just having cycle paths but if there were less 
motorised traffic  and in particular less stationary motor 
traffic with engines on so better air quality.
- If cycle paths didn't just suddently run out out leaving 
cyclings with unclear and unsafe routes as a whole.
-  If smoother, less uneven road surfaces

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Aug 05 21 
01:15:36 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily

None - most places I travel are too far 
to walk

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes had fewer interruptions (e.g. traffic lights, slow 
pedestrians to avoid)

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

Burrell's walk & Garrett Hostel Lane cb23 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 05 21 
03:52:54 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Weekly

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Milton High St and Butt Lane, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St, Trumpington Rd

South End of Arbury Road and Union Lane cb4 25-34 No Female Yes Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Aug 05 21 
04:28:52 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Other: 2-3 
times a week

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Queen edith's way Positively None Cb1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 05 21 
04:51:22 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

CB10 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 05 21 
09:44:12 pm

Walking: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, I had access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or 
adapted cycle, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all 
important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

Trumpington to Stapleford A1309. As a result of insufficient landtake the designs are 
inadequate to safely cater for all the aspirations you 
have for those active travelling therefore most users are 
discriminated against by the couldnt care less users.

You say that £115 million has been spent and that it is intended to spend another £20 million. You should factor future maintenance into the costs in order that it can be  carried 
out annually to preserve the asset going forward. 

CB22 75 and above Prefer not to say Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
08:42:46 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Cycling: Daily Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Daily

Don't have a car There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Trumpington Rd

Improving route to Granta Park. Farm track is daunting for new cyclists. Route along busy road from Granta Park to get to Whittlesford has a horrible junction and feels very unsafe. Makes it feel a more challenging location to access by bike. I have no opinion CB22 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
08:54:34 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Please fill the potholes! CB1 45-54 No Female Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
09:16:04 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, Between 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

1. Crossing the A505 from Duxford to Whittlesford for access to train station and cycle routes to Sawston and Cambridge. Ideally needs a form of prioritised crossing, at minimum traffic speed reduction for 50mph to 30mph. It is currently dangerous.  2. Marked 
cycle lane (in both directions or a single double cycle lane - ideal -similar to segregation common in the Netherlands) on the A505 over the train line to provide safe access to /from London bound train station platform (without having to carry a bike over the 
footbridge) and access to the Sawston and Babraham cycle paths to ensure a joined up network. Reduction in speed on this section from 50mph to 30mph. 

Maintenance of existing routes should also be a priority - pot holes, overgrown vegetation. CB22 55-64 No Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



cont. 3. Cycle lane on Sawston bypass from old Spicers site to join with the cycle lane leading in to Stapleford. This would create a safe joined up network from the Whittlesford to Sawston cycle path and the Stapleford to Cambridge cycle route. Again, a 
reduction in traffic speed on this section from 50mph to 30mph. 

Aug 06 21 
09:20:35 am

Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Weekly, Other: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel 
to and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

Running is also a form of active travel which was not mentioned in this survey. It benefits from split cycle / pedestrian shared pathways, or segregated cycle paths. CB21 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
09:46:15 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Daily, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Daily, 
Other: Daily

I don't have a car so never use one Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

1) Please ensure that all new cycle paths have safe points at which cyclists can join them.  So many of the cycle paths in Cambridge are dangerous to get onto and require 
cyclists to cross busy traffic lanes (e.g. opposite the Spar in Stapleford, heading towards Sawston).  
2) Many of the existing lanes don't have cycle and pedestrian areas clearly marked, so it becomes a free for all and can be dangerous at busy times (a good example of the is the 
route between the Babraham Park and Ride and Addenbrooke's).  
3) Please place street furniture safely.  The guided busway between Cambridge station and Trumpington has randomly placed metal bollards, which are extremely dangerous as 
they are easy to miss.
4) Please give cyclists right of way when on a cycle path.  It seems crazy that if I cycle on the road, I have right of way, whereas if I switch to a cycle path, I frequently have to give 
way to traffic turning in from the right.  It doesn't make sense.

CB2 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
09:46:28 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling 
currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with 
the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Huntingdon Rd North, Trumpington 
Rd

CB3 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
10:20:10 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, City North South Lensfield 
Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd 
Regent St

cambridge to granta park: especially the last mile near granta park for new developments, build cycle/active-travel lanes first. cb3 35-44 No Male Yes Other ethnic group includes Arab or any 
other ethnic group

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
10:24:36 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

To the city centre: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd

Babraham Rd and A1307 path to Granta Park Adding new cycling routes is a great idea but could we please also remember about maintaining current ones? Cycling path to Babraham and along A505 to Granta park are full of 
overgrown bushes on the path that are a clear health risk to cyclists! 

CB1 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
10:29:09 am

Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Daily

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

cycle route from Addenbrooks to Great Abington which always full of gravel, thorns (after edge cuttings) and branches in  the way 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
11:08:51 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I could 
make connections to other forms 
of transport

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Cambridge to Granta Park and how that joins the city network. Current shared path with pedestrians over the goggs isn't wide enough for all users (lots of pedestrians use the park and ride site and walk in creating some hazardous / unpleasant conditions for 
both cyclists and pedestrians!)

Are there any plans to have completely offroad cycle 'bridges/monorails' like the one in Bristol? I also wanted to raise a concern about the new Dutch roundabout that may apply to 
future developments. While it's very pretty to have tall wild flowers between cars and pedestrians I find these very dangerous both as a car driver and a cyclist. By all means make 
the areas look nice but visibility for both drivers and cyclists has to be the priority. 

CB1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
11:17:28 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: 2-3 times 
a week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , I was less concerned 
for my personal security and safety, There 
was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

I found some of the language in this survey  excluded 
me, such as the question about whether "cyclists" and 
"traffic" should be segregated. Firstly, "cyclists" are just 
people on cycles. People who likely drive and walk and 
ride horses etc, not just one "other" group. Secondly 
these people on cycles ARE traffic and their needs 
should be prioritised above those choosing private 
motor vehicles, motorcycles or buses.

CB22 25-34 Prefer not to say Prefer not to say as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
11:20:42 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Never, Other: Daily

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

I had access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or 
adapted cycle

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at 
all important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Abbey aera to Addenbrrokes, there is no direct bus implemeted into the current citi3 route na as i said in one of my last comments, buses ned to take into account direct routes from aeras which currently do not have this. for example th citi3 bus. improving newmartket 
road junction at the roundabout with Mcdonalds

cb5 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
11:29:06 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

CB2 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
11:29:29 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Trumpington Rd

A505 Whittlesford to Granta Park CB2 25-34 Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
11:53:35 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from 
the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Routes from Cambridge to Granta Park CB2 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
12:14:36 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Mill road N/A N/A CB4 35-44 No Male Yes Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
12:51:40 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 2-
3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times a 
week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Huntingdon Rd 
North, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

willingham to rampton this is a missing link For years we have been trying to get a cycle path to Rampton from willingham due to secondary children going to Cottenham school. would they usi it? Only building it would find 
out! Being a cyclist who cycles over 150 miles a week this really is a missing link

cb24 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
01:07:33 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Monthly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Daily, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

Hills Rd Regent St, Trumpington Rd All the A1301 down to Stapleford - very poor cycle provision from Shelford to Stapleford, only possible to cycle on road. Cambridge Road Bridge over railway to Foxton the cycle lanes are too narrow, as are the car lanes, which means cars overtaking while 
completely in their lane are too close to a cyclist completely in their lane. Cars can't move out of their lane due to the double white lines, so this is a scary and dangerous bridge to cross as a cyclist.

CB22 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
01:25:47 pm

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Monthly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , I had access 
to a bicycle, e-cycle, or adapted cycle

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Not at all important

extend the guided bus to Granta park, cycling is not practical, and no-one rides horses to work!! horse riding is a privileged hobby for rich people - do NOT spend money on horse routes. cycling is impractical mode of transport to work in a country when commuting is dark for 
half the year, the weather is poor for cycling and we have to carry laptops. Kindly put the taxpayers money to good use and invest in the guided bus and don't waste money on 
hobbies such as cycling and horse riding.

PE28 45-54 No Female of course it is, what a stupid question! White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
01:37:26 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St CB1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
02:17:38 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North

Wellbrook Way in Girton needs a cycle way through to Thornton Way. It is still listed as a National Cycleway but it is a dead end. Routing cycling onto Cambridge Road and Huntingdon Road with children is dangerous CB3 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
03:42:40 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

I usually cycle because it's faster. There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Fen Road is a disaster waiting to happen at the moment. As the Chisholm Trail nears completion I urge you to consider tackling the speeding and parking on the sidewalk. Don't know. N/A CB4 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
06:08:14 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Weekly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

CB1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
06:11:11 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Weekly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat unimportant, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Mill Road. A more imaginative vision that doesn't prioritise cars after the disastrous county council decision. Cb1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
06:17:19 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Already walk everywhere with no 
concerns

Cycle regularly with no concerns Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB1 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
06:21:38 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

it is my vehicle, 
holidays travel in 
UK and abroad

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

I have a disability and my bike is my 
vehicle. Walking longer distances is 
difficult eg more than 3-10 mins so I 
tend not to use this mode of travel. 
Whereas cycling shorter or longer 
distances is easy for me and cycling 
across Cambridge is something I can 
do easily. I wouldn't cycle more as I 
already do. Cycling close to the 
pavement can be tricky due to Pot 
holes and some cycle lanes need 
joining up. Disjointed cycle paths were 
you have to pull out of one side road 
onto a busy road, cycle for a short 
distances and get back on cycle path 
that has no droped curb can be nerve 
racking. Such as turning from Sedley 
Tayor Road to rejoin cycle path to 
Trumpington across Long Road. 

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , I could make 
connections to other forms of transport, 
There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

To reduce car use I need safe cycle parking when going 
away on holiday on the ground floor or by lift to other floors. 
Parking at Cambridge station bike park on the ground floor 
is never reliable as there is rarely free space and there are 
no lifts to upper floors so have to use alternatative transport. 
It would be useful to have secure parking for a week or 
more for travel. Parking needs to be free if you are 
spending a lot of money on traveliing by train. Once people 
have car it is considerabley cheaper to go by car to your 
destination. Buses are very expensive so bike is first choice, 
esp while Covid poses a threat to safety. 
We car share with a friend and though I don't drive my 
partner does and we use this car to go away somtimes in 
the past would always use the train and bike. need to work 
with train opperators to make trains more bike friendly 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat 
important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all important, Improving areas with lower levels 
of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all 
important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with 
the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

To look at joined up routes. I cycled from Trumpington to Eddington and back recently and was pleasantly  surprosed to discover that there is a cycle road that is nearly all the way off road. However few people will know this I'm keen map explorer and find these 
places you could have decent cycle map on line and hard copy that shows people how to do this drawing on local cyclists knowledge as well as cycle campaign. The last Cambridge Cycle map that I used was totally useless unless you've never been on a bike 
before and even then it did have routes I use. Why not use a small amount of the 2 million to have competion with a nice prize  that asks people to give you information about my best routes to and from that tke me off the road and add questions about where 
they could be improved. 

I have already given some informtion to you about waht 
might be useful in previous questions for people with my 
diasabiltiy. However setting up interested groups to 
explore and collect useful information on the needs and 
concerns of that disadvantaged group is. Run by a 
member of that interest  group who is disadvanted 
rather that by an able bodied, white man might help. 
Women have particular needs for safety. When I talk to 
women about cycling mainly they look a bit embarrased 
and say I have car. I need to stay safe a night. So if you 
want to get women out of their cars you need to find 
ways to make then safe. We know fromt he Sarah 
Everard case that women are vigelant from being small 
children to male violence and this is major issue about 
our safety. Whereas for none white people it may be 
that it is not common in their culture possibley. 

I think you should actually listen to people and not just go ahead and do what you planned to do, many of us think consultations are to late and done just because you have to do 
them. Also when deciding use the money wisely for the best out come. After the consultation ask a broad demongraphic of people have you made the right decsions and be 
prepared to shift your postion

CB2 65-74 Yes Female Yes Other ethnic group includes Arab or any 
other ethnic group

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
06:29:35 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Never, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Prefer not to say No Prefer not to say Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
06:33:09 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 2-
3 times a week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
2-3 times a week, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Cb1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
06:36:58 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Foldable lane for pedestrians and cyclists Cb1 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
06:50:15 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Weekly

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

It is disappointing that your survey shows no interest in protecting pedestrians from cars and cyclists. CB1 65-74 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
06:54:49 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

Coleridge road - feels very unsafe to cycle currently. Well used route to Coleridge school and Addenbrookes  but no cycle lane, lots of cars speeding and cars parked on both sides of the road. Cb1 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
07:39:37 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Cb1 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
08:36:22 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

Hills Road should be a priority as there are several secondary schools and children cycle to school by themselves. CB1 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
08:50:14 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Never, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I had access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or 
adapted cycle, I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes 
for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

Routes into Addenbrookes to take cycle walkers away from residential streets e.g link up P&R cycle path with helicopter pad into the CBC site light it and CCTV Cycle and walking routes will increase disproportionately the amount of people coming into the CBC site compared to the level of housing by Addenbrooke;s and the CBC site so 
cycle/walking routes should go around the housing not thorugh Ninewells and have links all the way from outside the area into the campus with adequate lighting and CCTV as 
spots where sadly there appears to be night time dealing

CB2 45-54 No Male Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
09:31:41 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Monthly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Cb1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Aug 06 21 
10:10:53 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route 

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with 
the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

[postcode] 45-54 No Male Ridiculous to ask such a question for a survey about traffic. What an unnecessarily  complicated question. White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
10:15:32 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, 
Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling 
currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way

Cb1 35-44 No Prefer not to say Prefer not to say as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
10:20:57 pm

Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St Union lane and Arbury Rd CB1 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
11:07:59 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Not at all 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 06 21 
11:35:32 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

Cycling routes around Babraham Rd 
through Addenbrookes roundabout in 
particular are wholly inadequate and 
dangerous for children/ school run.

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

Babraham Rd safely connected with Hills Rd.
Also improve provision at CBC and Brooklands Ave 

A lot more could be done to encourage school run in city centre safely by bike - this would have a huge positive impact. At the moment it’s simply unsafe for us to do this - more 
investment needed at junctions in particular 

CB2 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
07:14:38 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Weekly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Histon to Histon Rd

The cycle route through the old pits from the end of Mill Rd (Burnesfield Rd) through to Cherry Hinton. The Cycle path approach to the railway bridge crossing is dangerous and blind and the width varies from very good to barely adequate. The single worst aspect of cycling around Cambridge is the appalling number of potholes. Sorting these would be TOP of my priority list. CB1 Prefer not to say No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
08:56:53 am

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Time constraints. There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton

As {Redacted personal details} in Histon I am very concerned about the loss of access by car to the doctor's surgery as I am reliant on this. The assertion that the scheme would improve things for disabled people is completely flawed if it results in denying them 
access to the sugery.  The loss of a bus stop is also of great concern. I am aware the proposed route is used as a 'rat run' but the loss of essential access to the doctor's surgery does not offset any improvements during the rush hour. 

Losing access by car to the doctor's surgery on Station 
Rd Histon discriminates against disabled people. 

I agree with the principle of reducing traffic but not if it discriminates against disabled people. [postcode] 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
08:59:31 am

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Weekly

Within my local area: Monthly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Weekly

May coincide journey with taking 
children somewhere or doing 
shopping. 

Found it less tiring due to distances involved. Also it is too 
miserable in bad weather. 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Please do not put a modal filter near the Park and Ride at Butt Lane, Milton. It is good to have active route there but a route to Histon for cars that avoids the A14 is important for 
periods of closure. This route is rarely contested with cars. 

CB25 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
09:05:25 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Monthly, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: 2-3 times 
a week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

Open up more of the bridges over A14/M11 and connect to network, so cycle/walk can avoid busy junctions. Fen causeway. Mill Road. Quality of road surface on side streets. And rather than trying to have car and bike traffic (segregated or not) on the major 
routes, follow dutch model with different routes prioritised for one or the other.

Very much depends on how the routes are 
implemented, mixed cycle pedestrian areas or narrowed 
footpaths are not good for disabled people. Similarly 
making road routes to community facilities overly 
complicated.

Where cycle paths/lanes etc. are put in please make them join up or end at "destinations" not drop you off on a horrible road, which makes them pointless. Ride the routes 
yourselves. No sharp corners on cycle lanes, don't rely on "cyclists dismount" signs. Avoid mixed use paths in busy areas and ensure such paths are definitely wide enough for 
people to pass. Girton is very nice to cycle through simply due to the quality of the road surface, sensible traffic calming measures and good road width, wide enough for cars to 
pass safely but not so wide cars will attempt to overtake in both directions or around parked cars.

CB24 15-24 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
09:08:10 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: Monthly, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

cb1 35-44 No Male Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
09:21:24 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

There is a very good cycle/walk ‘link’ route created by the GCP blocking the rat run Sedley Taylor/Luard Rd - Hills Rd to Long Rd - BUT the other half of that rat run (Cavendish Avenue - Hills Rd to Cherry Hinton Rd) has been ignored. If this is treated similarly it 
would vastly improve the popular route to many multiple schools/colleges and the hospital and become the easy cycling and walking route it was in lockdown. A no-brainer.

CB1 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
09:43:45 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd

There is a very small path between Railway St and Orchard Estate in Cherry Hinton that needs updating. It is maybe only 200 m, but it is in a really bad shape and would greatly help the access from the Cherry Hinton village to the Tins cycle path besides David 
Lloyds leading towards Mill Road. It is a small fix with huge impact on connectivity in my opinion. Would love to see it fixed. Thank you. 

I think improving the cycling infrastructure would greatly 
benefit those groups on lower income that cannot afford 
a car

Cambridge is a bikeable city, because of it's size. When I first moved here I was surprised that biking is not more popular here. But after only a few months I understood why so 
many people chose the car instead. The infrastructure is prioritised for drivers, rather than cyclists, resulting in safety concerns. I think improving the infrastructure to be more 
cycle friendly would greatly encourage this method of transportation. Aside from improving the cycle lanes, the improvements should also focus on providing safe cycle parking, 
particularly in the city centre

[postcode] 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
10:08:32 am

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

Hills Rd Regent St A1307 corridor cb21 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
10:27:50 am

Shopping Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Monthly

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Improvemed access to pedestrian/cycle way between Bowers Croft and Almoners Avenue CB1 75 and above Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
10:31:01 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

Cb1 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
10:46:00 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly

Within my local area: Monthly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd I do not support the creation of any more expensive 'dutch' style roundabouts, such as the one on Queen Edith's Way, which I have found somewhat dangerous, in that often both 
cyclists and motorists seem to not understand how to use it correctly. Often I have encountered cyclists using the zebra crossing, or riding on the road, travelling the wrong way 
around it, and also motorists approaching and going around it too fast. There are rumours that the council is considering another one at the recently completed new junction at the 
other end of QEW with Cherry Hinton Road. If this is true it would be a scandalous waste of public money! 

CB1 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
10:46:34 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: 2-3 times a week, To my local 
high street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

I was very disappointed to see that the Mill Road bridge has been reopened to cars. I thought that closing Mill Road bridge to through traffic was one good thing to come out of the 
pandemic.

CB4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
11:00:20 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

necessity as we 
have never had a 
car and never 
will.  Neither of 
myself or 
husband drive.  I 
get everything by 
bike - all 
shopping and 
also trips to the 
recycling centre 
etc.  We have a 

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Daily, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily

I have no choice but to cycle.  
Occasionally take the train.

Massively in favour of decent cycle paths - the one from 
Milton to Histon is dreadful - it's very narrow and overgrown 
for much of the year which renders it almost useless.   
Nothing seems to be done to improve this.  It's worst 
around the Pumpkin Farm/Sunclose Farm area.  Shame as 
it's so well used - but would be much better used if it did the 
job.

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

Impington to Milton and also HIston to Cottenham - the path stops short of Cottenham leaving cyclists to negotiate this very busy road. no comment The crossing at Landbeach/Waterbeach could seriously do with improvement - it is very dangerous.  Similarly, the routes I've highlighted are very dangerous as people are forced 
to cycle along the road due to inadequate provision (ie Milton to Impington and Histon to Cottenham)

CB24 55-64 Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
11:51:30 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To my local 
high street/town centre: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , I learnt to cycle, I had 
access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or adapted 
cycle, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, 
Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling 
currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing 
safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton

CB24 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
11:56:16 am

Social, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Monthly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Impington to Milton

cambourne to Cambridge cb23 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
01:10:59 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Histon 
to Histon Rd

Mill Road bridge should be closed to cars again, rather than sacrificing cyclists' and pedestrians' safety in favour of the profits of a tiny minority of vocal traders. (i.e., Piero's, Al Amin, Cantab Millennium, Romsey Barber) More active travel reduces the number of cars on the 
roads, thus reducing the amount of time that those with 
disabilities which force them to use a car have to spend 
in traffic jams.

The diversion of the cycle route away from the station forecourt to placate the taxi lobby is a travesty. Cyclists and pedestrians should be at the top of the hierarchy for space on 
the roads.

CB1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
01:24:13 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Milton 
High St and Butt Lane

East Road  Newmarket road area CB1 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
02:09:47 pm

Exercise Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Monthly, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

Leaving my bike in town or on the guided bus route - "it gets 
pinched 

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

No. All the above roads are already fine You are discriminating against motorists Cb4 55-64 Yes Male Giraffe - Stupid question, stupid answer White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
05:01:34 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

CB1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
05:13:40 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

I go to the 
supermarket 2-
3x a week by 
bike

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Weekly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised traffic There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

Newmarket road near travelodge is quite bike-hostile cb22 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
05:24:34 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Weekly, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd

Cb1 15-24 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
05:28:34 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Errands, 
shopping, etc.

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

I do not own a car. Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Trumpington Rd

Fen road is a nightmare for cyclists and pedestrians.  The partial speed bumps only deter small cars from speeding, while trucks barrel down the street (with cars parked on both sides AND on the pavement!) in the most reckless way you can imagine. I would encourage you to consider the broader impacts 
of cleaner air and reduced CO2 when determining the 
impacts on any marginalised groups.  All too often 
advocates for more cars claim to be supporting people 
with limited mobility when their concerns are really only 
for their own convenience.

More active transport spaces can only expand the 
mobility of the disabled, as these spaces are inherently 
more welcoming to assisted mobility devices.

Thank you for considering active transport a priority.  We need to do everything we can to limit CO2, and this must be done at the government level. CB4 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
07:30:15 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat 
unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd

Please do fund works on Adrian Way to make it easier for bikes to turn right onto 
Long Road and also improvements to the area outside the old LMB 
building/car park 6 to make it easier for bikes to access the campus 
from Hills Road.

CB1 15-24 No Male Yes Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
08:12:57 pm

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: Monthly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Queens 
Road

Baldock Way Please retain the low traffic neighbourhoods and please add the Baldock Way area to the list CB1 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 07 21 
09:55:40 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling 
currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

cb1 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 08 21 
08:46:59 am

School run Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Monthly

If there were facilities or amenities 
within reasonable walking distance.  
The only one is my daughter's school, 
which we cycle or walk to daily. 

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Connecting villages to busway.
As an example, Earith (serving Bluntisham, Colne, snd Somersham) to Milton Road is a cycleable 19 km by the shortest route, but this includes the B1050 between Earith Bridge and Willingham, a fast and busy road. The only alternative route which is protected 
from such traffic is via St Ives; a 29 km ride.
A safe corridor between Earith Bridge and Willingham would make a huge difference to commuters and leisure riders on this route.

PE28 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 08 21 
08:52:19 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Weekly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

Helps people who are less physically able to get to and 
from places around the city. Cycling in the road is not 
easy, especially when there is no cycle lane

Cb24 15-24 No Male Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Aug 08 21 
09:22:54 am

Social, 
Leisure

shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St Please don't repeat the costly doughnut roundabout at the junction of Perne Road and Birdwood Road. There is no right of way for cyclists on the doughnut so we end up using the 
normal roundabout rather than having to repeatedly stop/start. Clear road markings to show priorities would help (see Fendon Road roundabout) . 

[postcode] 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 08 21 
11:30:53 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

The junctions on my route were safer, I 
could make connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Park and ride cycle walking path to CBC no adequate lighting or CCTV as there are suspicious groups of young cyclists using it directly next to people's homes. Join it to CBC and move into field away from homes and introduce safety measures. CB1 35-44 No Female Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Aug 08 21 
05:26:58 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport, I was 
less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Not at all important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Histon to Histon 
Rd, Impington to Milton

cb24 45-54 No Female Yes Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual



Aug 08 21 
08:51:37 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Trumpington Rd

Cb2 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 09 21 
08:35:38 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

CB4 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 09 21 
08:44:06 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Weekly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Monthly

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important

Cambridge Research Park (CRP) towards Landbeach via. existing Bridlepath Right of Way. The Bridlepath needs suitably surfacing and appropriate access to CRP (e.g. replace the current unusual style with one more easily and safely usable by cyclists as well 
as other permitted users. This would then complete the "last mile" of a reasonably direct "active travel" route all the way between Cambridge and Cambridge Research Park, via Milton and Landbeach, which mostly already has designated cycle routes - the 
majority of which is segregated. Potentially  a scheme that is quick to deliver, with a relatively small amount of work for a significant gain - connecting the large and growing employment site of CRP with Cambridge.

55-64 No Prefer not to say Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 09 21 
09:57:17 am

Social, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I could 
make connections to other forms 
of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Improving 
the most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

a safe cycle route between Fulbourn, the Wilbrahams and Bottisham to connect the Wilbrahams to the Greenways at Fulbourn and Bottisham please make best use of the money already spent or being spent on the Greenways, by enabling neighbouring communities to connect to them safely CB21 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 09 21 
10:25:21 am

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Weekly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton

City Centre to Babraham CB24 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 09 21 
10:43:31 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: 2-3 times a week, To my local 
high street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Histon to Histon Rd, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Trumpington Rd

cb4 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 09 21 
10:55:26 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Between villages: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised traffic The junctions on my route were safer, 
There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, Trumpington Rd CB22 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 09 21 
01:43:55 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , I had access to a 
bicycle, e-cycle, or adapted cycle

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

I would like to request fund works on Adrian Way to make it easier for bikes to turn right onto Long Road and also improvements to the area outside the old LMB building/car park 6 to make it easier for bikes to access the campus from Hills Road I would like to request that funding is also used to reduce the price of bicycle purchases for individuals commuting to work. CB4 25-34 Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 09 21 
02:43:50 pm

None due to 
disability

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat unimportant, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Active travel is fantastic for those who are able to do it 
and they deserve to be safe whilst on their journeys.  
But I feel the needs of those with disabilities who are 
unable to ride horses or bicycles or to walk far are being 
left out of the deliberations.  For example I would be 
happy to use public transport instead of driving but am 
unable to walk the half mile to the bus stop.

CB24 65-74 Yes Female WMAB is not alphabetical order so why are your 'ethnicity' responses in this order?  It is offensive. as an 
individual

Aug 09 21 
07:33:01 pm

Social, 
Leisure

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

mill Road CB1 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 10 21 
11:17:02 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I could 
make connections to other forms 
of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I could make 
connections to other forms of transport, I 
was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Addenbrooke's to P&R is not a joined up or safe route. Would be beneficial if path outside Ninewells by Warburton House linked with cycle path to P&R. Night time early morning lighting required and CCTV to deter groups of young people acting suspiciously. 
Perhaps move away from current position so it does not run beside residential if lighting is installed.

CBC is proposing 30 year expansion more planning and resources are required for staff to have safe, accessible routes that do no impact adversely on residential areas. CB4 35-44 No Male Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Aug 10 21 
11:58:42 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

More policing of bad & aggressive driving, and ways to 
report this.
Priority over side-roads when on segregated routes or 
shared use paths.
Cycle paths cleared of snow & ice in winter

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Impington to Milton

Schemes will benefit those with protected 
characteristics provided that they enable the use of non-
standard bicycles such as hand-powered cycles or 
tricycles. 

CB24 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 10 21 
12:05:02 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

cb1 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 10 21 
01:07:27 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: 2-3 times a week, To my local 
high street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither 
important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

cb1 55-64 No Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 10 21 
01:08:11 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

CB4 65-74 No Female Yes as an 
individual

Aug 10 21 
01:11:35 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never

I don’t have a car There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

The connection from mill road to the train station area via Devonshire road is not well thought through - cyclists are forced to choose between taxi rank roads or pedestrian footpaths Would be good to have ‘occasionally’ as an option eg I would cycle to villages occasionally Cb4 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 10 21 
02:06:18 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 2-
3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Queens Road

The A603 between Parker's Piece and the Newmarket Road CB1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 10 21 
02:14:23 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I am not able to 
travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Routes were quieter , I had access to a 
bicycle, e-cycle, or adapted cycle

If I didn't need to carry lots of heavy stuff! Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

There are plans to close the cycle path that runs between Cherry Hinton High Street and the end of Mill Road (past the David Lloyd gym) while a huge distribution centre is built on fields along the side of the route. This is the only off-road route between these 
parts of the city. This will therefore create (1) a dangerous journey while the proposed building takes place, and (2) ruin the quiet, low-pollution ride that feels like you're in nature for just a couple of minutes. Can you help stop these plans?!?

Mill Road if it opens to cars again.

CB1 25-34 Prefer not to say Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 10 21 
03:27:06 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, The 
junctions on my route were safer, I could 
make connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Burleigh street and Fitzroy street (non-cycling), crossing East Road, Park Street (needs to be cycling both ways), South East Arbury Road (will probably be rejected for traffic filter but a weak link in the north-south route. Having asthma and a hip problem I think that lack of 
decent cycling infrastructure discriminates against me 
due to car pollution and the increased difficulty of cycling 
generally.

You need to improve the south-east of Arbury Road to the north-south route as the other end is OK. There are too many weak links in infrastructure which are barriers, e.g. 
Mitcham's corner as well. The latter is a complete nightmare. 
 It would be simplest if all roads in north Cambridge the speed limit was 20mph everywhere and it was enforced. If cars go faster they just wait at the next traffic lights anyway. 
There needs to be a concerted campaign to change the attitudes of car drivers to cyclists, e.g." They don't pay tax". It needs to be explained that improving cycle infrastructure 
helps car drivers if it takes cars off the road. Helping cycle infrastructure seems to trigger a primeval visceral reaction for reasons I don't really understand. Perhaps a psychologist 
could do some research. Until this is addressed improvements will keep getting successfully opposed by a few vociferous drivers.
There needs to be better lighting on off-road cycle paths such as midsummer common and the guided busway. There is no reason for lighting on cycle routes to be worse than on 
normal roads. If we are that worried about light pollution there should be no lighting on normal roads as cars have much better headlights. 

CB4 55-64 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 10 21 
03:38:55 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Hills Rd Regent St, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Trumpington Rd

CB2 45-54 No Male Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Aug 10 21 
04:24:07 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To my local 
high street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Huntingdon Rd North

Willingham to Rampton - new cycle route. Existing Willingham to Longstanton cycleway urgently needs improvement. In the report by WSP there is no mention of Willingham (as was also the case in the LCWIP survey background report). Looking at the Key Rural Corridors map on page 7 on the 
WSP report there is an obvious gap where Willingham should be linked to the cycleway that starts at Rampton, thus providing an important East-West route, particularly important 
if you want to encourage active travel as CVC is the main secondary school/ adult education centre for Willingham.
There is only one cycleway from Willingham, the Greenways link to the Guided Busway at Longstanton, but it is most definitely not ’a high-quality segregated cycle route’. It is 
shared with pedestrians, is extremely narrow in places and has many driveways exiting onto it. 
If you really want to encourage active travel and entice people out of their cars, then links between villages are vital.
The LCWIP is obviously flawed in that they only looked at census data for journeys to work on which to base their plan for an improved cycleway network. Hopefully you will not 
make that mistake and include all the other reasons why people travel, such as shopping, social, and of great importance cycling as a recreation.

CB24 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

or as an 
elected 
representativ
e

Willingham Parish Councillor

Aug 10 21 
05:02:07 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat 
important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels 
of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

[postcode] 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 10 21 
05:04:55 pm

Social Errands for an 
older family 
member.

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Monthly

Within my local area: Monthly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

The street environment is 
discouraging to wheelchair users: 
broken/uneven paving slabs, 
inadequate or broken drop kerbs, 
pooling of rainwater obstructing 
crossings and creating risk of being 
sprayed by passing vehicles.

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

Mill Road, Milton Road High quality cycling provision is likely to make it easier 
for people with protected characteristics, ie disabled, 
older people or children to take up cycling.  Some kinds 
of provision, including separated cycle lanes and low 
traffic neighbourhoods, would also provide improved 
conditions for disabled people using wheelchairs and 
mobility scooters.

It is disappointing that, although badged as part of an active travel programme, this survey is entirely about cycling.  A full active travel strategy should also pay attention to the 
pedestrian environment, and the safety and comfort of the street environment for disabled people using wheeled mobility aids and people escorting them.  As noted above, 
conditions for wheelchair users are often shockingly poor.  When I have raised issues like badly installed drop kerbs or pooling with Highways, I have either been ignored or 
received responses telling me that there isn't a problem, despite me offering clear evidence there is.
The removal of the bus gate from the Mill Road bridge is a major setback for active travel in Cambridge.  There is little point consulting on future priorities through this consultation 
when councillors ignore the climate emergency and clear evidence of active travel benefits and cave in to noisy minority opposition.

[postcode] 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 10 21 
10:00:29 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

Small improvements to junctions or routes which currently hinder easy cycling from satellite villages - e.g. the A10 crossing from Landbeach (theoretically has islands but the approach on the Milton side is bad and the traffic can be very fast on this stretch), or 
the river towpath from Waterbeach (fine in summer but unlit in winter).

CB24 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 11 21 
01:29:51 am

Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Daily, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, 
To my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

City Center junctions in general all need to be made safer for cyclists Cb4 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 11 21 
07:44:48 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I am not able to travel 
this way due to health issues / 
disability

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Cb4 45-54 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 11 21 
11:00:46 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

As a pedestrian, I find cyclists on 
shared paths a threat to my safety

I do not own a bicycle. I like to walk but cyclists are the 
biggest threat to my safety on shared paths.

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

I would make more use of the busway from Trumpington to the rail station if pedestrians were separated from cyclists. It is a dangerous route for an elderly pedestrian. I am 79. Pedestrians are actively discriminated against when 
they are not provided with separate provision from 
cyclists. Transport planners. Please get this!

Please promote pedestrians from the bottom of your list of priorities to the top and stop lumping them together with cyclists. Go to the Netherlands to see how to do it properly. CB2 75 and above No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 11 21 
11:56:03 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Girton to Huntingdon Rd

Balsham to Fulbourne is a great road that could be more used by cyclists. As the road is long and straight cars go fast along it. I am scared to take my children down this road, it deserves a dedicated cyclepath off the road. CB21 35-44 No Male Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Aug 11 21 
12:55:34 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Attending 
Hospital 
appointments
Visiting my 
Allotment

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

N/a There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way

Please improve Northampton - Chesterton Road -Mitcham's Corner-  Chesterton High Street - Milton Road route -cycle priority lights and improved lane demarcation required at various points.

Note Hobson Street (dangerous potholed resulting from College building works 2 yrs ago - nearly fell off bike and under a bus approaching Lloyds Bank end...) -  St. Andrews Rd- Regent Street could be improved

Consider less mobile or families  using e-bikes 
(charging facilities) and cargo size bikes. I think more 
elderly or less mobile individals should be catered for, 
e.g., where are the scooters aimed at those groups.

Address parking facilities for different size bikes https://www.londongreencycles.co.uk/6-locking-up-your-bike/

Address new highway code - priority for pedestrians and cyclists.

 Address use of Riverside Bridge and other cycle routes by Just Eat and other delivery company employees on motorised vehicles.

Encourage cycle groups to addess etiquettes issues - having my cycling space invaded by overtaking male cyclist and those cycling two/ three abreast forced me to use busy 
roads rather than busway cycle paths during lockdowns.

CB4 45-54 No Female Yes Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Aug 11 21 
01:41:53 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: 2-3 times 
a week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, The 
junctions on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: 
Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower 
levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

babraham-granta park muddy path and steep bridge 45-54 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 11 21 
03:34:55 pm

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, Horse 
riding: Weekly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, 
Across the city: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Huntingdon Rd North

CB3 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 11 21 
04:02:02 pm

Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, Across the 
city: Daily

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, Histon to Histon 
Rd, Trumpington Rd

The access to the Addenbrooke's Campus via Long Road and Hills Road 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 11 21 
04:05:09 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

CB2 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 11 21 
04:14:32 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-
3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Monthly

There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Ability to move large or heavy objects by bike is often a 
reason for car travel

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, City North South Lensfield 
Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd 
Regent St

Roads in the shelfords are full of potholes. 

Generally fixing potholes is much more important than having a fancy cycle lane

Cb1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 11 21 
08:37:50 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

I was fitter Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

I was fitter Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton

CB24 45-54 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Aug 11 21 
09:16:28 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Weekly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

Histon to Girton It's very hard to rate between the projects.  I think they are all important and all need to be done.
It's important that what is done is done to a really high standard (LTN1/20, Dutch style).  I often cycle with my children (currently 6 and 4 on their own bicycles and 3yr old on a 
cargo bike).  This makes me very sensitive to the quality and safety of the infrastructure.
I know plenty of people who don't let their children cycle to school (in Histon) due to fear of traffic, and only schemes that deliver real step change will get people out of their cars to 
feel safe cycling.

cb24 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 11 21 
10:55:07 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

CB4 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 12 21 
08:15:01 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Girton to 
Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd Regent St

Lensfield Road needs segregated cycling. CB3 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 12 21 
08:48:15 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 
times a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times a 
week

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, The 
junctions on my route were safer, I could 
make connections to other forms of 
transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB1 15-24 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 12 21 
09:14:00 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Milton High St and 
Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Cb4 25-34 No Male Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Aug 12 21 
10:04:46 am

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 2-3 
times a week, Horse 
riding: Never, Other: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Routes were quieter Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

CB4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 12 21 
02:30:06 pm

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I had access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or 
adapted cycle, I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Trumpington Rd

Yes. Connect the Wilbrahams and Six Mile Bottom to safe cycle routes. At present we have no safe cycling route and no bus. And to Bottisham (where there is a surgery, village college, primary schoo, pharmacy and shops) there is not even a safe walking 
route all the way. If we could have a  connection to the  cycle route and bus route along the A1303 immediately car traffic would decrease.

Yes, Please connect the Greenways to the villages. Go the Last Mile. Connect up the forgotten villages. This would not take vast amounts of money. CB21 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

or as an 
elected 
representativ
e

District Councillor

Aug 12 21 
04:14:34 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Shopping. 
medical 
appointments.

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Trumpington Rd

cb4 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 12 21 
05:11:26 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Across Coldhams Common - it doesn't look at as if there is any convenient link between the Chisholm Trail and the Tins - it looks as if it would be necessary to in effect do two sides of a triangle (either via Barnwell Road or via the station) in order to reach one 
from the other on a cycle.  Cyclists will inevitably take the shorter route which mean going along Coldhams Lane which is not good for cycling 

No comment CB1 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
06:33:57 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Daily, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Other: Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

The junctions on my route were safer Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
12:21:00 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Daily

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I could make 
connections to other forms of transport, 
There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Histon to Histon Rd, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Cycleways should be useable by mobility scooters, 
allowing people with limited mobility to move around

cb24 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
01:57:12 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, To my 
local high street/town centre: 2-3 times a 
week, Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, Histon to Histon 
Rd

Kings Hedges Road / Histon Road to Eddington - must ensure that the path is retained and improved.
Building an active travel bridge and route over A14 from Bridge Road Histon B1049 to Kings Hedges Road / Histon Road using the old B1049 route prior to the building of the A14. There are 12K people who live in Histon and Impington and more still in 
Cottenham. The Guided Busway is too full by the time it gets to the H&I stop, so we need to ensure that there is a proper active travel route. If there was justification for the Milton A14 active travel bridge there is enough justification for one to serve H&I. 

CB24 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
05:55:36 pm

Social, 
Exercise

Surveying 
potholes 

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Pavements in Waterbeach are too 
neglected and narrow; just unsafe.

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

The A10 traffic exceeds the speed limits and cars park 
illegally on the roads in Waterbeach but the Police don’t 
care. 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Hills Rd Regent St, Impington to 
Milton

Waterbeach to Cottenham 
Waterbeach to Ely

CB25 55-64 Yes Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
06:03:50 pm

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat unimportant, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

I think that Cambridge spends a disproportionate 
amount of money on modes of transport which end up 
excluding disabled people and making life harder for us. 
We have nowhere NEAR the amount of funding spent 
on our transport needs.

Equality impact assessments performed by the council 
are glib, shallow and dismissive. We cannot contribute 
to them before they're published because we cannot 
access the processes. We apparently cannot get them 
changed after they're published to correct errors of 
presumption.

Cambridge is becoming increasingly hostile towards 
disabled people and our needs under the influence of 
repeated engagements between various authorities and 
campaign groups which monopolise your attention.

CB25 45-54 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
06:47:13 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
Weekly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly, Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Queens Road

Waterbeach to Cambridge!! Simply asking cyclists to ride on ‘shared paths’ is not good enough!! Separate dedicated cycle paths are the only safe option! CB25 35-44 No Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
07:52:35 pm

Exercise Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Weekly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I wouldn't. Cars are convenient, and 
your cycle pushing shit is getting 
beyond a joke

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Not at all important

Huntingdon Rd North, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

If you segregate vehicles and cycles you MUST ensure the two wheel terrorists actually use the provisions made for them. The clearly negatively affect motorists (who I might add 
through incredible taxation through fuel duty, and road 
fund license) pay a considerable amount more into the 
system than cyclists.

It doesn't matter what people type here. You have your own agenda, and will push forward with whichever proposal you see fit. Even if this is to the detriment to the majority of 
people.
Radical idea, fit all cycles with license plates, take fines from cyclists for running lights, cycling on footpaths, cycling throughout Cambridge on no cycling pavements (such as 
Petty cury).
Licensing would also reduce cycle thefts as having to have proof of ownership.
But again. You lot have an anti motorist agenda, so none of this will be taken into consideration 

CB25 Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
08:17:05 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
Monthly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I could 
make connections to other forms 
of transport

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St, Histon to Histon Rd

As an elderly pedestrian who is deaf I don’t feel safe 
sharing pathways with cyclists or electric scooters. 

Bins Bins Bins. What to do when they are so carelessly left out!,,, CB4 65-74 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
10:08:21 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Daily, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Cb22 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
10:09:20 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

Chesterton Road. Cambridge is the leading city for cycling in the UK despite - and not because of - its cycling infrastructure.  There have been some encouraging developments recently (most 
notably Hills Road) but the city is still lacking the comprehensive programme of investment that could make it a cycling city to rival those in Holland.  I would love to see the day 
that we could say that of Cambridge, that it is a place where bikes and pedestrians are put first, and motorised traffic is limited and controlled as a second order priority.

35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
10:10:29 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Never, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Impington to 
Milton, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

Cambridge to Waterbeach Cb5 55-64 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
10:10:30 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Other: Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

The junctions on my route were safer, 
There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Mill Road Bike only traffic lights are a good idea. CB1 55-64 Yes Female Yes Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
10:11:06 pm

Social, Travel 
to education, 
Commuting 
to work

Cycling: Daily Within my local area: Daily, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

The busway from the station to Trumpington feels very unsafe when busy (admittedly it's been less busy since lockdowns). cb2 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
10:17:43 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Monthly, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
Weekly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Trumpington Rd Cb2 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
10:18:28 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important

Histon to Histon Rd, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

cb4 45-54 Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
10:23:30 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, City North South Lensfield 
Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd 
Regent St

Newmarket Road CB5 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
10:24:52 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

I moved to Trumpington in November 2020. The state of the cycle path shared with the bus lane is shocking. The cycle path on the other side of the road is great though. The 
double roundabout at the end of lensfield Road is particularly dangerous for cyclists and I have to find ways to avoid it. 

Cb2 25-34 No Female White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
10:25:09 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I could make 
connections to other forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Madingley Road - there is already space allocated for cycling along much of the road, but it is not joined up and/or difficult to get to. Could be a quick/cheap improvement. CB23 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
10:26:56 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Going to the 
shops

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Weekly

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Routes were better for me to ride with my children Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, Trumpington Rd

A lot of the newer cycle paths are good. However many of the older ones are in poor condition, or badly designed. Fixing these would be good. CB4 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
10:37:38 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Never, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Mill rd is a major cycling and walking corridor and has one of the highest accident rates in the city. Not only has the council taken the major backward step of reopening the bridge, but the road is not even on the list for active travel improvements?! Why not? It is 
a deathtrap for children cycling to school.

Reducing traffic would have a major positive effect for 
those with lung conditions. 

Cb1 35-44 No Female Gender is a patriarchal trap. I am biologically female but do not identify with regressive gender stereotypes. White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
10:37:57 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Huntingdon Rd North, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

CB4 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
10:45:51 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

cb1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
10:51:06 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Mill Road CB5 55-64 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
10:57:40 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: Monthly, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Queens Road

Cb24 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
10:57:41 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Queens Road

Victoria road cb4 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Aug 13 21 
10:58:30 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Madingley Rd needs some love, as does Newmarket Rd Joined up routes make all the difference.  No more gaps!
(eg Huntingdon Rd northbound where the existing cycle lane stops opposite Girton College, and then the new A14 service road starts with its lovely wide cycle lane at the bridge 
over the A14/A428.  But why aren't they joined up?)

55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
11:04:12 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly, Other: Never

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Huntingdon Rd North, Queens Road Routes within housing estates are also important. There’s no point having a brilliant cycle route if you’re put off cycling before you’ve got to the end of your street. CB3 45-54 No Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
11:32:56 pm

Social, 
Leisure

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Road surfaces were less damaged / potholed Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

CB3 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
11:39:11 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

CB1 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 13 21 
11:42:47 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

The junctions on my route were safer, I 
could make connections to other forms of 
transport, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

CB4 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
12:38:55 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times 
a week

I do not drive. Routes were quieter , I could make 
connections to other forms of transport, 
There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

cb4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
01:30:43 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Monthly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly, Other: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Roads are fine as they are I wish they would stop building 
cycle lanes that are not needed 

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Not at all 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used 
routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at all 
important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

Any new cycle route greatly impacts disabled road users 
and should be avoided when we have perfectly good 
and safe roads - more needs to be dont to educate 
cyclists due to the poor standard of riding 

Stop wasting public money on unnecessary cycle schemes - the money should be used to improve public transport CB24 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
02:38:21 am

Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping, travel 
to 
childcare/activitie
s with child

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Trumpington Rd

Getting along and across the railway and the river. CB1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
05:02:41 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Milton High St and Butt Lane, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St, Queens Road

Milton Road between the Science Park and the Highworth Ave roundabout, particularly segregating cyclists from cars along the whole section, and improving safety of the traffic light junction with Chesterton Road. 

Street lights between North Lodge Park and Milton High Street. 

Milton high street is very poor for cyclists, the road quality is terrible and the section around the shops (One Stop etc.) is dangerous as there are car spaces either side of the road 
where people often pull in to go to the shops and then open car doors into the road (where cyclists are) and pull out quickly. There is no segregation for cyclists at all along Milton 
High Street.

CB24 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
06:11:11 am

Social, 
Leisure

All types of 
shopping- food, 
clothes etc

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing 
safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Brooklands Avenue—traffic increased with Cambridge Assessment. Will increase further with opening of Stephen. Perse junior school on Shaftesbury Rd. At peak times its Impossible to cycle past traffic on Brooklands Ave. At quieter times of the day, cars 
drive v fast (It’s not a 20mph zone). Large residential development (Accordia) of Brooklands Ave with lots of cyclist and no cycle paths when they exit onto Brooklands Ave.
Mixed pedestrian and cycling path is totally inadequate for this major route from the station to west Cambridge. Fast cyclists weave in and out of parents walking with buggy’s and small children. Frequent accidents. 

Combined walking and cycling paths are lethal. Brooklands Ave is the ste of regular accidents between cyclists and pedestrians, including quite serious ones with children taken to 
A&E.

Cb2 45-54 No Female Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
06:46:48 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

I had access to a cargo bike for larger loads Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Trumpington Rd

Cb2 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
06:47:54 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Weekly

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Impington to 
Milton, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

Newmarket Road and Coldham's Lane CB5 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
06:57:56 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

CB4 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
07:06:35 am

Dog walking Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Very important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Not at 
all important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Disabled I’ll or the elderly Cb22 75 and above Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
07:38:28 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: 2-3 times a 
week, Horse riding: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Milton Road - Science Park to Mitchams Corner cb3 55-64 No Male non binary White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
07:41:44 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Not at all 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Not at all important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

Cb3 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
07:48:14 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: 2-3 times a week, To my local 
high street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, The 
junctions on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

CB22 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
07:54:49 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Daily, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Never, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Milton High St and Butt Lane

Cambridge to Milton to Waterbeach. For fast, confident cyclists who currently find it safer and more efficient to stay on the main roads Until we have a Northern European outlook of changing the status of cyclists to be above cars (with automatic priorities and straight-through junctions), I fear that these initiatives 
are just artificial attempts to satisfy an environmental objective which fail to deliver any genuinely functional goal!

Cb25 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
08:00:26 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Trips to shops. Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation 
of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

Newmarket Road Many existing cycle paths and particularly cycle lanes are not in good condition.  Uneven surfaces, patched tarmac by utilities, tree roots and potholes.  More priority should be 
given to maintaining the existing and any future network. (This also applies to pavements).

CB2 65-74 No Male as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
08:00:59 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: 2-3 times a 
week, Between villages: Monthly, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Histon to Histon 
Rd, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

CB4 55-64 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
08:01:58 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB1 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
08:14:34 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Weekly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North, Queens Road

Mill Road is an important area for us for shopping and leisure. It now feels hostile to cyclists and far too busy to take a child on since the bus gate was removed. Make safe cycling a priority here or lose a vibrant unique area to gridlock and collisions. [postcode] 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
08:23:14 am

Travel to 
education

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Impington to Milton Waterbeach to Cottenham
Waterbeach to Ely
Waterbeach to Landbeach
Waterbeach to Histon
Villages need to be better connected too dangerous to cross the A10 on a bike.

[postcode] 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
08:26:49 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping in 
market.

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, Other: 
Weekly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, I am not able to travel 
this way due to health issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither 
important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Routes to the train station; cycling around the station is still confusing and messy. It's not just the safe routes, but the better maintenance and up grading of what's already there. The cycle paths across e.g. Midsummer Common benefited enormously from an 
upgrade a few years ago, but that was limited only to the main path, while the others are still potted and borderline dangerous.

CB4 65-74 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
08:41:02 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: 2-3 
times a week, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Impington to Milton

The whole of the B1102 from Quy to Burwell needs improving.  Poor foot paths designated as cycle paths, bad positioning of flush kerbs, many tree roots, bad road surfaces. CB24 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
08:53:09 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, The 
junctions on my route were safer, There 
was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Newmarket road and coldhams lane. It's really difficult to get across from my house to the north of Newmarket road to the shops on the south and across the railway to Romsey. The Newmarket road itself is difficult to cycle on in two areas 1. At the city end by 
the Elizabeth way bridge roundabout and 2. By the barnwell road roundabout and the road to fen ditton

I'm disappointed at the reopening of the mill road railway bridge to motorised traffic as this made a big difference to my active travel experience. Can it be closed/partially closed 
again?

Cb5 35-44 No Male Yes Other ethnic group includes Arab or any 
other ethnic group

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
08:56:28 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: Monthly, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

All residential roads should be altered to make motorised vehicle drivers much more aware and courteous towards cyclists. Cb4 45-54 No as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
09:05:20 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Queens Road

Chesterton Lane/Road, in particular the section between the Castle Street junction and the far side of the Mitcham's Corner one-way system. 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
09:06:01 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Monthly

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

My epilepsy prevents me from driving, so improving 
cycle routes would have a positive  impact on my 
mobility.

Removing the filter on Mill Rd has really limited my mobility, I feel trapped at home by the cars. CB1 35-44 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
09:08:43 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

The junction between Lensfield Road and Fen Causeway, where there is the double roundabout across Trumpington Street and Trumpington Road. This is an important route and the junction is really dangerous. The cycle lanes disappear and cars are very 
unsympathetic and there is no safe crossing place, even for pedestrians, let alone cyclists.

It  is vital that families and children are encouraged to 
feel that it is safe to cycle. At present there are families 
really committed to this, but there are also many who 
are terrified because roads feel unsafe for bikes. It 
would be good to invest some money and time into 
education, both of families/children and of motor vehicle 
drivers, to make the roads a more equitable place.

I know from reading the local press that older and less fit people feel that modal filters etc will marginalise them. I think it will be important to try and listen to their fears and find 
ways to allay them. I write as a pensioner, who cycles, but with a partner, who has always cycled, who is experiencing a lot of health issues at present involving trips to the hospital 
... but we would still want to prioritise cycling and walking because that will make the city (and the world) better for future generations.

[postcode] 65-74 Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
09:10:34 am

Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Daily, Other: Weekly

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Trumpington Rd

City to Science Park. Shared use on Milton Rd is appalling. Maintenance of surfaces. Bus lanes on Trumpingtin Rd, and Hills Road for example are poor. New segregated on Hills Rd poorly built, road failing causing large puddles and 
splashing from passing cars. Busway, surface failing in several places due to tree roots. Mandatory cycle lanes are very often a pothole misery. Red tarmac seems to fail faster, 
the joints with surrounding tarmac are never sealed properly. Red paint surfaces fail within a couple of years and make for extremely rough experience s, often at the point your 
trying to indicate.

Cb2 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
09:11:29 am

Social, 
Exercise

shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Weekly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Mill Rd
East Rd
Newmarket Rd

CB1 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
09:14:33 am

Social, 
Leisure

Shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Better facilities for parking bike Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

I object to tiny minority groups dictating changes that 
impact negatively upon the many. (eg expensive 
provision for horse riders, nature issues given 
disproportionate attention at the expense of getting 
things done )

Please treat improved cycle routes as a priority and stop building car parks. [postcode] 65-74 No Female White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
09:22:03 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I walk whenever I can I didn't find cycling so tiring Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat unimportant, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

[postcode] 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
09:24:33 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, Queens Road

CB4 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Aug 14 21 
09:26:09 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping locally 
and in 
Cambridge

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

The junctions on my route were safer Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

CB24 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

or as an 
elected 
representativ
e

Parish councillor

Aug 14 21 
09:37:18 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Improving the 
most used routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Queens Road

Gt Wilbraham to Fulbourn
Gt Wilbraham to Bottisham

CB21 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
09:46:59 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Weekly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Milton road roundabout Cb4 35-44 No Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
09:54:28 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Shopping. Most 
travel. 

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: 2-3 times 
a week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly, Other: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

A connection between Little Wilbraham and Newmarket Rd/Fen Road (0.5 miles into town from the Quy roundabout). I am keen that routes are usable by electric tricycles. My 
wife is disabled. 

Good locking facilities at stations and bus stops. 
Good luck!!

CB21 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
09:55:33 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Weekly

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

cb1 55-64 Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
10:01:12 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, Huntingdon Rd 
North, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

CB4 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
10:21:07 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
Never, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Queens Road

Mill Road CB1 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
10:22:37 am

Social, 
Leisure

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

The pavements in Waterbeach are 
destroyed by GCP - CCC neglect. Fix 
what you have. Our village is a third 
world nation.

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , I was less concerned 
for my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat unimportant

U&C are paying for Waterbeach to Beach Babies in Landbeach ; CCC should add Waterbeach ~ Landbeach ~ Cottenham to the list . CCC providing the Landbeach to Cottenham section would be sensible and joined up. You don’t seem to have considered Sensory impaired 
cyclists as a key group. This Group really need 
separation. The A10 improvements have not considered 
people with sensory issues. Deafness and Vision.

CB25 15-24 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
10:45:38 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I am 
not able to travel this way due to 
health issues / disability

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

Newmarket Road (East Road to Barnwell Bridge).This road should never have been dualled without better separation of cycles from motor traffic. An affordable improvement might be to improve the junctions for cycle traffic trying to cross Newmarket Road 
from the river side to the retail parks (from/to River Lane, Cheddars Lane or Stanley Road).

CB4 65-74 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
10:53:18 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

Trumpington Road, Cherry Hinton Road and Histon to Histon Road. More than three of these schemes are needed, in fact all are needed. Walking and cycling should be prioritised across the whole city. A 20 mph speed limit across the whole city 
would be good start.

CB4 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
10:58:15 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Weekly, Other: 
Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Cars separated from cycles. Cars/mopeds electric so that 
not need to consume their fumes when cycling. Also police 
and council took cycle theft seriously.

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

Don't assume disabled people drive cars. As some one 
with a disability, I'm very upset at the council going back 
on Mill road making it hostile to disabled cyclists like me 
once again.

Please be bold. Cambridge should lead the way.  Cb1 45-54 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
11:05:39 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Milton High St and 
Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

CB4 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
11:11:49 am

Social, 
Leisure

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Histon to Histon Rd, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

Coton to Market Square Horse riders do not need to be considered for this 
survey

CB23 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
11:22:29 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

CB4 25-34 No Female White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
11:25:13 am

Leisure Shopping Cycling: Weekly Within my local area: Monthly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

Secure cycle parking There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Babraham to Gt Abington.
Cherry Hinton to Fulbourn

CB1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
11:30:56 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Monthly, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, City North South Lensfield 
Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Cb4 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
11:33:11 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Histon to Histon Rd, Huntingdon Rd 
North, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

Chesterton Road CB4 75 and above No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
11:50:47 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Milton to Cottenham via Landbeach
Milton to Waterbeach without being next to busy A10

Could you try and get a route to Horningsea from Milton. 
Also actively promote new cycle / walking routes.

[postcode] 55-64 No Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
11:56:33 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
2-3 times a week, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

cycling facilites did not constantly 
prioritise motorised vehicles (eg at 
junctions); cyclists and pedestrians 
were completely separated on 
commuting routes, cyclists were not 
cnstantly forced into dangerous 
situations (eg at chicanes and other 
so-called calming factors)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

as above Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Huntingdon Rd North

City to Cambourne, Northstowe and other new developments You mean, presumably, eg 
not ie. I'm in CB3 not CB1

65-74 No as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
12:01:45 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

Grange Road because it has so many schools and would be cheap and easy as well.
Victoria Road because it is a very hostile environment for cycling but has few alternatives.
Victoria Avenue because it is wide and would be an easy quick-win.
Northampton Street because it is a death trap.

CB4 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
12:07:29 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St, Trumpington Rd

I am very concerned about the quality of the roads for cycling on. There are some absolutely lethal potholes. I can just about navigate around them but I'm not at all confident my 
children (under 10) could react quickly and safely if they suddenly saw one of the massive potholes on some of our routes. So until they are improved, I will have to cycle with my 
children everywhere, when very soon they will be perfectly able to do so themselves. And then when potholes are repaired, I don't know why, but they often just break up and we 
are back to square one. What is the deal with Trumpington Road around the Fitzwilliam museum`?! Lethal. Or Sidgwick Avenue...the list goes on....
I am relatively new to this town and I felt it would be a cycling haven...instead it is pretty patchy. 
But I don't want to be a total moaner...there are some excellent stretches which we all love cycling along. It's the old infrastructure that needs a bit of love. 

45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
12:26:43 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way

Orchard Park via Arbury Road and Union Lane to the white cycle/pedestrian bridge over the Cam CB4 My priority is always 
having COMPLETE cycle 
routes. Arbury Road has 
great cycle ways at the north 
but is dangerous close to 
Milton Road. There is a great 
route from Melbourne to 
Cambridge but it ends at the 
3rd most dangerous 
roundabout in the country

65-74 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
12:34:37 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

Sidgwick Avenue and West Road CB2 Under 15 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
12:42:40 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Weekly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

[postcode] 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
01:23:18 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week

I travel by car for journeys longer than 
5 km when I need to go to shop or to 
carry another person as well as 
myself.

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Huntingdon Rd North

In principle there is a need to stress the importance of a fully integrated network, not simply A to B type routes.  Cycling should be regarded in this sense like motor vehicles. not applicable As I said in answer to question 8, in principle there is a need to stress the importance of a fully integrated network, not simply A to B type routes.  If you want to see how to do it, 
go to the Netherlands or Denmark.  Cycling infrastructure should be fully signposted and road marked, not as now where the markings and priorities at junctions and pedestrian 
crossings are inadequate. Cycle lanes should not just stop for no apparent reason, with a sign END.  This is pointless - what are cyclists supposed to do at such places - 
evaporate!
 A further point concerns vehicle parking.  I live off Huntingdon Road and virtually every time I use the bike lanes on the road there are vehicles parked in the bike lanes. This 
forces cyclists into the road in front of motorised traffic.  This has to be stopped, which requires proper enforcement. 
Dangerous barriers, such as those installed at some old junctions and on the busway cycle paths should be removed.  I myself have been hurt by one of these barriers.

CB3 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
01:35:50 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: 2-3 times 
a week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

More  routes segregated from traffic. 
Maintenance of routes including 
cutting back vegetation.

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Milton High St and Butt Lane Waterbeach to Cottenham. Most secondary school age children go to school in Cottenham. There is a school bus but parents regularly have to do the double there and back trip to drop off children for out of school hours activities. The route will be partially 
completed by the Urban and Civic plans to connect Waterbeach New Town to Mere Way. Cottenham residents would benefit from easy access to the New Town facilities.

It would positively affected disabled people and people 
on low incomes. Those that cannot afford or unable to 
drive (such as teenagers) can cycle. In Cambridge a 
higher proportion of people with disabilities cycle than 
those with no disabilities.

[job] CB25 45-54 No Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

or as an 
elected 
representativ
e

[name]

Aug 14 21 
01:38:19 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Milton High St and Butt Lane, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Yes. Waterbeach to Milton is urgent - the A10 path is ridiculous and dangerous and the river path is not ridable in the rain/wet weather. Also to create a safe way from Waterbeach to Cottenham, that is inexistent and very much needed to promote teens mobility 
and safe active ways for everyone out of Waterbeach.

Any improvement in active mobility would positively 
impact all vulnerable groups, from youth to elderly and 
low income families. Insisting on improving motorized 
infrastructure is on the other hand increasing all 
inequalities and dependence of the most vulnerable 

Thank you for surveying. In the current context of climate change, mental health and questionable future for all generations, I believe there is the need for political courage to 
invest in soft mobility and more community engagement. Please stop investing in more inequalities and lower quality of living in our communities by focusing on motorized 
infrastructure.

Cb25 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
01:53:15 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Daily

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , I had access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or 
adapted cycle, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

CB2 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
02:18:48 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Mitcham's corner. Milton road (all the way along really....). [postcode] 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
02:40:31 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Histon to Histon Rd

Getting onto the guided busway at top of Northfield Ave and improving g Northfield Ave as a quiet cycle highway from the guided busway down to Mitcham’s corner. 
Currently this is a missed opportunity in the plans for cycle infra as it is a great additional link between Chesterton - Impington / Histon. 

CB4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
02:42:07 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Histon to Histon 
Rd, Trumpington Rd

Mill road Cb1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
02:47:57 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Mill Road There is a broad spectrum of disability, given that active 
travel rates are higher amongst the disabled than able 
bodied most of these schemes will benefit people with 
disabilities. The section of disabled people who can only 
drive will likely be effected if measures to also curb 
traffic are not introduced.

cb1 35-44 Prefer not to say Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
02:56:17 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Trumpington Rd

The Coton footpath (from the athletics track to the m11 bridge). The path is very rarely maintained - the hedges and trees need to be cut back properly and regularly. Overgrown paths are particularly dangerous. It seems like a relatively straightforward fix that 
would immediately improve all users’ experience of the route. The path beyond the entrance to the west site needs widening- it is only one person/bike wide. 
The route through Girton to Oakington needs significant work - the pavement is uneven and broken up, it’s narrow, cars park along the road further reducing visibility, side roads have priority and cars do not adhere to the speed limits. 
My overall suggestion is to give pedestrians and cyclists priority- cars are not the future and car drivers should be expect to give way to those who are making socially and environmentally  responsible decisions. Slow roads down, widened all pavements, and cut 
back greenery regularly.

Pedestrianise as much of Cambridge as possible. The car can simply no longer be king in a responsible and compassionate society.
 Please don’t make decisions based on taxi drivers’ needs. Taxi drivers add nothing to the city, driver dangerously and pollute otherwise attractive areas of the city. Remove bus 
access from the city centre. I have lost count of the number of near misses I have had with buses while cycling and walking in and around Cambridge. Buses should never be 
lumped together with cycling or walking infrastructure and should not be permitted to drive on city centre roads. 

When building new path infrastructure, there should be absolutely no street furniture, sign posts or lamp posts for pedestrians to avoid. Put those out of the way of path users. You 
wouldn’t put a lamp post in the middle of the road, so don’t put one in the middle of a pavement.

CB23 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
03:01:49 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way

Mill Road cb1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
03:02:02 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St, Huntingdon Rd North

The current state of cycle lane surfaces is appalling and dangerous CB3 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Aug 14 21 
03:02:50 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Weekly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important

Over 2/3rds of Arbury Road has just received a £multi-million upgrade.  With segregated lanes, and strategic planting, it is eminently suitable for cycling, walking and vehicles. 
The cycleway ends at North Academy School. There is a designated cycleway from North Academy School to Milton Road through Leys Avenue, Leys Road, Highworth Avenue which takes cyclists south towards the City Centre. Unfortunately the County 
Council has done nothing to publicise this and it is totally underused. If cyclists and the students at North Academy used this cycleway up to  half of those who currently use the narrow end of Arbury Road to cycle would be transferred onto quiet and virtually 
deserted streets. These streets are quiet because the County Council implemented a ‘modal filter’ in them in the mid 60’s (before then they were through roads) and all of their traffic was pushed onto Arbury Road. As today, the Low Traffic Neighbourhood for 
Leys Road and Highworth Avenue did not result in ‘traffic evaporation’ (that proponents for LTN’s insist will happen) it just made a ‘High traffic Neighbourhood’ in the border road that is Arbury Road.

All schemes which cut off direct access to vehicles will 
discriminate against the elderly and disabled who cannot 
do more cycling and walking and are reliant on their, 
own, friend’s, families and carers’ transport. This leads 
to their further isolation. To date the County council has 
not shown an understanding of the realities of this.

1. Residents of Cambridge have said time and time again that what they want is repairs and maintenance but still the pavements are hazardous for the elderly and infirm and, 
because of potholes, which are particularly bad at the kerbs, the roads are treacherous for cyclists. A good strategy is always to attend to the simple first. Attend to making our 
paths so that the elderly are not afraid of falling over, and our roads so that cyclists are not afraid of falling off, and riding on the paths will decrease and walking and cycling will 
markedly increase.
2.  The County Council is fiercely lobbied by, and reacts to, activist groups for cycling. The latest is a plan by the Mayor to have a ‘Cycling Tsar’. We need a Tsar for ordinary 
residents (including the elderly and disabled) most of whom say they can already cycle very well indeed in this city and what they want is a fully-funded integrated green transport 
strategy that is fair. We want Cambridge to lead the way in e.g., enabling electric shared transport; renewable transport fuels; the encouragement and enabling of more cycling 
and walking for those who can with ‘carrots’ not ‘sticks’ like LTN’s; better park ‘n’ride and cheap or free public transport; by carrying out maintenance and repairs; and by 
recognising that it’s not alright unless we are all alright.

CB2 65-74 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Cont. The County Council should either reopen Leys Road and Highworth Avenue or publicise the cycleway and get it used so that there  is safer cycling in the east end of Arbury Road. Cont. 3.  2 Questions:i.  How many County Councillors who had to come from out of town  to the last Highways and Transport Committee came by public transport and walked or 
cycled from the train or bus station? How many County Councillors and Officers have given up their cars or got electric cars? Or is this just for us?

Aug 14 21 
03:07:40 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

CB1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
03:09:40 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

Hills Rd Regent St, Trumpington Rd Staggered junctions are difficult. They benefit cars but 
not pedestrians with mobility issues.

Traffic lights and pedestrian crossings need their timings biased towards those crossing the roads rather than cars. The crossing near Maris Lane in Trumpington has a very long 
delay.

Cb2 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
03:15:21 pm

None - I’m 
disabled.  

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the 
most used routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling 
currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all 
important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
unimportant

Queens’s Road: The suggestion is to remove parking 
bays to provide more space for cycling.

This will absolutely impact the ability of disabled people 
to access this world famous part of Cambridge.  The 
‘Backs’ -  will become inaccessible to people with blue 
badges and limited mobility.  

This is equally true of other routes you highlight - if you 
remove parking bays, you will be discriminating against 

As you point out you have a statutory duty - not to discriminate with blue badges.  Failure to do so will open you up to legal challenge and reporting to the EHRC.

I would point out that trying to remove roads from being covered by the blue badge scheme failed in London when challenged in the courts.

In the specific case of Queen’s Road, I’d suggest the optics of effectively banning many disabled people from the Backs will be appalling, and certain to end up in the national 
press - damaging the GCP

Cb22 45-54 Yes Male Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
03:21:46 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Cb1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
03:22:10 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Cb1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
03:37:05 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: Monthly, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Milton High St and Butt Lane

Mill road is not cycling friendly at all Cb1 35-44 No Female as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
03:39:04 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Pavements were wider Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

cb1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
03:44:28 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way

Mill Road is used by many secondary school children who can only use their bikes to travel to and from school, between school sites, and for socialising. But this has heavy traffic with no active speed control. The proposals would positively impact children and 
young people who rely on their bikes as their main mode 
of transport. It would also improve air quality for them.

Thank you for making these proposals. I am very much in favour of promoting active travel. CB1 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
03:57:32 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

Cb1 15-24 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
04:00:40 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport, I was 
less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

ÇB1 35-44 Prefer not to say Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
04:00:56 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

I walk or cycle to 
medical 
appointments, to 
food shops, to 
my hairdresser, 
etc.  In my mind 
these aren’t 
‘social’ or 
‘leisure’ journeys, 
they are simply 

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

Station Road!!  It’s embarrassing that in our ‘cycling city’ the main route in and out for public transport users is so dire for cyclists.  This should be a showcase for what modern cycling and rail infrastructure can look like. As a woman who mostly walks and cycles alone, any 
improvements to cycling and walking routes would be 
very positive, especially if they feel safe at night.

My children are grown now, but we always cycled to school when they were younger, so I feel that safe routes for children and less experienced or less confident cyclists are 
essential.  Much of Cambridge’s traffic trouble disappears outside of term time, so getting more school journeys moved to active travel would be a big help.  Thank you!

CB2 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
04:04:18 pm

Social, 
Leisure

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

CB4 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
04:11:37 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Weekly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Trumpington Rd

CB2 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
04:23:00 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: 2-3 times 
a week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly, Other: Never

I do not feel there are significant 
constraints on walking

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Hills Rd Regent St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

cb22 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
04:33:25 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Why is the pothole option not here?! The road conditions  
are a disaster and are a danger to cyclists. We need better 
cycle paths and less potholes. We need better road 
infrastructure as a basic minimum alongside  innovative 
solutions. I’m near giving up cycling on my trike because of 
the road conditions 

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Queen Edith’s way needs focus and is home to fendon re roundabout. Road surfaces throughout Cambridge. Regent street needs proper cycle paths I’d love for road surfaces within Cambridge to be sorted and better cycle paths to be out in. Hills rd cycle path is a joy to cycle on (up to Hills Rd Bridge). After this it is a disaster 
and makes our cycle infrastructure seem disjointed 

Cb1 35-44 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
04:47:05 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, City North South Lensfield 
Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Newmarket Road Please could you find extra funds so that more than 3 routes can be improved?
Thank you

cb4 45-54 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
05:15:17 pm

Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

I work on the addenbrookes campus and I found it unbelievable that almost all of the roads within the campus don’t have a cycling lane (see pudicombe way for instance) whilst all 
of our institutes are built with large cycle sheds. We are expected to cycle to work but you can’t get to your working place safely, even within the campus. This is unacceptable as 
many of these roads are recent. The most urgent access outside the campus to fix is long road, it is extremely unsafe, the shared path is unusable by bike as destroyed and used 
by many pupils of the Perse and the Sixth form. Bike access should be prioritized and the campus should pay for that. They keep building more institutes instead of fixing the 
existing access first, this is unacceptable. 

CB1 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
05:19:55 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Cb4 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
05:36:28 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Monthly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

Shelford rd in Trumpington to Sawston Positive 55-64 No Female White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
05:48:17 pm

Leisure Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: Monthly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised traffic There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route 

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Huntingdon Rd North

Aug 14 21 
06:05:13 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Cb4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
06:11:06 pm

Exercise Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Never, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Never, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Not at all 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

Waterbeach to Cambridge Cb25 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
06:30:38 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Weekly

I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Impington to Milton

Mill Road Cb1 25-34 No Prefer not to say Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
06:42:31 pm

I don't. I use a 
car 

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Stupid closed question.  I am happy to 
drive and not use any active travel 
modes.

See previous answers Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Not at all important

Equality? That's a laugh. The council have proved in 
other achems they don't care about anyone but cyclists. 
Shameful. 

Cb1 55-64 Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Prefer not to say as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
06:49:38 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Cb1 45-54 No Female Yes Other ethnic group includes Arab or any 
other ethnic group

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
07:07:39 pm

Aug 14 21 
07:17:19 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither 
important nor unimportant

North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

cb3 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
07:33:29 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Weekly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Daily, Other: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North, Trumpington Rd

A significant problem is the lack of genuinely secure cycle parking.  Some routes I would happily cycle, I can’t because I fear for the safety of my bike if I leave it. Cb3 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
07:56:13 pm

I walk to my car Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

everything I needed was in my drive if there was safe places to lock my nine up without it getting 
stolen 

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Not at all important

Yes, I feel this is very one sided. If you are doing a 
survey it should be all round for everybody. Including car 
owners and residents who own cars. Cars need 
smoother roads, bikes need to stop riding 3 abreast on 
narrows road. Bikes should have insurance and tax to 
be done on the road and a test like other road users 
have to. It should be a legal requirement to have to test 
before being in the road for bike users also. 

Make the survey fair, not one sided. 45-54 No Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
08:08:53 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: Monthly

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Queens Road

Mill Road CB4 65-74 No Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
09:05:49 pm

Social, 
Exercise

Shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

If there was improved segregation 
between motor vehicles, cyclists and 
pedestrians - and now we have to 
include scooters.

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Histon to Histon Rd, Huntingdon Rd 
North, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

Please complete Phase 3 of Arbury Road, from the North Cambridge Academy to Milton Road. This is a critical missing link in one of the designated priority cycling routes into and across the north of the city. Pedestrian and cyclist safety needs to be improved 
on this very narrow, congested and polluted residential street.

Please completer Phase 3 of improvements Arbury 
Road, from the North Cambridge Academy to Milton 
Road. At present, the pavement on the south side of 
this road is an obstacle course because of cars parked 
on the pavement,. This makes this road very difficult, 
indeed dangerous for people in wheel chairs or using 
mobility scooters, or pushing buggies.

Clear signing, and enforcement, is required about the use of e-scooters. if pavements and cycle routes are to remain safe. CB4 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
09:19:51 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never

I wouldn't.  I really don't use the car for 
any journeys that can be done by bike.

I cycle a lot already. Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing 
safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes 
to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

CB24 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Aug 14 21 
09:51:04 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Never, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Not at all important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

Unlike all current work, it should be done to such a high standard that it does not need substantial repair for say 20 years. Too much work is shoddy, poorly specified, and 
unpleasant to use after only a year or two- see Hills Rd for example, Even Jesus green repairs.

CB4 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
10:06:25 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Daily, Other: 
Daily

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Not at all important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Huntingdon Rd North, 
Impington to Milton

I think the cycle lanes are a great idea however the 
trees with kerbs on would restrict deliveries. It would 
result in the main road being blocked (Chesterton) or 
the cycle lane and path being blocked.

I think the cycle lanes are a great idea however the trees with kerbs on would restrict deliveries. It would result in the main road being blocked (Chesterton) or the cycle lane and 
path being blocked.

Cb2 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
10:35:44 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: Daily, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Daily, Other: 
Daily

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd

By having separate bicycle lanes then those with 
disabilities would have a safer journey to and from their 
destinations. 

CB1 25-34 Yes Male Yes as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
10:39:09 pm

Social, Travel 
to education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-
3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Weekly

I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Weather is a major issue it’s not 
reliable 

There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Other cyclists would respect the rules Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the 
most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at all important

Histon to Histon Rd, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Trumpington Rd

Please don’t waste money / grants think long term not just next election term 

It comes across selfish at points when cyclists (of which I do daily) can have more power say over roads which they are not paying for and do not comply consider  Obeyed by the 
high way code 

Please please please think 

35-44 No Male Yes as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
10:59:29 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Shopping Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

Coldhams Lane in Romsey CB1 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 14 21 
11:10:07 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: 2-3 times 
a week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly, Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Waterbeach to Cottenham and Milton to Horningsea I note that some of the routes and suggestions proposed include low quality provision which doesn't meet LTN 1/20 standards. If the proposed route or changes do not meet the 
LTN 1/20 standard then it would be better not to waste the money in low quality provision and spend it elsewhere, where LTN 1/20 can be met, instead. 

CB24 35-44 Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
12:43:43 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

Pot holes were managed better Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Somewhat 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with 
the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Girton to 
Huntingdon Rd, Trumpington Rd

Cb23 35-44 Prefer not to say Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
04:20:55 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Other: Monthly

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Queens Road

A1307 cambridge to Linton Cb21 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
07:08:36 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

Entire length of Mill road Cb1 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
07:09:42 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Other: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with 
the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Not to my knowledge I think you should also consider group cycling and grass roots cycling improvements I.e a road cycling track Cb8 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
07:20:44 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: 2-3 times 
a week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

Cb24 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
07:28:58 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Huntingdon Rd North

Victoria Road / Mitcham's Corner.
Parker's Piece onto the Hills Road junction is very dangerous to cross by bicycle, weaving through traffic and very polluted.
Mill Road is dangerous and polluted by bicycle, especially now that the bridge has reopened.
The roads are full of dangerous pot holes resulting in harm to cyclists and bicycles.

The anti-cyclist rhetoric in Cambridge is very aggressive. There's a lot of hatred directed at us. Some cyclists flout the law which does not help the cause. Please teach cycling 
proficiency in all schools. But do not mandate helmets for adult cyclists, rather focus on creating safe cycling conditions and teach cyclist safety.

CB4 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
07:34:53 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Long Road, surface repair to sections of Hills Road and Perne road, Addenbrookes access points, CB1 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
07:56:41 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Monthly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Never, Other: Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, I am not 
able to travel this way due to 
health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat unimportant, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Not at all important

Coldhams lane The obsession with bikes has a negative impact on 
people who for various reasons of health and disability 
or geography cannot cycle. 

There is no need for more investment in cycling. This bike monomania from the council has to stop. Improving public transport, particularly busses would have a bigger impact on 
reducing car usage, access, and inequality than more vanity infrastructure projects. We need lower fares, better routes and more frequent services. Simple. Not guided bus route 
nonsense, road closures, insane roundabouts and other barking “initiatives” which are more about show than actual impact on the whole of Cambridge and beyond. 

Cb1 45-54 Prefer not to say Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
08:06:03 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

 Better connections between Cherry Hinton and town. The Tins and Snakey Path are not safe at night. Rather than expensive cycle ways along main road, efforts should be put towards improving junctions. [postcode] 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
08:07:49 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Going grocery 
shopping, going 
to doctor, etc etc 

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Trumpington Rd

Milton road, Mitchum’s corner Cb4 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
08:19:23 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
Never, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

MIlton Road between Arbury Road & Elizabeth Way Fixing potholes in roads & footpaths would be a simple way to improve active transport. 
Banning parking on pavements. (Reminding people that they do not have a "right" to park outside their property)

CB4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
08:55:15 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I could make 
connections to other forms of transport, I 
was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Girton to 
Huntingdon Rd, Histon to Histon Rd

Cambridge to surrounding towns I think they would positively impact on such persons. CB3 55-64 No Male Yes Black, Black British, Caribbean or 
African includes Black British, 
Caribbean, African or any other Black 
background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
09:02:34 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to 
and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, Queens Road

The modal filter on Butt Lane for the Milton to Impington 
Route could be extremely problematic for any Milton car 
users who need to use a a car for disability reasons, 
doubling their normal journey time to IVC/sports centre 
and causing big problems if there is traffic on the A14. 

I am a cyclist. I absolutely wish more people cycled. But the routes in Cambridge are pretty good, and extreme changes such as blocking roads with modal filters cause a great 
deal of animosity and anger amongst local car drivers, which in my observation turns people away from cycling, cyclists and in some ways I worry angers drivers enough to on 
occasion drive less safely around cyclists. PLEASE make sure you consult properly with all residents before doing anything extreme, and don't just ask Cam Cycle and local cycle 
enthusiasts. Post things directly through doors and post on the general Facebook village groups. 

Cb24 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
09:52:53 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping as 
have no car

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Daily, Other: 2-3 
times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Girton to Oakington
Queen’s Rd
Hills Rd- Regent St

Greater Cambridge Partnership currently has indicative budget of £20 million to invest in active travel improvements. 

Additional investment is required so that more than three proposed schemes can be included. 

[postcode] 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
09:53:28 am

Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, Across the city: 
Daily

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

CB3 55-64 No Male Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
10:09:43 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
2-3 times a week, Between villages: 
Never, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

Brookfields / Mill Road Positive impact of proposals for many groups covered 
by act.

Romsey and Petersfield high density housing and completely inadequate cycling  and walking provision both on main and side streets. Car parking on pavements, narrow streets 
etc.

CB1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
10:44:19 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes 
for travel to and from schools: Very important

North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Arbury Road at its Eastern end is a missing link in the cycle/active travel map of Cambridge and is very dangerous for cyclists CB4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
11:09:54 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Coldham's Lane Safe, segregated cycling facilities allow people of all 
genders, old and young, including those who are 
pregnant, to safely and efficiently move around. They 
also allow some people with disabilities to move around, 
and by providing safe facilities for others, freeing up car 
space, allow those with disabilities who are not able to 
cycle to move around more easily.

Cycling and cars/lorries/buses are not safe together. Cycling and pedestrians are not safe together. Segregated facilities must be provided. 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
11:35:28 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, Other: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: 2-3 times 
a week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St I'd like to see clarification  of the use of electric scooters and electric vespas on cycleways and dual use pedestrian/cycle  areas now that more are in use in crowded city areas CB21 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
12:08:20 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping. Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly, Other: 2-3 
times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Milton High St and 
Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Arbury Road. Histon Road. Carlton Way/Mere Way/Stretten Avenue. Active transport infrastructure is vital for those requiring 
mobility aids.

Too little and too piecemeal. Make a simple change - every road works, every road development, every time the roads are changed, build active transport in. Every single time. 
And make it to a gold standard. Every single time. 

cb4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
12:12:59 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Improve north-south crossing of the Sawston A505/A1301 roundabout by installing either a bridge or pedestrian crossings, to allow cycle access to Wellcome Sanger and Whittlesford Parkway. Improve the cycle path from Whittlesford Parkway to the 
roundabout by reducing the A505 speed limit to 40mph and taking road space to widen the footpath/cycle path.

CB10 {redacted additional 
postcode}

35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
12:18:05 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, The 
junctions on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

From the station up to town is awful ! No CB2 35-44 No Female Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
12:27:09 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Never

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Cb1 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
12:30:59 pm

Exercise Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Monthly, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I had access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or 
adapted cycle, I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Trumpington Rd Waitrose and Trumpington Meadows junctions needs review. Cb2 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
12:45:32 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Monthly

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, I was 
less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Milton High St and Butt Lane

Cambridge station area: recent developments have made access hostile to cycles and I don't know how I'm supposed to navigate from the busway to continue a journey north. Milton Road area: junction changes have made access to Coston Bridge even more 
confusing: how are cyclists supposed to use this road?

Safer cycling facilities will make women and young 
people feel safer using active transport. Women are 
disproportionately impacted by near miss events and 
hostility from motorists due to their lower average 
speed.

High quality facilities with enough space, proper segregation, joined up thinking to allow us to use them in journeys and avoiding creating awful junctions that are barriers to 
everyone but cars are important but without ONGOING COMMITMENT TO MAINTENANCE they are useless. Eg it seems impossible to get anybody to maintain the Milton-
Histon path clear of brambles and not falling into the ditch?

CB24 35-44 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
12:48:38 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: 2-3 times a 
week, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly, Other: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
12:56:04 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Weekly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd

Mill road needs to be safer for cyclists. My {age redacted} neighbour can no longer cycle along 
mill road from petersfield to her GP at the mill road 
surgery. The distance is too far to walk, so she has to 
use an expensive taxi. 

CB1 35-44 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
01:29:17 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Making sure the current routes are well maintained! CB1 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
01:35:35 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , I could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB1 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Aug 15 21 
01:38:10 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping, 
running errands

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Weekly, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Victoria avenue. Plenty of space for dedicated cycle lane,. No busy with narrow pinch points and terrible potholes
Newmarket road 
Mill Road now that bridge has been opened again.

CB4 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
01:41:35 pm

Social, 
Leisure

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: Monthly, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Histon to Histon 
Rd, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Cb4 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
01:44:38 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Shopping, work 
meetings

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Queens 
Road

East of Barton Rd - to the city centre and Cambridge railway station. All city centre routes, which are highly conflicted between cycles and pedestrians, buses or both. The Active Travel Opportunities report makes no 
reference to the needs of disabled people, users of 
wheelchairs or mobility scooters, or people conveying 
babies in prams or young children in pushchairs. Worse, 
it proposes compromising provision for them and all 
pedestrians by narrowing footways and converting more 
footways to shared use.

There is no overarching strategy here. The Active Travel Opportunities is only about cycling. It does not address the many conflicts between people walking and cycling, and 
between cycling and buses on city centre streets. The funding provided may deliver just two of the thirteen schemes, leaving large gaps in the active travel network, potentially 
undermining investment in the Greenways and Cross-City Cycling schemes. Even if all thirteen were funded, there would still be significant gaps, notably for east-west 
movements, which create a high degree of conflict on Garret Hostel Lane, Silver St and The Fen Causeway. The engagement with only a handful or large employers provides a 
very skewed insight into the needs of people moving about the city: what about residents, schools, retailers, small businesses, bus operators, disability groups, etc?

CB1 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
01:48:22 pm

Social, 
Leisure

shopping, 
errands

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: Monthly, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat unimportant

Hills Rd Regent St, Huntingdon Rd 
North, Trumpington Rd

cb2 35-44 No Male I dont find gender an important part of my identity White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
02:00:31 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Transport or 
shopping, going 
to events

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly, Other: Never

If I had a car Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

There were less obstructions on the cycleways Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Mill road CB1 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
02:05:45 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

Other routes: Cottenham to Landbeach, Waterbeach to Bottisham; and Chittering to Waterbeach. None of the proposals would discriminate, although 
efforts would be needed to properly communicate the 
benefits of active travel. 

Schemes should all consider the potential for modal interchange.  Using a bicycle to reach a bus stop or railway station may make a journey possible for someone who doesn’t 
have access to a car.  That requires secure bicycle parking to be considered as part of any scheme.  
Also an understanding of likely journeys and a set of user profiles based on analysis and modelling would help shape conversations about new routes and lead to effective policy.  

Cb25 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
02:07:54 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Accessing and 
providing care 
for others
Religion

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Daily, Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

Please replace the horrendous tarmac on the cycle lanes in Barnwell Road, Newmarket Road, between Cambridge North + Green Dragon bridge and on Coleridge Road. (Cyclists regularly have to use the road instead of the cycle path as punctures get 
expensive)

This work would positively help lower-income individuals 
and families who rely on bikes for transport, and who 
cannot afford to keep replacing punctured tyres.

Whoever designs bike lanes that randomly stop after a few metres and force cyclists into traffic should be removed from post.
Please ensure these routes are joined up properly and not left as half-baked, ill-concieved vanity projects paid for by the taxpayer. Cycle paths should be fairly simple to get right!

CB5 25-34 No Female Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
02:11:17 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Impington to Milton, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

cb1 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
02:13:38 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

To the city centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Across the city: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
02:13:50 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Daily, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily, Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way

Unless it's the Busway, Cambourne or Haverhill, it won't happen. No one gives a damn about the villages towards Newmarket. CB25 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
02:14:31 pm

Social, Travel 
to education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Histon to Histon Rd

From Trumpington to Hauxton. Cyclists forced to chance M11 traffic at the roundabout WITHOUT lights. Totally dangerous for school kids and commuters, and puts locals off cycling. Positively impact school children and people without 
cars

35-44 No Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Black, Black British, Caribbean or 
African includes Black British, 
Caribbean, African or any other Black 
background

Aug 15 21 
02:44:01 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Milton High St and Butt Lane Landbeach to Cottenham has no safe connection, important so that people choose cycling working in waterbeach or visa versa Insufficient information provided to comment CB25 45-54 No Male

Aug 15 21 
02:59:52 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, I am not 
able to travel this way due to 
health issues / disability

Routes were quieter , I could make 
connections to other forms of transport, 
There was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Motorists behaved better and less antagonistically towards 
cyclists. We don't need separation we need decent 
respectful cycling. 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at all important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Trumpington Rd

Improve NE access e.g. Newmarket Rd from Quy interchange, High Ditch Road link to cycle routes. Improve cycle routes from Wilbraham, Fulbourn to link to QEW / Cherry Hinton / Hills Rd. Better links to Science Park. If you make active modes a near-requirement, then you 
will need to encourage more diversity in usage of cycling 
(women, BAME under-represented) AND work to 
ensure their security. 

The closed form gives little scope for nuance and explanation here. What is vital is that you do not make segregation of cycling and motor traffic your default solution (as in many 
instances there isn't space for that without diverting the cyclists). The aim should be to make it (partic IN the city) normalised for cyclists and drivers to share the road. There are 
solutions to encourage that but the biggest one is behavioural - and that means really forcing the least vulnerable (cars, vans) to have strict liability for the more vulnerable 
(cyclists, pedestrians) via strict and strong messaging and enforcement. The danger of a "segregation" model is that the assumption is that cyclists MUST use cycle paths or 
shared pedestrian/cycle paths. I am often cycling at 30kph and often substantially more, and I should NOT be on a cycle path (but get abuse if there is one there). Second, if you 
don't enforce, it is meaningless - take the 20mph areas - does anyone observe that speed and is it ever enforced? I am regularly hooted at or punishment passed on QEW when 
for someone to pass me they must be substantially exceeding the speed limit. It's meaningless. You get tailgated and hooted at driving at anything sub-30mph on those roads. If 
you can't enforce, don't declare. 

CB25 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
03:08:10 pm

Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times a 
week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Queens 
Road, Trumpington Rd

Oakington to Longstanton - giant mess at the moment! You need to do *all* of the above. Please. CB24 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
03:19:54 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping
I don't have a 
car, so bikes do 
it all, and lanes 
need to be wide 
enough for 
trailers.

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Queens Road

Could the cycling surfaces be colour-coded (RED 
recycled rubber crumb?) for extra clarity and safety 
when explaining to children, visitors what priorities are ?
Could they be refreshed annually to ensure a smooth 
ride and keep up with tree root growth ?
Could they be wider to accommodate trailers/cargo 
bikes, even 2-way cycling traffic, separate from 
pedestrians or at least one-way on Left hand side 
shared pavement, the other way on other side? eg north-
bound Queens' Road pavement could easily be a one-
way cycle track if kerb were lowered. People never walk 
there. On Fen Causeway, less congestion if cyclists 
eastbound on North side and westbound on South side.
Could we install mirrors to see round difficult 
corners/junctions?

Are there more water-permeable surfaces than others which could be used to obviate need for cambered edges? Some current kerb edges are too high for safe cycling - could 
they be ramped as in continuous "drop-kerb".  Of course, green planting to absorb pollution must be maintained/pruned to ensure safe travel.  Lot's of green job-creation here !!!

CB3 65-74 Yes Female Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
03:52:50 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, Milton High St and Butt Lane

Cb24 15-24 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
04:01:03 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Essential 
shopping, 
administrative 
chores (e.g. 
posting a letter, 
the bank, council 
office if needed), 
medical 
appointments.

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

I do not have a car! So totally 
dependent on the bicycle. Therefore, 
safe and direct routes are very 
important.

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

There was more segregation from pedestrians and dog 
walkers.

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

Milton High St and Butt Lane, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St, Queens Road

Yes please, please improve the cycle route from Fulbourn to Cherry Hinton (via Ida Darwin centre and the narrow path between the Tesco's superstore and the railway. This is very narrow and tree roots have severely damaged the tarmac. The main job would 
be to re-tarmac, and ideally, widen this section with segregated lanes for cyclists and pedestrians.

CB4 45-54 No Female as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
04:01:51 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

Cb1 45-54 Yes Female Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
04:02:16 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

From the railway station (connecting with the guided busway bike path) into the city centre. Including a good crossing of the dangerous station square. Please ensure that any new provision joins up properly with existing provision, and please work with Cambridge Cycling Campaign who have a wealth of experience in how to 
design & how not to design cycle provision.

CB22 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
04:12:56 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, The 
junctions on my route were safer, There 
was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St Anything in Cambridge City. It's got lots of cycles and cyclists, but terrible provision for cycling. CB1 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
04:29:58 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Cb1 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
04:43:48 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Never, To my local high street/town centre: 
Never, Between villages: Monthly, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Improving the 
most used routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very 
important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

Routes from villages need to be joined up. From our house there is a lovely cycle path (Great Shelford) - but a scary road for about 50 metres. Stopped our kids from cycling to school alone until old enough. Improving walking and cycling will benefit all - but most 
of all low income groups.

Please continue to pursue these proposals with vigour and thank you for your work on this. CB22 55-64 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
04:45:48 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

I have found that since re-opening mill 
road bridge it feels much less safe 
cycling along this road. The increase 
in traffic, due to the road being used 
as a rat-run into town with (what 
appears to be) little benefit to those 
who live/work in the mill road area, 
has made it less appealing to utilise 
active travel in this area.

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Mill Road. Also better more secure cycle parking (although less relevant to the question) more police accountability for bike related crime I am not sure how improving cycle routes would impact 
groups with protected characteristics 

Cb1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
05:04:09 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Milton High St and 
Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

CB24 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

on behalf of 
a group or 
business

Milton Cycling 
Campaign, (working 
with Camcycle)

Aug 15 21 
05:26:41 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Domestic. Ie 
getting shopping 
running errands 
and chores

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Monthly, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Would be better if I had to give way to motor traffic less, too 
much 'cycle infra' ends up dumping you in the mouth of a 
junction or having to wait for motorised traffic (which should 
have a lower priority)

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Newmarket Rd esp from Barnwell Rd to airport section, terrifying on a bike. Would be easy to crowd source info about weak/missing links in the infrastructure (I'd happily contribute if I felt setting would be done with it) also please consider integration with 
the National Cycle Network (NCN) and contribute to it's improvement and up keep. Lastly, please stop asking and just get on and bloody do something, it's not hard, we need 
fewer cars and active travel planning design done by people who are not petrol heads in their sparetime, there must be someone who rides a bike regularly who can put this 
together for you. Less consulting more action.

CB4 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
06:04:26 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Able to secure a bike trailer at shops as well as just a bike 
alone.  Not enough good quality bike parking in general.

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

There's a chance to retrofit sustainable drainage measures and improve biodiversity as you make these changes to the roadway, pavements etc.  Please do so proactively. I 
would volunteer to support.

CB21 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
06:04:42 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Monthly, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Huntingdon Rd North, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St, Queens Road

Cb4 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
06:10:26 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

Hills Rd Regent St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

I am not convinced that the proposals fully take account of the phenomena of induced demand or traffic evaporation.  For example, the cycle path alongside the Guided Busway, 
both north and south, carry far more cycle traffic than envisaged.  I believe that about a quarter of journeys along the busway are on cycle or foot.  Yet this was completely 
unplanned for and unforeseen by the planners.  In other words, if you build good quality, safe and segregated facilities, you will get more people cycling.  Even though cycling 
levels are high in Cambridge, they are still far below comparable sized cities in The Netherlands and Denmark, which have far better cycling infrastructure.  
 Likewise with traffic evaporation, the proposals in several places suggest that installing cycling facilities will cause “a small loss in traffic capacity” (Elizabeth Way) or have a 
“potential impact on traffic capacity” (Silver St junction) or will be “difficult to remove coach parking” (Queens Rd), or that “there may be opposition to removing/changing parking” 
(Chesterton Rd). 

CB3 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Cont. However, it is well established that reducing road capacity will lead to a reduction of traffic.  Hammersmith Bridge in London is a well-known example where the closure of 
the bridge did not lead to a commensurate increase in traffic over the neighbouring bridges.  Nearer to home, the recent closure of Mill Rd bridge did not lead to all the displaced 
traffic reappearing on other routes; some of it simply evaporated as people chose alternative means of travel.Nearer to home, the recent closure of Mill Rd bridge did not lead to 
all the displaced traffic reappearing on other routes; some of it simply evaporated as people chose alternative means of travel. There is also a climate change emergency that 
needs to be addressed.  To do so, curbing the number of vehicles on our roads is going to be needed.  The GCP & the County should not shy away from the need to do so.  
Restricting road space for private cars is an essential step in this.

Cont. Finally, with regard to Queens Rd, I dispute the conclusion that providing good segregated cycling facilities here has the 'con' of “relatively low cycling potential”.  It is a 
major North-South artery on the west of the city.  Relatively few people use it now because it is so narrow and dangerous.  (This alleged ‘con’ is a bit like stating there is no 
demand for a bridge between two towns separated by a crocodile-infested river because so few people swim across it).  The route has the potential to be a flagship green route 
and a much more pleasant environment if car parking were removed and the space given over to safe and segregated cycle lanes.  It would be tragic if this scheme were 
considered undeliverable because of the perceived need to allow coach parking.  The coach parking bay is a noisy and polluting eyesore.  If we are to have coach drop-off points 
an obvious alternative would be to reallocate the parking spaces on West Road and enforce more strictly the waiting limits.

Aug 15 21 
06:13:56 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: 2-3 
times a week, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

Cherry Hinton Rd, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

There's nothing in East Cambridge in the above list - just the typical focus on the richer neighbourhoods. The Newmarket Road/ Barnwell Road routes are in desperate need of help. The Newmarket Road/ Barnwell Road roundabout is a death trap, and the 
bicycle paths along Barnwell Road are like cycling across the Somme in WWI. The route from the new Marleigh estate along Newmarket Road will be very busy, yet when the cycle lanes reach the south end of Ditton Lane, there's no infrastructure at all, not 
even a proper pedestrian crossing. I guess you just want us to die.

cb5 35-44 Yes Male Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
06:25:46 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

For all journeys I 
need to take 
including grocery 
shopping, visiting 
clients for work, 
medical 
appointments, 
accompanying 
children to 
school and their 
other activities.

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Milton High St and 
Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Please support the schemes which the county council are currently proposing in parallel to this survey, ie: Arbury Road, Union Lane, Elizabeth Way, Trumpington Road at Lensfield Road, East Road, Coldhams Lane etc. I believe that these schemes positively affect children.  
While roads and streets are dominated by cars 
children's freedoms are limited.  Independent travel is 
impossible for under 16s if their only means of safe 
travel is within a motor vehicle driven by someone older 
than them.  I support each one of these schemes which 
enables people of all ages and abilities to move around 
more safely and independently in spaces dedicated for 
them, as people, rather than motor cars.

It is very encouraging to see these proposed changes to the road infrastructure in our area which reflect policies from central and local government and will bring many, and 
varied, benefits to the population of Cambridgeshire.  Please do not delay implementing this long awaited and much needed schemes.

CB4 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
06:34:20 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

shopping, 
medical 
appointments etc

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

CB22 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Aug 15 21 
06:45:40 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised traffic If pavement parking were not so 
common

And if air quality was better - Mill Road 
has been far better this year for 
instance.

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Queens Road

Lensfield Road scandalously still has parking despite being near the car park. It could easily be improved for cycling, without needing any heavy engineering Improving cycling gives people more transport choice, 
this is good for disabled access.

CB1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
07:05:07 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I could 
make connections to other forms 
of transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Alternative routes to Cherry Hinton from Cambridge; Brooks Road and Coldhams Lane; Mill Road; Queens Road/Chesterton Road. CB1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
07:07:00 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Queens Road

CB1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
07:07:22 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Never, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Cb1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
07:15:59 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Queens Road

[postcode] 35-44 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
07:27:14 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Cb21 35-44 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
07:38:32 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, The 
junctions on my route were safer, There 
was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane

Milton Road / Michums Corner cb22 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
07:39:40 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Monthly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Cb1 25-34 No Prefer not to say Prefer not to say as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
07:51:44 pm

Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Monthly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Weekly

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St, Queens Road

Hills road&regent st. CB4 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
07:58:26 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
Weekly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I am 
not able to travel this way due to 
health issues / disability

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

no no [postcode] 45-54 Yes Male Yes Other ethnic group includes Arab or any 
other ethnic group

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
08:26:41 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times 
a week, Other: Never

n/a I don't have a car Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

CB3 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
08:39:07 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Improving 
the most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, City North South Lensfield 
Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Trumpington Rd

cb2 as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
08:43:17 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Trumpington Rd

 CB3 55-64 No Female White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
08:50:10 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

shopping Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

The junctions on my route were safer, I was 
less concerned for my personal security 
and safety, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

Improved cycling infrastructure will positively impact the 
less abled who are more likely to feel excluded from 
cycling at the moment.

CB1 45-54 Prefer not to say Male Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
08:51:19 pm

Social, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Weekly

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Cb1 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
08:51:27 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Daily, To 
my local high street/town centre: Weekly, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Long Road There is so much opportunity to rapidly role out segregated cycle facilities on the main roads through Cambridge even on a temporary basis, but progress and quick wins seem to 
be taking so long compared to other cities such as London. Why aren’t we rapidly rolling out orcas, wands even light segregation on existing routes? Time to be brave and put in 
some infrastructure rather than years of studies and lack of delivery 

[postcode] 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
09:07:50 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

The distances were shorter (clearly 
impossible!) - I use a bicycle/walk 
whenever i can

Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Not at 
all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

cb4 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
09:27:18 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: 2-3 times a 
week, Horse riding: 
Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times a 
week

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport, I was 
less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Waterbeach to Cottenham So many of these routes are within Cambridge city which is disproportionately receiving funding despite good public transport links.  Travelling in-between villages outside of the 
city is dangerous.  We contend with high speed limits on the roads that are poorly lit and poorly maintained with few options for public transport between villages.  I dream that one 
day the children will be able to safely travel to see their friends in other villages without us being forced into our cars! 

Cb25 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
09:29:03 pm

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

School run, 
shopping and 
other errands

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily, Other: Never

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Huntingdon Rd North

I take my {age and sex of child redacted} to school in 
Girton every day along Huntingdon Road and through 
the village, and I see many people taking their children 
to school similarly.  School runs are disproportionally 
carried out by mothers rather than fathers, and both 
these proposals will positively affect women's ability to 
carry out this task using active travel, and fostering a 
habit of active travel in their children.

I routinely cycle along Huntingdon Road and through Girton, to transport [location]. 

I very much welcome the proposals in Huntingdon Road North and have the following comments:
* The junction with Eddington Avenue badly needs redesigning to support cyclists heading northward. I have several times been close-passed at speed by cars wanting to turn left, 
and impatient for me to clear their path in the northbound cycle lane. 
* A number of cyclists attempt to turn right into Thornton Road, and sometimes end up stopping in the bike lane due to traffic, which then also blocks the cycle lane. Please 
consider making the proposed signalised pedestrian crossing a toucan crossing, as this would support children and parents making their way between Thornton Road and the 
primary school.
* The bus bypasses on the southbound cycle lane make that part of my daily school run considerably easier and I enthusiastically welcome them being added to the northbound 
cycle lane.ng around to get things done, socially-distanced and well-ventilated. 

CB4 35-44 Yes Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Cont * Turning right into Girton is always challenging in busy traffic , and there is not enough room for a cargo bike on the current shared-use path from the toucan crossing just 
north of Girton Road to Girton Road itself.
* The new cycle path out to Bar Hill is excellent and really extends my range by bicycle to meet friends and access services out there, but the section of Huntingdon Road between 
Girton Road and where the path starts at the bridge badly lets it down. Heading north, the cycle lane peters out scarily just as traffic starts speeding up. Coming back into 
Cambridge is nerve racking, trying to find a good place to cross over safely onto the southbound side of the road and the tiny cycle lane there. Only once one reaches Girton Road 
junction can one relax into the lovely separated lane and bus bypasses.  I welcome the proposed toucan crossing, but it would be preferable to separate foot and cycle traffic on 
the north east side if at all possible.  Foot traffic is low because the road is so hostile: if you make it safe and pleasant to access the new route out towards Bar Hill more people 
will start using it for long walks and running.

Cont. I welcome the proposals for Girton to Huntingdon Road and have the following comments:
* I am concerned that mandatory cycle lanes will be insufficient at the blind bend. I am passed dangerously there several times a week by drivers who will not wait 30 seconds for 
me to clear the bend, instead risking a head-on collision. Even riding assertively in the centre of my lane does not always work to deter driving like this. Either there needs to be 
enough space for two cars and two cargo bikes to pass each other, or the bend needs some more fundamental redesign. In the meantime, would a mirror help improve visibility of 
oncoming traffic around the bend, as is the case for the other sharp bend much further north in the village?
* I welcome the conversion of the junction with Wellbrook Way, as I daily see cyclists struggling with the right turn there due to driver impatience. Also the current small bypass for 
northbound cyclists is too narrow and bendy to be any use with a cargo bike, so I never use it, the space should be used to simply provide straight-on vs right-turn lanes.

Cont. * For the most part cycling along Girton Road and High Street is straightforward, apart from on-road parking, which inevitably narrows the road so that two cars cannot pass, 
and traffic in both directions ends up queueing. This can happen all along the road but is especially bad near the Co-op, the primary school, the George pub, and just north of the 
junction with Dodford Lane. Although there are currently indicative bike symbols painted on the road on either side, these are routinely parked over, making them useless. Ideally, 
all on-road parking along the whole road through the village would be removed and replaced with, at minimum, mandatory cycle lanes with double-yellow lines. Speed bumps or 
cushions need to be designed to allow cycles to bypass them safely or smooth to ride over. Some of the existing cushions are very unpleasant, when on-road parking forces me to 
go over them.
* The existing shared-use path northward out of the village on the northeastern side of the carriageway is tricky to access at times, especially at school start/end times due to the 
volume of taxi traffic to Gretton School. Some kind of crossing (perhaps a cycle zebra?) to access the path while heading north would be greatly helpful.

Cont. * The very recent widening works to the shared-use path from Manor Farm Road to New Road are a big improvement, and much appreciated. I note that New Road itself is 
excluded from this package, but even so I want to bring to your attention the urgency of widening the shared-use path along it and/or dropping the kerb onto it in many more 
places (or continously!), so that it is easier for cyclists riding in opposite directions to pass each other. I would very much welcome dropping the road limit there to 30 mph, as 
currently it is a very threatening section between the busway and Girton.
I have the following comments about the Histon to Histon Road proposal:
* [location]nd the Bridge Road / Cambridge Road junction is a particular concern. It is very hostile to pedestrians heading north, and fairly hostile to cyclists heading north. At 
minimum it needs a pedestrian crossing across Cambridge Road, and the junction radii should be altered so as to discourage drivers from making the turn at high speeds. 

Cont. * I very much welcome all improvements to the cycle lanes alongside Bridge Road, ideally segregating with a kerb where possible. The current southbound shared-use path 
near the turn for the Holiday Inn is especially bad and any improvement here to widen the space given to cyclists and pedestrians, and to segregate all three of pedestrians, 
cycles, and cars, would be particularly effective.
I have the following comments about the Impington to Milton Road proposal
* [location] there. Turning right into New Road is almost always too intimidating to do except by use of the toucan crossing, which then leads the cyclist into a shared-use path that 
is too narrow for much of the remaining journey to school, and there is no clearly good place to cross back to the left-hand side to continue northward.
* Car parking along New Road is a particular concern at all times as it narrows the roadway. 

Cont. * Ideally, all through traffic except bike / bus / taxi would be removed from New Road, protecting the very high volume of school children arriving by bike and on foot.
* Ideally the shared use path would be made much wider along the whole of New Road to the junction with Impington Lane, or clear crossing points provided to link up with the 
school entrance, the sports centre entrance and the junction with Bridge Road. 
As a final point, I would be very happy at any time to demonstrate these issues in person by a "ride along" with any GCP representatives or decision-makers who are interested - 
email me at [email]. I have cycled in Cambridge for over a quarter of a century now, but I discovered during the pandemic that without a reason to go somewhere, I don't cycle: it's 
not a sport or a leisure activity for me, just a way of getting around to get things done, socially-distanced and well-ventilated.

Aug 15 21 
09:31:41 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: Weekly, To my local high 
street/town centre: Never, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Other: Never

I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

It wasn’t so far! Routes were quieter , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Hills Rd Regent St Newmarket Road- cycle lanes are currently full of potholes and dangerous CB25 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
09:35:42 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

less potholes Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Histon to Histon 
Rd, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

cb4 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
09:36:05 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: 2-3 times a week, To my local 
high street/town centre: Weekly, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor 
unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Cb1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
09:36:18 pm

Social, Travel 
to education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Do not own a car There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

CB1 15-24 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
09:57:42 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Access to 
dentist, doctor 
etc.

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Weekly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: 2-3 times 
a week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I could make 
connections to other forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Impington to Milton

We need all these routes to tackle congestion, climate crisis and health issues facing greater Cambridge. It is awful to pitch communities against each other to get these necessary improvements. Benefits lower income families who are less able to run 
private motor vehicle.
High quality cycle routes benefits many disables users 
of adapted cycles.

cb24 35-44 No Male Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
10:01:06 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Daily, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Daily, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Daily, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

All you need to do is to build cycle lanes. Good quality lanes sepperate from aggressive drivers in Cambridge. The rest is secondary. CB1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
10:01:07 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

mill road CB1 35-44 No Prefer not to say Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
10:05:32 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Huntingdon Rd 
North, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

[postcode] 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Aug 15 21 
10:16:39 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: 2-3 times a 
week, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Cb4 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
10:37:53 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, City North South Lensfield 
Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

along Newmarket Road CB1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
10:45:07 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Very important

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Cb24 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
10:50:10 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Weekly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I had access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or 
adapted cycle, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Hills Rd Regent St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

Cb23 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
10:53:34 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, 
Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat 
important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, Queens Road

Mill Road CB1 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
10:56:25 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Monthly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I learnt to cycle, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

Cb4 25-34 No Prefer not to say Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
10:58:14 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Grocery 
shopping

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Mill Road CB1 35-44 No Female Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
11:00:18 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Monthly

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

CB4 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
11:05:49 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Monthly, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly

(N/A: I currently make no journeys by 
car)

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, Queens Road

I chose Milton (M) mainly because of concern over access to the future police station site near Butt Lane -- particularly for nonstandard bikes, for which the A10 footbridge does not look great.
Also: I don't know if it's in your scope, but Oakington Road from Dry Drayton to the A1307 roundabout is an obvious missing link.

CB4 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
11:09:38 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Not at all 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used 
routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat unimportant, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat unimportant, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Not at all important

Huntingdon Rd North, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
11:31:29 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Monthly, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Girton to 
Huntingdon Rd, Hills Rd Regent St

25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
11:37:51 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: 2-3 times 
a week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Monthly, Other: 2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

Milton to Horningsea as the only access is over Baits Bite Lock (not suitable for non-standard bikes and difficult for anyone who is not fit and strong due to necessity to wheel bike up and down narrow and nearly vertical ramps) and then along a rutted and ,in 
Winter, muddy footpath.

Waterbeach to Cottenham to enable children to cycle to Cottenham Village College safely. 

Cycle path from Milton to Denny Abbey as this is impossible to access other than by car at present.  

CB24 45-54 No Female White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
11:49:16 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Monthly, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Trumpington Rd

Babraham to Linton/Abington CB2 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
11:53:46 pm

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Other: Weekly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport, I was 
less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I could make 
connections to other forms of transport, I 
was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Cb22 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 15 21 
11:54:01 pm

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Daily, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of 
cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way

A1307 cycle path to connect southern villages. Especially across the a11 roundabout Cb21 25-34 No Male Yes Asian or Asian British includes Indian, 
Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Chinese or any 
other Asian background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
12:03:43 am

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I had access to a bicycle, e-cycle, or 
adapted cycle

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the 
most used routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling 
currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important 
nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

Millions of pounds of public money has already been spent on provision for non-motorised transport routes.
1) In some cases, the Cambridge Cycle Campaign have publicly stated they will boycott some routes because they do not meet Cambridge Cycle Campaign (Robin Haydon) 
exacting requirements, irrespective of meeting the legal requirements, thus wasting the millions of pounds already spent on providing such routes.  
Will all work be designed and built to meet or exceed Cambridge Cycle Campaign (Robin Haydon) exacting requirements, irrespective of meeting the legal requirements?
2) Frequently, I have encountered cyclists putting themselves and other people in danger by using a motorised route, when there is a legally sanctioned non-motorised transport 
route, sometimes, just a few feet away, that the cyclist has choses to ignore, thus wasting the millions of pounds already spent on providing such routes. You are now wanting to 
spend yet more millions of pounds on facilities for cyclists.
Will this work include obtaining legal powers to criminalise/fine cyclists who use a motorised route, when there is a legally sanctioned non-motorised transport route available?

cb1 Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Prefer not to say as an 
individual

Cont. 3) Will there be active monitoring of all existing and new non-motorised transport routes, to ensure that the millions of pounds are not wasted, because, the legally 
sanctioned non-motorised transport facility is being ignored?
4) Does the project agree to carry out all and any remedial action required by Cambridge Cycle Campaign (Robin Haydon) to meet their exacting requirements. Indicated by 
feedback from those choosing not waste the millions of pounds spent, by not using the legally sanctioned non-motorised transport routes?
5) Does the project agree that if a legally sanctioned non-motorised transport route is not used by some of the cycling community, that the route will be removed and the project 
publicly report how much money was wasted?

Aug 16 21 
05:07:06 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Weekly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Weekly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Other: Never

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, City North South Lensfield 
Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd 
Regent St

Mill Road Please build wide and protected cycleways where possible. Only high quality cycleways will make a difference. CB1 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
06:44:12 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , I was less concerned 
for my personal security and safety

More segregation from pedestrians Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, City North South Lensfield 
Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Every roundabout is dangerous for cyclists CB4 35-44 Yes Female Non binary White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
07:37:36 am

Social, Travel 
to education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Pavements were wider, more level, 
and had fewer obstacles. I travel with 
a child in a buggy and it is too difficult 
to navigate the narrow, uneven, 
obstructed pavements locally.

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Improvements in Pavement sizing, levelling and 
removal of obstructions will have a positive impact on 
disabled people and the elderly.

CB24 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
07:59:15 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Improving the 
most used routes: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Huntingdon Rd North, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St, Queens Road

Northampton street is dangerous A1134 CB3 35-44 No Male Yes Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
08:20:32 am

Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Weekly, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Queen Edith Way is very poor for cyclists currently. Cars pass far too close. CB1 25-34 Prefer not to say Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
08:37:27 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly, Other: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , I was less concerned 
for my personal security and safety, There 
was more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing 
safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes 
to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Queens Road

Cb4 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
08:38:14 am

Social, 
Leisure

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Somewhat important

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

Cb24 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
08:42:15 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

shopping Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal 
security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel 
to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Thank you for your work, please start work on the routes ! CB1 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
08:57:56 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times a 
week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Hills Rd Regent St, Queens Road, 
Trumpington Rd

Fen Road shared use path on both sides of he road.
Remove parking from Regent's Terrace to create more space for walking and cycling
Queens Rd. west side improve the quality of the path to help students etc.

CB1 55-64 Yes Prefer not to say Prefer not to say White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
09:13:34 am

Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Daily

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , I could make 
connections to other forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe 
routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Dry Drayton to the new local road where the cycle lane is great, but access is awful. Lanes in Cambridge generally ok. New road with cycle path could also benefit from cycle and walker friendly lighting for the winter. provision or review of cycle lanes should not impact on 
bus routes for those who cannot walk or cycle. 
Currently, I suspect the new schemes will do so, 
especially if Madingley to Dry Drayton is made one way 
(currently used by bus as well).

cb23 55-64 Prefer not to say Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
09:56:18 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Daily, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Never

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

CB24 {redacted additional 
part of postcode}

45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
09:58:43 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-
3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from 
the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

[postcode] 25-34 No Male Yes Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
10:01:02 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

The Tins and Snakey Path CB1 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
10:21:28 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 
Weekly, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route 

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat unimportant, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Huntingdon Rd North

Girton to Histon path ajoining Beckbrook needs a better surface. Girton to Histon Road on old Niab site needs finishing I think more offroad cycling ie with less traffic/safer 
means children families and people with learning 
disabilities can use them more safely.

Any extra cycling in our city and the villages is a good thing 55-64 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
10:22:28 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Monthly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly, Other: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat unimportant

I think the greater cambridegshire network is more important in than inside the city - where motorised traffic is already overrun with cycle (and flipping e-Scooter) users. Apart from the few exceptions of the guided busway (which becomes discontinuous in the 
city) there are no suitable "trunk routes" into town for cycles from W, S, or E. Personally I would like a replacement on the old railway route to the NE connecting out to Newmarket, burwell, soham, fordham, etc, and also a rail/road free alternative to teh A10 to 
waterbeach, Streatham Ely and the surrounding area. 

[postcode] 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
10:23:29 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Improving the 
most used routes: Somewhat important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with 
the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Impington to 
Milton, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

Oakington to Drydrayton to connect to the A14 cycleway CB4 25-34 Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
10:23:45 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists 
from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
North Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Newmarket Road/ Newmarket

Harston

Improving access for alternative modes of transport 
would benefit all groups.

CB5 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
10:29:33 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Shopping / 
provisions / 
going to the ip

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: Daily, Between villages: 
Weekly, Between the city and surrounding 
villages: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I could make 
connections to other forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St Also consider connections to & from the station(s)  Many people visit Cambridge and the car is the first choice option. PO19 55-64 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual



Aug 16 21 
10:42:38 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: 2-3 times a week, Across 
the city: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: 2-3 times a week, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: 2-3 times a 
week

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Trumpington Rd

cb23 25-34 No Female Mixed or Multiple ethnic groups includes 
White and Black Caribbean, White and 
Black African, White and Asian or any 
other Mixed or Multiple background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
10:47:05 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily, To my 
local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Weekly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Mill Road [postcode] 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
10:49:22 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily

Routes had less motorised traffic Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

With more money allocated to this, you could improve more of the routes listed above for active travel. CB4 65-74 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
10:59:23 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Weekly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Monthly, Other: 
Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, I am not 
able to travel this way due to 
health issues / disability

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Neither important nor unimportant

Histon to Histon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

Publicise the detour routes off Arbury Rd through Leys Rd and Highworth Ave. or open it up again to traffic. The proposed block on Arbury Road will severely affect 
the aged residents at Havenfield. Please do not cut 
Arbury Road in half. It is too valuable a throughway for 
everyone. 

CB4 65-74 No Male White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:07:55 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Weekly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Monthly, 
Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), I 
was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Cherry Hinton Rd, City North South 
Lensfield Rd East Rd Elizabeth Way, 
Trumpington Rd

Cb1 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:10:24 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

[postcode] 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:14:18 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week, Scooting: 
Never, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 2-3 
times a week, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing 
safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes 
to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest 
potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, North 
Cambridge Chesterton Rd and 
Chesterton High St

Cb1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:15:44 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: 2-3 times a 
week

I was less concerned for my 
personal security and safety

Routes were physically, not just by 
marking, segregated between cyclists 
and pedestrians.  
There is a trend, that is increasing, of 
aggressive, ill-disciplined and 
irresponsible cyclists.  The outcome of 
fear by walkers is exacerbated by the 
increasing difference in speeds of 
cyclists and pedestrians.

The junctions on my route were safer, I was 
less concerned for my personal security 
and safety

Routes were physically (not just markings) segregated 
between pedestrians and cyclists.  
As a cyclist and pedestrian I am concerned about 
manouevring on a shared path when there are walkers, 
particularly children and pushchairs/wheelchairs as their 
intentions are naturally unpredictable.

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential 
for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Great Shelford to  A1307 via Granhams Road
Stapleford to A1307via Haverhill Road

Based on current routes and existing proposals 
pedestrians, including those pushing invalid carriages, 
prams and buggies are disadvantaged compared to 
cyclists.  The primary focus (just note the title of this 
survey - Cycling plus and look at the pictures etc as an 
example).  Pedestrians are subjected to lip service.  Try 
pushing a buggy and having a young child walking with 
you, and being subject to cyclists  "brushing" past you at 
high speed (typically 15 to 20 mph) without much 
warning.  It is frightening for a parent/caraer let alone 
what a child, elderly or others experience.

Re question 6, there should be an additional Q, "something like' Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of pedestrians from cyclists 9the lack of this question 
is another example of pedestrians being disadvantaged see my response to Q 9.

Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Prefer not to say as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:16:45 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: 
Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Somewhat 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very 
important

Impington to Milton, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, North Cambridge 
Chesterton Rd and Chesterton High 
St

CB24 45-54 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:16:45 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Monthly, To 
my local high street/town centre: 2-3 times 
a week, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic)

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving the most used routes: Very 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 North South Mowbray Rd and 
Perne Rd, Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd 
Regent St

Mill Road CB1 25-34 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:18:37 am

None Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Never, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Daily

Within my local area: Never, To the city 
centre: Never, Across the city: Never, To 
my local high street/town centre: Never, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Never, Other: 
Never

I am not able to travel this way 
due to health issues / disability

I am not able to travel this way due to health 
issues / disability

Creating a joined up network: Not at all important, Improving junctions: Not at all important, 
Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used routes: Not at all 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Not at all important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Not at all important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Not at all important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Not at all important

None of the above,  stop wasting money on these schemes and fix the roads and pavements instead. The county council always discriminates, Mill Road 
bridge closure is a prime example.  CCC do not take 
into account disabilities, they are a law amongst 
themselves.  Stop listening to minority groups ie. 
camcycle.  Many people cannot cycle.

cb5 55-64 Prefer not to say Prefer not to say Prefer not to say as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:19:22 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: 2-3 
times a week, 
Scooting: Monthly, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Weekly, Across the city: 
Monthly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Monthly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Monthly, Other: Never

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), I could 
make connections to other forms 
of transport

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport, There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: 
Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Mill road CB1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:22:51 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

Hills Rd Regent St, Histon to Histon 
Rd, Impington to Milton

There is a connecting link from the busway over NIAB land to the Darwin Green/ NIAB bridge.  This will become far more important when Darwin Green is completed but that would be valuable.   There is agreement that the bridge be open to public access, 
possibly some funding from NIAB but further discussion to be had. 

The Histon proposal looks good, I would be very concerned about Station Road/ Cambridge Road losing bus stops.   If bus stops were moved onto Bridge Road they would need 
pedestrian crossings situated next to them as as a resident of Cambridge Road I can confirm that crossing Bridge Road is a nightmare and the pedestrian crossing at the 
Cambridge Road/ Bridge Road was simply a temporary solution left in situ by Highways England so it does not have the pedestrian crossing areas in all locations it should. Ie it is 
very hard to get from the east side to the west side on foot or by wheelchair.  I would also like to see the Histon proposal extending as far as the new Park School, perhaps just 
with traffic calming measures to slow traffic down at the Cottenham end of Histon if that was all that could be afforded.  This is where the most conflict between drivers/ cyclists 
and school cyclists/ commuters occurs currently.  If this road could be made a 20mph zone by traffic calming that would be really helpful to active travel across the whole village.   
This proposal must be fit for purpose for those in wheel chairs currently the Bridge Road/ Cambridge Road junction is almost impassable or very, very dangerous. 

cb24 45-54 No Female Prefer not to say or as an 
elected 
representativ
e

[job]

Cont. The Butt Lane/ New Lane - Impington proposal looks good.  It is absolutely critical that access to schools is prioritised in these plans as this changes culture and behaviour 
and establishes lifelong use of active travel.  Current access to Impington Village College is not good enough resulting in many unnecessary car journeys to school.  It is the worst 
road layout for a school I am aware of.   I like the idea of turning Butt Lane into a single track road with passing places that someone suggested locally.  That would make it still 
accessible but unpopular as a commuter route or cut through.   The road quality and residential properties on Milton Road, Impington cannot stand up to the levels of HGV traffic 
on this route sometimes seen particularly when used as an A14 diversion. So a modal filter would be good.

Cont. The Histon & Impington neighbourhood plan was endorsed with a vote of over 90% and that specifically mandates prioritising active travel locally.  Although specific 
schemes can be pulled apart detail by detail to find bits people don't like there is a strong mandate for improving the active travel environment here.   There is also a large 
population of older people and families here for which low traffic environments are important.  Lots of students travel to Cambridge for school the safer it is the more likely they are 
to cycle.

Aug 16 21 
11:23:24 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: 2-3 times a week, To 
the city centre: Daily, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Never, Other: Never

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I was less concerned for my personal 
security and safety, There was more secure 
cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Neither 
important nor unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving 
the most used routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: 
Somewhat unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing 
safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Cherry Hinton Rd CB1 25-34 No Prefer not to say Prefer not to say as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:25:40 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: 2-3 times a 
week, Horse riding: 
Never, Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week, Other: 2-3 times a week

closer e scooter parking locations There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

Extend route on a10 all the way from Melbourne to royston Cb1 25-34 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:28:08 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Daily, To my local high street/town centre: 
Daily, Between villages: Weekly, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Monthly

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, I was less 
concerned for my personal security and 
safety

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat unimportant, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Not at all important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, Cherry Hinton Rd, 
Hills Rd Regent St

Mill Road to have fewer cars, lower speed limits (with enforcement) and segregated cycle infrastructure. I have disabilities that make active travel a hugely 
important way of managing my illnesses. I am 
concerned that Cambridgeshire council seems to only 
consider disabled users of cars rather than many of us 
who cycle and walk but are put at risk by overuse of 
motor vehicles and a lack of enforcement of rules & law 
around pavement parking, speed limits, cycle lanes, 
advanced stop zones and double yellows.

This also needs framing in terms of the climate crisis. [postcode] 25-34 Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:31:31 am

Social, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: Weekly, Between villages: Never, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic)

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding schemes that 
are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Impington to 
Milton, Milton High St and Butt Lane

Arbury Road, between Milton Road and Arbury Court---needs a modal filter
Union Lane---should be closed to through motorized traffic

CB4 75 and above No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:31:35 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: 2-3 times a 
week, Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Never, Between 
the city and surrounding villages: Weekly, 
Other: Never

Traffic signals gave more time for 
pedestrians.

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer, I could make 
connections to other forms of transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to and from 
schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very 
important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Neither important nor unimportant

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Impington to 
Milton, North Cambridge Chesterton 
Rd and Chesterton High St

Only being able to develop three of the routes is a shame. We need more active travel routes to encourage people out of their cars to tackle climate change and health-related 
issues. 

CB4 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:31:37 am

Social, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Never, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To my local 
high street/town centre: Monthly, Between 
villages: Daily

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Somewhat important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: 
Somewhat important

To Granta park, including along the A505, not just from Cambridge. SG8 25-34 Non-binary as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:31:49 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Weekly, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: 
Weekly, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route 

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the large 
employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Impington to Milton

Milton Road in Cambridge Improving active transport would benefit those with 
mobility issues as facilities such as segregated cycle 
lanes are ideal for mobility scooters, etc.

cb3 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:32:54 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Shopping, trips 
to dentist, 
doctors, waste 
recycling site etc - 
all utility journeys 
within 10 miles of 
home that can't 
be walked.

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: 2-3 times 
a week, To my local high street/town 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Monthly, Between the city and 
surrounding villages: Weekly, Other: Daily

I could make connections to other forms of 
transport

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Improving 
areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are quickest to 
deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, 
Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving routes 
with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Hills Rd Regent 
St, North Cambridge Chesterton Rd 
and Chesterton High St

I think an overall strategy for cycling improvement is needed, for Cambridge city and beyond. We saw the increase in cycling during the pandemic - experimental measures need to be trialled asap to determine the potential usage of key routes when traffic is 
reduced and facilities made safer. Arbury Road should be an example of this and the missing link of Nuffield Road should be connected up to Green End Road and the busway. While I fully support more segregated facilities, the climate crisis calls for rapid 
action. Therefore immediate traffic reduction (supported by active travel improvement trials and an increase in bus services) should be the main priority.

Many of the proposals would have a negative effect on 
pedestrians and no account AT ALL has been taken of 
those with a disability, travelling by any mode of 
transport. This urgently needs to be addressed. Cycle 
improvements should never come at the expense of 
those higher up the transport hierarchy. Amends to 
traffic flow and roadspace for motor vehicles should 
come first.

Please make sure this is integrated with other projects including the county council's LCWIP and Active Travel Schemes and the GCP's city access. How do all these projects fit 
together?

CB4 35-44 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:38:54 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Monthly

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Weekly, To 
my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: Never, Between the city 
and surrounding villages: Monthly

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , The junctions on my 
route were safer

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, 
Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and 
from the large employment sites: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving routes with the 
greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

A1134 East West Long Rd and 
Queen Ediths Way, A1134 North 
South Mowbray Rd and Perne Rd, 
Cherry Hinton Rd

CB1 45-54 No Female White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:39:21 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Commuting 
to work

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Daily, Across the city: Daily

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes felt safer (e.g. 
fewer potholes, less traffic), 
Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct, I could make 
connections to other forms of 
transport, I was less concerned 
for my personal security and 
safety

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat important, 
Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes that are 
quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and from schools: Very 
important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: Very important, Improving 
routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North, Impington to Milton

dry drayton to A14 link improved cycling and walking facilities are helpful for 
people that use mobility scooters, walking frames, 
adapted bikes etc

Girton to Huntingdon Road
Wellbrook Way mini roundabout is dangerous as it is, I welcome the proposed change.
Removal of centre lines and wider cycle lanes will be an improvement.  (How much wider?  They will need to be a lot lot lot wider than current.)  Some education about how the 
new road layout should work will be required (Girton Parish News goes to every household).
Mandatory cycle lane on bends - yes!  I get so fed up with cars overtaking dangerously on bends, often into the path of another vehicle
Lower speed limits - and some enforcement! - are welcome

cb3 55-64 No Female Yes as an 
individual

Cont. Segregated cycle paths would be better but I understand constraints
shared Use should be avoided
Double yellow lines to deter parking in cycle lanes a great idea - some enforcement woud be good if SCDC can get the County to do this.  
Double yellow lined needed on Lawrence Weaver Road leading into Darwin Green (camb city) as cars are using the cycle lanes for parking (it is adopted by the county
LTN 1/20 compliance should be the standard
Good infrastructure needed here for people travelling to Cambridge via Huntingdon Road

Aug 16 21 
11:44:53 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

to link with other 
public transport

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Weekly

Within my local area: Daily, To my local 
high street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week

Routes felt safer (e.g. fewer 
potholes, less traffic), Routes to 
my destination(s) were more 
direct, I could make connections 
to other forms of transport, I was 
less concerned for my personal 
security and safety

other users were more considerate 
and following the highway and other 
codes

Routes were quieter , Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, There was 
more segregation from motor vehicles on 
my route , The junctions on my route were 
safer, I could make connections to other 
forms of transport, I was less concerned for 
my personal security and safety, There was 
more secure cycle storage at my 
destination

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Very important, Improving the most used routes: Very important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Cherry Hinton Rd, Hills Rd Regent St, 
Trumpington Rd

footpaths for exclusive use of pedestrians-leisure, commuting, hospital appointments etc, to link ares to avoid having to drive to access such as wandlebury or to rail and bus links. Shared routes, in my experience are difficult and 
hazardous, for eg for those of any age with hearing or 
other sensory loss. can only be effective as travel routes 
if joined up with accessible to all affordable, reliable 
public transport services.  poor and disjointed ideas and 
designs which are not clearly marked or communicated 
about increase rather than reduce the risks to all users.

please actively consult and really hear  the views and future needs of the young who will soon have little choice than to use these routes.  A really well designed system and 
education in how to safely navigate it, with due consideration of other uses, could enable the younger generation to win back some of their independence travelling into and around 
the city by means about which their parents currently have serious concerns

CB22 Female as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:47:40 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Travel to 
education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: Weekly, Across the city: Monthly, 
To my local high street/town centre: Daily, 
Between villages: 2-3 times a week, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
2-3 times a week

Routes had less motorised 
traffic, Routes to my 
destination(s) were more direct, I 
could make connections to other 
forms of transport

Routes to my destination(s) were more 
direct, There was more segregation from 
motor vehicles on my route , The junctions 
on my route were safer

Cycling with children was safer. This relates to safer 
junctions etc in the options above, but as it stands, it is 
dangerous to cycle with children in many parts of 
Cambridge and beyond.

Creating a joined up network: Very important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating low 
traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, Finding 
schemes that are quickest to deliver: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes for travel to and 
from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Very important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Histon to 
Histon Rd, Huntingdon Rd North

Route connecting central  Girton to Impington (IVC) as so many children travel to the school from Girton
Connectivity from the cycle path along the north of Girton to the entrance to the next phase of the eddington development

Many Girton residents cycle/walk to and from Eddington each day - many travel through Eddington to access their place of work (e.g. West Cambridge); many travel to visit 
Sainsburys or the Storeys Field Centre; and many travel with young children who are attending the primary school (UCPS) there. Currently the connectivity between the two areas 
is very poor with a lack of direct and safe crossing points for pedestrians and cyclists, despite very good provision within Eddington itself. I strongly support improvements to 
safely accessing Eddington by bike and by foot (via the Rideway and the Huntington Road entrance) which are critical to improving sustainable travel but also to avoiding a 
potentially serious accident. 

Improvements to safe cycle provision through Girton are also badly needed. 

I support the proposals as referenced in maps I and J.

CB3 45-54 No Female Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:47:48 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Shopping Walking: Monthly, 
Cycling: 2-3 times a 
week

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
2-3 times a week, To my local high 
street/town centre: 2-3 times a week, 
Between villages: Monthly, Between the 
city and surrounding villages: Never, 
Other: 2-3 times a week

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport

I could make connections to other forms of 
transport, There was more secure cycle 
storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Neither important nor 
unimportant, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat unimportant, Improving the most used 
routes: Somewhat unimportant, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat 
important, Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Very important, Providing safe routes for 
travel to and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment 
sites: Very important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Histon to Histon Rd, Milton High St 
and Butt Lane, Queens Road

Maximise use of the existing cycle way that runs alongside the guided busway by incorporating in the 13 corridor routes From Longstanton to Impington the Guided busway cycle path ('Greenway', map page 5)  runs roughly parallel with the Sustran National Cycle Network route. Wouldn't it be more 
sensible to use the existing Guided busway cycle path in preference to improving the Sustran route through Girton, linking with the GCP Funded route along the Histon Road 
(under construction) into Cambridge centre? This would remove the need for the 'Selected corridor for prioritisation' from Impington to the Huntingdon Road shown in yellow on 
page 7 (and as 'additional corridor' Girton-Oakington on map page). The map on page 8 also shows the 'additional corridor' Histon-Histon Road that would provide the link 
between the guided busway 'Greenway' and the GCP Funded Route along the Histon Road. The saving by not implementing the Girton-Huntingdon Road route would appear to be 
£2.4 million (table, page 27) . 

cb3 65-74 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Cont. The table, page 27, identifies deliverability issues. and the schematic, page 19 mentions 'challenges to installing segregated cycling infrastructure' (e.g. by Farey Cottage on 
the opposite side of the road to the The Crown pub). The implementation of a cycle way through the village of Girton would indeed be challenging, very disruptive and destroy the 
character of the village, notably by removing exiting grass verges on either side of the road. I believe that the existing advisory cycle lanes along this road, coupled with the 20mph 
limit are adequate for cycling (with an extension of the 20mph limit to Huntingdon Road). In summary, I am in favour of increasing cycling in and around Cambridge but I also think 
we should be looking to fully exploit and integrate existing routes wherever possible to minimise costs, avoid disruption and maintain settlement character.

Aug 16 21 
11:49:40 am

Social, Travel 
to education, 
Commuting 
to work, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Between 
villages: Daily

Routes to my destination(s) were 
more direct

Routes were quieter , There was more 
segregation from motor vehicles on my 
route , The junctions on my route were 
safer

Creating a joined up network: Somewhat important, Improving junctions: Very important, Creating 
low traffic neighbourhoods: Somewhat important, Improving the most used routes: Somewhat 
important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Very important, Finding schemes 
that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe routes for travel to 
and from schools: Very important, Providing safe routes to and from the large employment sites: 
Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for segregation of cyclists from 
traffic: Somewhat important

Girton to Huntingdon Rd, Huntingdon 
Rd North, Queens Road

Cylcle route between Girton and Oakingtom (IVC school)
Better connection (walking & cycling) between Girton and Eddington - i.e. across huntingdon road for the future Eddington developments

There really needs to be better / safer ways to cross Huntingdon road at Girton Corner - Ridgeway - as there is a lot of people cross here to get from Girton to Eddington (e.g. 
school runs)

cb3 35-44 No Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual

Aug 16 21 
11:56:05 am

Social, 
Leisure, 
Exercise

Walking: Daily, 
Cycling: Daily, 
Scooting: Never, 
Horse riding: Never, 
Other: Never

Within my local area: Daily, To the city 
centre: 2-3 times a week, Across the city: 
Weekly, To my local high street/town 
centre: Daily, Between villages: Weekly, 
Between the city and surrounding villages: 
Weekly, Other: Never

I could make connections to 
other forms of transport, I am not 
able to travel this way due to 
health issues / disability

There was more segregation from motor 
vehicles on my route , There was more 
secure cycle storage at my destination

Creating a joined up network: Neither important nor unimportant, Improving junctions: Very 
important, Creating low traffic neighbourhoods: Not at all important, Improving the most used 
routes: Very important, Improving areas with lower levels of cycling currently: Somewhat important, 
Finding schemes that are quickest to deliver: Neither important nor unimportant, Providing safe 
routes for travel to and from schools: Somewhat important, Providing safe routes to and from the 
large employment sites: Somewhat important, Improving routes with the greatest potential for 
segregation of cyclists from traffic: Very important

City North South Lensfield Rd East 
Rd Elizabeth Way, Girton to 
Huntingdon Rd, Histon to Histon Rd

Please leave Arbury Road open. Closing Arbury Road is very discriminatory towards the 
elderly living in Havenfield.

Cb4 75 and above Yes Male Yes White includes British, Northern Irish, 
Irish, Gypsy, Irish Traveller, Roma or 
any other White background

as an 
individual


